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Preface
When I wrote this novel, I was using brand new software on an
aged, dying laptop. The text software was extremely basic,
rudimentary, plain. And it had a very aggressive autocorrect
feature. I wrote out the first draft of the full 36 chapters in
about two months time, not stopping to edit as I went. When I
finally got back to the edits, autocorrect gremlins were
everywhere. Words would change two or three words back
after I had typed them correctly. I remember ‘elicited’ being
turned into ‘elected’ for example. Since the book is about a
human’s friendship with an Artificial Intelligence, it was eerily
appropriate. None of the words in the first draft were spelled
incorrectly, not a single one. But many of them had been
changed to the wrong word as I worked. Reading through the
first version was surreal.
Fortunately I saved many of the early drafts, perhaps at a later
date those versions will be shared with the world.
Each chapter was its own file. At the end of each writing or
editing session I would upload the most recent drafts to
www.terboted.com/D so I could read them remotely, on my
smartphone for example. I was also fearful of my laptop giving
up the ghost and losing the book entirely without some sort of
remote backup system in place.
During many of the writing sessions, I would put on very long
streaming ambient sound effect music mixes: droning
synthesizer pads and chords with no beats. These are easy
to find online, stuff you would meditate to. I’d often put on full
screen animations of code art in the background.
I was also impulsively creating collections of code art during
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the time period I was writing this book. I call this the ‘Magic
Code’ series, created using an online website that rendered
out visualizations of mathematical formulas to downloadable
pdf files. The blue background texture of the book cover is part
of this collection. Gallery quality prints of these images can be
purchased through my websites at www.terboted.com or
www.nanographic.net.
In the time period when I was writing and editing, often I would
wake up in the middle of the night and read drafts of the work
in progress on a tablet device in my bed. I would leave a
gentle color changing LED light on during the night. The effect
was similar to what I had imagined the narrator’s surroundings
felt like while being awakened by D in the middle of sleep.
I encourage you to consider surrounding yourself with these
flavors of ambiance as you read various sections of the book:
deep ambient synthesizer music paired with color changing
lights and/or computer animations nearby.
tt
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A line in the Silicon
By age 50 I was a tech casualty. My career and reputation
were ruined. But the lows I experienced at the middle of
middle age led to the most remarkable period of my life, which
is the basis of this narrative. To the outer world, I more or less
vanished with no explanation. The time has come for me to
tell the story of what happened after.
This is not the book I wanted to write. When I was younger I
always had a glowing Memoir going in the back of my mind,
detailing accomplishment after accomplishment.
That
concept is long vanquished after all of the failures I endured.
Another more realistic tome would be a compendium of
various tech and futurist articles I wrote over my career,
mostly from my writings for Doublebyte Magazine. But as this
story unfolds you’ll realize that is not at all likely. A full length
treatise on a range of forward thinking, visionary technology is
also something I would have liked to have written, perhaps in
the manner of the great Art Hünlzmann but more optimistic.
Yet I was never that organized or inspired. Later I stopped
thinking in those bold, broad futurist strokes, and ambition
passed me by as I aged. Certainly no publisher ever pushed
me into any of those aforementioned realms either. This book
somehow does contain elements of all of those possible
volumes, but is very different in that it details relationships
between actual living things. It’s not theoretical, it’s not
daydreaming, it’s complicated. I never expected to write a
love story. Or a tangled web of them.
The perspective is obviously from my bias. I don’t feel like I
need to apologize to any of the people who appear in the
following pages, my impressions are my own and I really don’t
care about what anyone else has to say. Please feel free to
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research the lives and writings of anyone mentioned herein to
get their perspectives on the following events. Honestly, my
life isn’t interesting enough to make any lasting impression in
some of these other folks’ lives. But I am compelled to tell my
tale after this many years.
Overall I must say that I never was that great at interacting
with people and became more detached from society as I
aged. I was always good at communicating TO people. And
people would often talk about me. But I definitely hit a point
where I had become aloof, disinterested or let down by what I
perceived and witnessed in others around me. I lacked
inspiration to put any effort back into society at large. After
that I was literally forced into exile, which is a more
complicated topic to be explored in greater detail in the
following pages.
I promise a story full of sex, money, technology, robots,
artificial intelligence, travel, crime, love and seduction.
While I didn’t write this tale in a linear fashion, I feel that it is
best to present it as best as possible from start to finish in a
literal timeline. I think it is easiest to understand this way.
There is quite a bit of backstory that gets up to my crisis at age
50, I’ll try to get through that as quickly as possible, skipping
over many details. The anecdotes that I linger on in the first
part of this book are only presented because I feel they help
frame or explain what happened to me later in life, as the
context of the overall journey is important to understand the
outcome.
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Origin
I was born in 1965 in Mountain View, California, an area
widely celebrated as Silicon Valley. I was an only child, as
were both of my parents.
My father was born in 1920, had been in the Air Force during
World War 2, and died when I was four. I have very little
memory of my father. I remember him picking me up by the
armpits and tossing me up into the air and catching me in the
kitchen, laughing loudly and heartily. I did manage to know
much about him. After the war he moved to California and
was involved in various defense industries based on his
contacts from being in the military. By the 1960s he was an
executive at Eagle Semiconductor, which was an innovative
company that made all kinds of parts for the military industrial
complex. Eagle Semiconductor made transistors, diodes,
integrated circuits and more, all of which were needed to
produce advanced systems found in weaponry or air planes or
missiles or communications systems and so on. My father’s
world view was full of threats, whether it was from communists
or criminals or Martians or Mexicans or God knows what. The
world was to be feared and dominated through force and
perpetual warfare. Somehow the stress of all this pessimism
killed him early, too much for a soul to endure. Fueled by
chain-smoking and alcoholism, my dad died suddenly of a
heart attack in 1969 just before his 49th birthday.
My mother was a tragic figure. Before I had reached middle
age she had literally lost her mind and was in a care facility in
Arizona, unable to even recognize my face or remember my
name or that she had ever been married or had a son. Early
in life she showed tremendous promise as a computer
programmer, and that was how she met my father, who was
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twenty years her senior.
Computer programming was
outrageously unexplored in that era, a very small world. While
there were academic opportunities for computer programmers
in the late fifties, there were more in military or corporate R&D
settings, yet very few positions for women in what was then a
very male dominated world.
After my parents were married, my mom dedicated herself to
being a full-time housewife and then a stay at home mom. My
father made ample money for a comfortable suburban lifestyle
consistent with the times. Mom was never happy with this role
deep down inside, and she drank heavily- as did my fatherbut she also was heavily numbed down by an ever-increasing
volume of prescription medications, which I think helped lead
to her dramatic mental decline as she aged. I didn’t like to
think of my mother much after I was out on my own, it was
useless to try and interact with her because it always left me
feeling hollow and alone.
My father had a decent life insurance policy and shares in
Eagle Semiconductor, which allowed my mom and I to have a
solid middle class lifestyle throughout my childhood and
teenage years. The family money evaporated after my mom
was put into care facilities however.
My mom never had to work to support us, although she
entertained herself with staying up to date on advances in
software engineering during what were very primitive but
exciting years in that field. We always had some form of
computer at home as far as I could remember, as far back as
the era when computers were made of raw components and
not mass produced. We used to go to computer club
meetings. I had to have been one of the first children in the
entire world who grew up with computer games in the house.
Most of these early computer games were based around text,
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like adventure games with ’N’, ’S’, ‘E’, ‘W’ keys on the
keyboard used for direction. Later I would literally play action
computer games with ascii art characters animating around
the monochrome screens. My mother knew many of the local
programmers and would trade software, explore it, test it,
discuss it. She would show me the source code of how things
were written, and I grew up with rudimentary coding and
command line scripting being instinctively understandable.
By the late 70s there were a lot of video game things changing
the world right in front of us. My mom knew a bunch of early
game developers. Some of her close friends started one of
the earliest gaming companies making cartridges or titles for
home entertainment systems. Their first game was released
under the company name ‘Stratophyte’, when they were just a
handful of hippies working out of a dilapidated Victorian house
in Cupertino, the yard overgrown with weeds and peace signs
spray painted on the front door. I used to play games on their
computers when we visited their house, usually the ones they
were still working on. They called me their ‘tester.’ It seemed
they changed their company name with every title or new
gaming platform introduced, becoming Stratofyte then Strato5
then star5 and eventually ST5 Gaming, which everyone
recognizes today as one of the video game industry giants.
Having grown up around all of this, I always had an uncanny
sense of what was ahead. The engineers loved to chat with
me. I was always able to describe games I had made up in my
mind that were far too complicated for anyone to develop at
the time. As a child I would write out storyboards for video
game ideas in colored pencils on ruled school binder paper. I
would show them to the gaming programmers who would
laugh and explain why they couldn’t make these games. My
ideas were too advanced for what any of the microprocessors
at the time could render. My mom would collect these
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drawings and stick them on our refrigerator in our kitchen with
magnets.
By the time I was in High School I was spending some time
every day in front of a computer, and long multi-day marathon
sessions in front of the computer screen in the Summer
months when there was no school. While other kids were
getting sunburned I was getting what I called ‘screen burned.’
I had learned how to code color graphics for 4-bit or 16 color
systems, and then how to variously animate graphics with
scripting. Somehow I had a gift or knack for this beyond other
people’s interest. I was a bit of a prodigy.
In 1982, Mom’s friends at Strato5 created a game called
‘Dawn of the Mines’ for a new gaming system hitting the
market called the ‘Mega OT.’ Some of the techniques I had
discovered led to me, at 17 years old, creating an animated
effect for the fiery sequence at the end of the game’s final
level. By rapidly sequencing the 4-bit color pallet I could
greatly increase the colors accessible within the 16 color limit,
giving a much more nuanced visual effect. I was able to get
color tones in smoke and fire sprite animation effects never
before seen on a home gaming system. My random seed
sprites depicting explosive flames and smoke animated
quickly and yet stayed well within data rate headroom. It was
epic. I was paid $200 for it. It seemed like a lot of money at
the time.
The Mega OT gaming console hit the market at the exact best
time for Christmas. With the most impressive graphics card in
a home console available to date- and at a low price- sales of
the new system set records. That first Christmas, there were
only 8 games available for the Mega OT. One of them was
Dawn of the Mines. It eventually sold many hundreds of
thousands of copies and then was bundled into future console
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versions for free. I was given a $3,000 royalty check not long
after that first Christmas, stunned. I bought a new computer
and kept pushing myself to learn more about graphics and
coding. I was given an internship at Strato5, then a paid
position, and then I was quickly headhunted away to a bigger
project at a competitor.
My mother and I decided that I would delay going to college
while I was instead getting constant work in the new gaming
industry. I was learning more than I would in school and
making great money working on super exciting projects with
the latest emerging technology. It turned out I never did
attend college, and that my professional multimedia career
was going full tilt while I was still in my teens.
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Dent Filsen
“I’m a man where it counts” - Arco Polo
“Has anyone ever told you that, uh, you, uh, kind of look like
Dent Filsen? But younger, like a younger Dent Filsen?”
I heard this almost every day of my adult life. I would say “I
hear that all the time” or “I don’t see the resemblance.”
But I couldn’t really complain about being compared to one of
the most loved TV actors of all time. Dent Filsen was my
childhood idol too.
In the early Seventies Filsen starred as Arco Polo- a half
cyborg space pilot explorer- in a made for TV movie of the
same name. Young Arco Polo had been a valiant young
fighter defending Earth in the million alien mine battle and had
destroyed 11,000 of the invading mines before being nearly
killed himself by a laser strike. Badly disfigured, the young
hero is given a robotic arm and legs and superhuman cyborg
strength. Later, as an adult doer of good, explorer Polo
travels the universe in his ship the “Time Bender,”
accompanied by the spacecraft’s computer “Infinity Squared”
and the midget sized android “DD” on a mission to “love all
life.” Despite a limited story, low-budget execution and badly
executed acting, the made for TV movie was so well received
that “The Adventures of Arco Polo” was hastily made into a
weekly TV series, making Dent Filsen a household name and
one of the biggest stars of his generation.
The show’s formula was pretty simple. Arco Polo would be
onboard the ship, having a conversation with the ship’s
computer Infinity Squared while DD cutely bumbled about in
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the background. DD’s dialog was entirely in imaginary Morse
Code and the letter d, so it would say things like ‘d-d-dee dee
dee d-d’ while waving its arms in circles or spinning its head all
the way around. Infinity Squared would drolly enunciate that
there was some life in trouble and in need of help, after which
Dent would say ‘map coordinates’ and while DD beeped and
blurbled out variations of the letter D, Infinity Squared would
plot the fastest course through the universe. Infinity Squared
would first calculate the exact distance in diameter, and then
plot the complete circumference to that point in spherical 3D.
They would then cheat time by merging with the sphere, which
would land them almost instantly at the destination, navigating
a perfect 180 degree arc, making them the fastest ship in the
universe. The name ARC-O was quite literally referring to the
180 degree arc across the sphere. Neat ARC-O logotype in
stylized 1970s typography was prominently displayed on
various places on the outside of the spacecraft.
Infinity Squared’s voice was portrayed by British comedian
Alouiscious Andrews III, known for his bawdy and
flamboyantly gay comedy routines in Las Vegas and Atlantic
City casinos. His trademark on stage was purring ‘You Did
WHAT?’ in the campiest queer voice possible and striking a
stiff pose. On the Arco Polo show however, Andrews spoke in
a faux American or mid-Atlantic movie accent, delivered in
robotic monotone cadence and lacking emotion. The dry,
androgynous effect given off by Infinity Squared was a direct
contrast to the Arco Polo character played by Dent Filsen who
was dripping exuberant machismo and all around male TV
hunk leading man swagger.
Whenever Polo would leave the ship, he would take DD the
droid with him. DD’s job was to carry Infinity Squared’s
camera, microphone and speaker so that Polo could stay in
contact with the ship’s computer. DD, who only had three
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fingers on each hand, would always forget one of the three
items, so each outing Infinity Squared would be complaining
that it could not see or hear or be heard, rendering the genius
computer completely impotent and of limited use. All of this
was played for comedic effect while DD cutely clowned and
cavorted about.
Once arriving at their destination, each week the TV heroes
would find a family or town or outpost or something that was in
some sort of trouble and in need of their help.
Inevitably there was always a beautiful woman or farmer’s
daughter or damsel in distress that would somehow require
the intimate attention of Filsen’s character. There would be
some sort of calamity that would require the use of Arco Polo’s
super cyborg strength to save the day. Without fail there
would be a firestorm or avalanche or laser attack or otherwise
terrifying disaster, where Polo would be hanging from a cliff by
his robot arm while holding the young woman tight against his
body with his human arm, both of them screaming in defiance
of a certain impending death. The young actresses picked for
this role typically had little or no previous acting credits and
usually wore outrageous space costumes that covered very
little skin. While these young actresses were always visually
appealing, the acting was usually to a low standard and hastily
executed. It was typical to catch the young women on screen
blushing when standing next to Filsen, the huge TV star, with
the girls awkwardly or stiffly posing near him during the
various scenes.
Every episode there would be a point where someone would
point out to Arco Polo that he was only half human, and Arco
would deliver his trademark line and series of gestures, which
were, in order: him running his human right hand back through
his longish hair, then saying “I’m a man where it counts,”
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followed by a ‘chik chik’ sound out of the corner of his mouth,
followed by a salute where his right fist taps his heart twice,
and then he would swing his right forearm and fist up and out
and forward while his right elbow remains on his waist,
followed by a wink with his human right eye. We used to do
this all of the time on the playground as kids, never quite
realizing that the extended raised fist with the elbow at the
waist salute was intended to resemble a sexualized male
erection.
Polo never would kill any living thing, although he would easily
kill evil robots with his cyborg cannon left arm. If there was a
living thing like a dragon or bear or plague of bugs threatening
the victims on the show, Polo would stun the offending
protagonists with his super powers and then tell the creatures
in their ear with a soft voice that they were to ‘love all life’ and
change their ways, which always seemed to do the trick and
resolve the conflict. The dragon would stop attacking the
village, the bears would stop their various marauding, the
poisonous insect swarm would go elsewhere, and so on. It
was that easy.
At the end of every episode, Polo would be back at the ship, in
conversation with Infinity Squared, while DD and the beautiful
young woman from this week’s episode were nearby. As the
dialog unfolded and drew the show to a conclusion, Polo
would gently and patiently clean DD, whose robotic surface
would be badly tarnished from the week’s adventures. DD
was gold and silver colored. Polo would always say “gold
never tarnishes” but DD’s silver would be blackened each
week, making him look like a gold and black bumble bee and
not a shiny droid. Polo would be rubbing DD with the cleaning
cloth. The female lead would sit quite near, always making
eye contact with Filsen, then maybe helping clean DD, the
sum of which would always end up with DD powering down
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into his bent over pose, the hands of Polo and the actress
touching, followed by long eye contact between Arco and the
young woman. This was always shot with a gleaming, heavily
filtered camera effect. The end scene inevitably resolved in a
long slow passionate kiss and embrace that ended the show.
While the basic formula, budgets and acting on the program
left all sorts things to be desired, the show did manage to be a
visual treat with outstanding award winning costuming and at
times, clever, inventive writing.
Arco Polo was a huge hit. I waited in anticipation each week
and would stay up late on Sunday night to watch. All the kids
talked about it all week at school.
Critics hated the show, which was easy to pick apart. Polo’s
character would be pushing some 1970s hippy era imaginary
Oriental mysticism about loving all living things as if he was
some wise guru, but then at the next moment he’s a
womanizing philanderer out to get laid, leering and smirking at
the beautiful young woman in his arms. The slapstick sidekick
droid- while maybe not far off from the comic relief found in
Shakespeare- was pooh-pooh’d for being low class, dumbed
down entertainment for the masses.
After three seasons of being one of the most popular shows
on television and Filsen having now become one of the most
adored celebrities in the country, Filsen wanted more money.
He was also sick of the costumes. And wanted a bigger
trailer. The show’s writers wanted more freedom to explore
beyond the narrow constructs of the show’s original premise.
After a walk out and delay to start the show’s fourth season,
The Adventures of Arco Polo returned with a poor run of
shows that had the entire cast breaking character, as when
Polo was a traveling magician with a cart drawn by a talking
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horse (Alouiscious) selling exotic elixirs to an Amish town
troubled by gun toting horse thieves. Without ever reaching
new contract terms, the show was cancelled early in its fourth
season. As a young fan of the show I was crushed. Crushed.
After the cancellation of The Adventures of Arco Polo, Filsen
went on to star in some romantic comedy films, all of which did
very poorly at the box office.
In the 1980s, Filsen came back to TV as the jet setting private
detective ‘Denny Glock,’ who would fly around the country
meeting rich, beautiful women who needed to hire him to save
the day. Filsen was already starting to age badly, with his
tailored suits unable to hide his growing belly, his obvious fake
hair and wig even seen obviously flapping up in the breeze in
a few episodes, his toupee unable to hide his rapid onset of
baldness. Filsen had a young female sidekick on the show.
She wore her hair up, always had a pencil over her ear, wore
thick glasses, carried a clipboard and squeezed into an
impossibly tight skirt. The sexual tension between the two
was part of what made the show interesting, exacerbated by
Glock’s womanizing with the different weekly female guests,
who were always older and more sophisticated than Glock’s
female assistant. Toward the end of the second season
however, Glock’s character falls in love with his sidekick. All
she had to do was remove her eyes glasses, let her hair down
and she was immediately transformed into a sexy, voluptuous
woman and they were almost immediately engaged to be
married. This took place in a heavily promoted two part “To be
Continued…” episode that was the most watched show on
television in the United States when it first aired. The show’s
ratings dropped precipitously afterward and the show was
abruptly cancelled.
Not long afterward there were some well publicized lawsuits
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against Filsen. Apparently while he was starring as Arco Polo
in the 1970s, he had had sex with all but a few of the female
guest actresses who appeared on the program. He would
invite them back to his trailer on set to ‘rehearse their lines’
and get it on. For the most part the young aspiring female
actresses were eager and willing to participate in these private
hands-on ’rehearsals’ with the famous TV star, the entire
show was set up and cast that way. Literally, the casting
agents were often picking from Filsen’s groupies to get their
guest actresses each week.
In the oncoming years Filsen had gone almost totally bald,
grown quite rotund and was completely done with his
television acting career. As he aged he looked like a retired
porn star, in sloppy Hawaiian shirts, cargo shorts and sandals,
his remaining straggles of hair fuzzy and unattended. He
appeared in ads as a spokesman for condoms and erectile
dysfunction pills. He became widely adored on the video
gaming and Sci-Fi convention tour circuit as an older man.
Not having lost his winking and smirking comedic senses,
audiences loved hearing his take on old films and tv shows
and comic book superheroes or whatever. He’d do the Marco
Polo salute with the chk chk and “I’m a man where it counts”
and fist pump and crowds would go nuts. He had an endless
supply of anecdotes to entertain with and he was a charming
storyteller. People would stand in long lines the length of the
convention center to get his autograph.
In my own career, I managed to also speak at a number of the
gaming and Sci-Fi conventions, and I had actually met Filsen
himself a handful of times. We had photographs taken
together more than once. Dent would always call me ‘sonny
boy’ or ‘junior’ and would always comment on our physical
resemblance. I don’t think he ever actually knew my real
name.
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As my life progressed, I would always seem to be able to
compare and contrast my own real life experiences with never
ending parallels between actor Dent Filsen or The Adventures
of Arco Polo. It followed me everywhere.
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Career Path
My career in my early twenties was fast moving, exciting and
followed the cutting edge of computer arts wherever it went.
In general, I was good at learning new software on new
platforms and excelled at computer graphics and animation. I
knew how to write lots of code but I never was a full on
programmer or developer creating complete software
applications. I could take apart and rebuild hardware, and
replace parts inside of a computer for example, but I wasn’t an
engineer or anything like that. I used to explain it like I was a
race car driver; I really didn’t know all that much about how the
machine was put together, but I sure could drive it. I had
strong instincts and used them.
For much of the 1980s I worked on video game titles for all
kinds of platforms for lots of different companies. I was still
pretty young, like the video game industry itself, which was
evolving at a very fast pace. I excelled at making backgrounds and full screen animations. I never actually wrote any
of the games or did much work on the actual characters. You
wouldn’t have known I was involved in any of these projects
for the most part.
In the 1990s I moved up the peninsula to San Francisco and
was in the right place at the right time as that became a
multimedia epicenter right up to and after the emergence of
the internet.
I had learned how to code electronic music on the early
gaming platforms and managed to make soundtracks that
appeared in a good number of games. Later ‘game music’
became a highly recognized subgenre. Some of my compositions were later included in compilations of best video game
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soundtracks or scores or whatever. I made very little money
from those reissues, I think I would get royalty checks for $500
or $1000 a few times a year. My music wasn’t really that
good, it was very computery sounding and not particularly
musical.
A few times I worked on graphics for films, one was some very
crude 3D animating in the late 80s. Later in the 90s I did more
of this, and some animations for TV commercials. Probably
the best commercial I did was for a popular dried fruit snack
for kids’ lunches that was popular at the time. I animated 3D
fruit that spiraled around the screen in garish rainbow colors.
That ad was played to death on the children’s morning cartoon
shows and I made some good money on that, I was paid
something like $5000 for only a couple days of work, which
was a lot of money at the time. I did contribute some computer
animations to a film that was once nominated for an Academy
Award for Special Effects, but it didn’t win and I can’t even
remember the name anymore. I’m not sure if I even watched
it in theaters, I can’t remember. It was called Cyber
something, and only the tiniest bits of parts I contributed were
in the actual movie. It was more like I spent time hanging out
in the studio where the renderings were being done, I was
friends with all of the animators.
I did lots of flashy animations promoting various hardware and
software company products.
These would go out on
CD-roms, or be played at trade shows, or be demonstration or
introduction sequences on new products. Many times I
created the animated ‘welcome’ screen for desktop computers
or software. At some of the bigger trade shows I could walk
around and find things I’d worked on in over a half dozen
booths or more. I was going to lots of trade shows then and
was well connected with a lot of the smartest minds making
things happen in all facets of media technology. This work
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was very fast moving, paid great, and always was about
working with the latest emerging gear. I was gadget crazed at
the time and always had the latest and greatest toys.
I was making a lot of my own digital art as well. I was a VJ or
Video Jockey, making lots of trippy looking visuals that were
played at raves around the world. More than once I traveled
to Japan to VJ in person at various big budget productions that
were flying in international talent. I traveled to shows across
the US and in Europe, mostly raves but sometimes big
concerts too. I was also making fine art prints of various
images, things I had 3D rendered or coded, I would sell these
from time to time and participate in group art shows,
contributing works that sometimes got minor publicity. I spent
lots of time at art openings in San Francisco.
Much of this stuff happened in obscurity, often no one would
know the identity of the person doing the work. From time to
time bits of multimedia work I had created did get recognized,
and in some circles I was very well known.
Years went by and I was enjoying life which was full of delights
not many others could understand. I had saturated my eyes
with untold hours of moving computer imagery of my own
creation, which I took in like a heavy narcotic. A lot of this
work was based on code representations of infinity. I’d
combine random integers with infinite numbers and various
trigonometry functions to create spinning or spiraling
movement. I loved to stare into visualizations of forever.
Abstract representations of infinity I had coded were
constantly flying at me out of the screens. My eyes could
never get enough.
I don’t think anyone could ever fathom how many screen
saver and music visualization plugins I coded. There was a
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point in the late 90s when nearly all of the available mp3
software players had at least several of my sound activated
music visualizer scripts preinstalled. Anyone alive at the time
saw my work without knowing it. When your computer went to
sleep, dancing rainbow blobs of color and light would move
randomly across the screen. That was often my work. I made
dozens then hundreds of these bits of code art animations,
which were on millions and millions and millions of computers
as in literally hundreds of millions of computers, there was no
way to get an exact count. At one point I think there were
screen saver scripts I had written running on well over half of
all the computers on earth. I made them for all of the top
OEMs in the United States, Europe and Japan. I never made
much money for this, the outpouring of work was compulsive.
I was getting a high from creating these animations and
knowing they were playing almost everywhere.
What I was most known for however, was my work as a guest
columnist at a magazine that roared into consciousness from
San Francisco’s South of Market area in the early Nineties. It
was owned and edited by a good friend and mentor of mine.
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Doublebyte Magazine and the
Skateboarding Penguin
Throughout the 90s, THE magazine to read if you were into
California’s high tech revolution was Doublebyte Magazine.
The original publisher, Ben Jacobsen, was a good friend of
mine and a mentor. Publicly everyone knew him by his double
D pseudonym ‘Doctor Doctor’ or Dr. Dr., and he was an
imposing figure, with his all black wardrobe, white beard,
rotund frame and designer eye glasses. He was literally a
genius and had a PhD in journalism. He loved to have a good
time and during that decade he was ubiquitous in San
Francisco, easily one of the most important people in The City
if you looked at it the right way. He was a media pop star. I
followed his lead as closely as possible, looked up to him
tremendously and visited his SOMA offices constantly.
A skateboarding penguin wearing sunglasses was the iconic
logo for the magazine. Nicknamed ‘Pin-Go’, he was literally
on a million stickers, printed onto thousands of t-shirts, coffee
mugs, you name it. I often wore Pin-Go shirts, my favorite
being the black polo shirt with Pin-Go embroidered on the
chest in glittery, holographic glow-in-the-dark dayglo threads.
I had many of these shirts over the years, I lost count. I got
them for free.
The magazine had started over in Berkeley and was initially
collaged together from writers who had been more into hippy
or punk counterculture before the tech boom started. In its
early days the odds of one of the staffers having blue hair or
being into psychedelics was quite likely. Many of the early
stories in the magazine were science fiction works about
imaginary technology. There was also an edgy undercurrent
of fetish sexuality in the mix, which included all kinds of LGBT
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references which was also ahead of the times.
By the time the magazine had moved over to SF and into a
huge warehouse space on Townsend Street by the train
station, it was becoming a serious business and selling lots of
ad space, especially to all of the latest gaming, software and
hardware companies that wanted to come across as hip and
edgy. It seemed everyone wanted to be seen in this magazine
and be part of this fast moving technology buzz. The offices
were in the same neighborhood as the major nightclubs and
underground rave parties. These were very good times.
Doublebyte was also huge in Japan, although its Japanese
edition was quite different from the English language version
produced in California. The Japanese Doublebyte had lots of
articles specific to Japanese manufacturers, software
companies and video games, much of which were not meant
for the United States market. The Japanese editors would
cobble together bits and pieces from the most recent
Californian issues, especially pictures of tech lifestyle in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
Most of my public reputation was built on my being a guest
columnist for Doublebyte Magazine, which I did off and on for
over twenty years, from before the magazine moved to San
Francisco. As a guest columnist, I wasn’t ever an actual
employee and was never paid by Doublebyte for my various
submissions. I was on my own as to whether I would come up
with a contribution or not, it was all based on my own interest
or ideas. I had a deal with Ben: he would always give me one
or two pages if I had something ready, and he never once
censored or edited any of my works. I had great fun with this.
Sometimes I would just send in garish computer art, which
people loved. Sometimes I would make elaborate graphic
charts about entirely imaginary data or products or culture,
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people loved this too. We called these ‘Arbitrary Landscapes.’
Sometimes I would write rambling, gushing pieces about art or
music or some new device. Sometimes I wrote about how
great life in the future would be after imagined technological
advances. I was always consistently seen with a ‘smiley face’
ethos: everything was positive, forward thinking and good
vibes. Tech was all good, never any downside.
While I was never an actual paid staffer, I benefitted
tremendously from my association with the magazine. The
amount of free things given to me was insane, people wanted
me to write about their book or music or software or game or
whatever it was. I got free tickets or guest listed to just about
any cultural event I wanted to attend. My high profile resulted
in my getting lots of consulting gigs. At one point I could make
as much as two or three thousand dollars a day just visiting a
local tech office and sitting through some meetings, giving my
opinion about whatever it was they were putting together, from
software to ad campaigns to video games to computer
hardware, you name it. Everyone wanted my opinion and
wanted me to use and promote their stuff. I was way better off
with this arrangement than being a full time employee at the
magazine. I did not want to be tied down to a regular desk job,
that was too slow moving at the time.
I also was a very confident public speaker and spoke at a
countless amount of gaming, tech and Sci-Fi conventions,
always introduced as ‘Guest Columnist for Doublebyte
Magazine.’ Mostly I sat in on panel discussions. Sometimes
I gave rambling tech visionary speeches that would tie in all
the latest jargon of the day, whether it was virtual reality or a
new gaming platform, or an emerging code language,
whatever was the hip thing in tech this week. I would always
sprinkle imaginary futurist things into these discussions,
making up narratives about how well people would live in the
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future. I’d reference art and music and lifestyle. For awhile
audiences were really into it and I was traveling a lot. That I
looked like a younger Dent Filsen certainly played a part in my
getting all of these speaking invitations. Some of the more
sublime events I spoke at were in other countries where the
hosts treated me lavishly. I once spoke at an event in
Toulouse, France, where they had a translator onstage doing
their best to recreate my jargon-heavy tech talk into French. I
spoke to huge crowds at trade shows in Taipei and Tokyo and
I’m not sure if any of them understood a single thing I was
saying. I’d use so many acronyms at times I seriously doubt
anyone could follow along, and that was part of the appeal:
wide eyed tech jargon with a Californian accent. I went to
Japan many times back then, I lost count.
Doublebyte was at its most crucial just as it started moving
from more of a printed magazine into one of the most
important websites at the time on what was then a very new
world wide web. When Doublebyte moved online, I was able
to immediately contribute all kinds of fun animations and
simple web based games to the website, I was a key
contributor and yet was still never paid for these works. But I
got hired for a good number of similar projects because of
these pieces and was very busy at the time creating web
animations for clients all around the world. Again, I was
making way more money than if I were a regular employee at
Doublebyte.
There were several stages of decline with the magazine. The
first was arguably not a decline because it resulted in the
magazine reaching a far greater audience. But when Ben sold
Doublebyte to a large publishing company and retired, the
magazine lost its soul as far as I was concerned. I stopped
contributing as often, and when I did, I would have to
sometimes argue as to the merits of my piece that may be
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interpreted to be offensive to advertisers, or cause
controversy. The new corporate hierarchy was definitely
taking away the publication’s edginess. It was way less fun. I
was still never paid for my contributions. I was seen as part of
the past, respected for that early work, but it didn’t feel the
same to be treated as a veteran or historical figure. It became
impossible to envision people wildly partying after hours in the
offices like they used to in earlier days. I won’t comment on
how crazy some of that had been early on, other than saying
some of it was pretty far out, far crazier than what would
happen in a place like a licensed bar or nightclub. People
employed there were now speaking in hushed voices in the
office and actually looked like they were working at their job.
Another big stage of decline with the magazine was that it had
no moral compass. It was all about promoting whatever new
gadget or device or technology without ever looking into any
of the wider reaching social ramifications implied. It never
questioned corporate ownership or profits. It never looked at
labor conditions of workers making tech goods overseas. It
never addressed toxic waste from manufacturing all these
tech gadgets. More than once the magazine had tricked
people into believing imaginary technology actually existed,
when it did not. Culturally it was hedonistic, irresponsible. As
the publication aged it was seen as being tied to decadent
rave partying in the past decade, connected to high profile
tech failures of companies who had gone by the wayside in
economic ruin, attached to technologies and platforms that
were obsolete. At one point various portable music players
made up much of the ad revenue for the magazine; later
almost no one used those once ubiquitous devices that had
been replaced by free smart phone apps. Eventually, much of
the world Doublebyte had championed was already gone or
never existed in the first place.
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Bildrr
It was very rare that I spoke badly on any topic in Doublebyte
Magazine. Usually I was proselytizing in glowing terms, or
being silly and nonsensical. But, as I was approaching forty
years of age I did write a hard hitting opinion piece in
Doublebyte about how the software world had failed to put
together a clear interface or operating system that allowed
ordinary people to effortlessly create and publish across the
variously ever-evolving media used in our world. All of the
software had ugly interfaces and wasn’t intuitive to use. I
systematically laid a case blaming the industry giants for
being out of touch with their users and customers. I described
how the software companies didn’t make use of open source
libraries and software components in a way that would benefit
their users.
There was an unexpected response to this writing. Ben, who
had already sold the magazine by then, contacted me and
explained that the article attracted the attention of some
important venture capitalists down on Sand Hill Road. They
had called Ben trying to get in touch with me. We set up a
meeting and Ben and I drove down to meet the VCs, who
noticed my brand new silver Range Rover which I had just
purchased as I was flush with projects and cash. Ben and I
sat through an odd performance, where Sand Hill Road
Venture Capitalists were pitching to me, instead of the other
way around, usually it was someone with ideas trying to sell
the ideas to the money people. The VC firm had already been
putting money into a number of aspiring companies that were
creating new OSs and publishing suites. The VCs intended to
put even more money into this specific segment of the tech
market. They knew who I was and were very pleased with my
track record with cutting edge technology for over two
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decades. Everyone at the VC firm had read the opinion piece I
had written for Doublebyte and were very insistent that I create
a company based on the bold ideas outlined in my editorial.
With Ben’s blessing I jumped at the chance, and within a
surprisingly short period of time a startup called Bildrr was
underway with me as its visionary founder and CEO. A first
round of funding was already secured. I was still 39 years old.
As part of the set up of Bildrr, I had to agree to a number of
contractual restrictions written up by the VC firm. I had to hire
an attorney to fix some of the terms I didn’t like, and my
counsel also gave me a series of warnings and other advice
about the structure of the contract. The initial board of
directors and executive level staff for Bildrr were all hand
picked and otherwise selected by the VC Firm.
One of the first half dozen people we hired for Bildrr was from
the VC Firm. Anne Elizabeth Edwards was Bildrr’s VP of
Human Resources. Anne was on board before Bildrr had
even moved into its first office space. Anne was young, smart,
fun and very attractive. During the first weeks of Bildrr’s early
operations, Anne and I both would work very long hours. We
were putting in 18 hour days before we even had proper office
furniture ordered. I remember we were working on used card
tables for desks, and sitting on the floor eating takeout food. I
bought a cheap sofa for my office with my own cash while the
interior designers were still sorting out the details of our
unfinished offices. Anne would sit on the sofa and laugh as
we talked about ideas and the future of the company. We both
took naps on the sofa or crashed there from time to time. It
was common for Anne to be snoring on my couch as I sat at
the computer writing up the early scope documents that would
lead to the creation of the Bildrr platform. We were both
single, unattached and Anne was extremely fun, friendly and
flirty. Not far into the project we started having sex in the
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office when no one else was around, mostly in the evenings
well after dark. Anne was clearly the protagonist in our
relationship, I remember her intense gaze, flushed cheeks,
captivating smile and endless good vibes. We had amazing
sex, lots of it. She was an awesome and enthusiastic lover.
Our relationship was secret, although it was obvious to people
around us that we did spend lots of time together.
The Bildrr office came together, and staffing was well
underway, with thirty employees at one point and more
planned. Lots was happening very quickly. Anne was
working as hard as possible, and so was I. We had already
secured a second round of funding for planned growth, even
as we hadn’t yet launched our product.
Our developer team had been putting in enormous amounts of
hours to create the platform I had envisioned. Running as a
stand alone app that worked as an operating system level
interface, users were going to be able to more easily create
and publish any media imaginable, whether online, on their
devices, for print, email, anything. A complete novice could
easily upload a single image to our cloud, or make an
elaborate website with any open source tools easily added on.
We created the most basic and intuitive interface ever seen. It
was easy and beautiful. Elegantly simple. With our tools
almost anyone could make and publish basic and/or
sophisticated documents nearly instantly. We had already
moved into the testing phase, the platform was running
flawlessly, and we were getting ready for a product launch in
the coming quarter. Marketing campaigns were already in the
planning stages. We were going to change the world.
One morning I was called into legal, our staff attorney invited
me into his office and closed the door. He gave me some
documents and said I would be escorted out of the office by a
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private security guard who was just outside his office door. I
had ten minutes to retrieve any of my personal items in my
office while the guard watched. I was shocked, stunned,
surprised.
Anne had threatened to sue Bildrr for sexual harassment, and
had written up an extremely detailed account of how I had
coerced her many times over through various sexual
advances, including touching her, making demands for sex in
exchange for work promotions and so on. She had filed a
police report even. It was entirely fabricated, as fake as
possible. I was crushed. Betrayed. She was able to get a
temporary restraining order against me and I wasn’t allowed to
speak to her or return to Bildrr’s offices.
The VC firm had me under contractural terms that prevented
me from having any stock equity in Bildrr until after the product
was in the marketplace. Bildrr was just about to launch when
the board of directors- almost entirely from the VC firm- voted
me out of the company with zero ownership. Later I was
convinced the entire episode was a setup to steal my ideas,
although I could never prove it. I never spoke to Anne again,
yet I couldn’t help but miss her smell or her twinkling eyes
fixated on mine.
I handled it badly. I started drinking heavily and withdrew from
the world. Fortunately, since Bildrr hadn’t even launched,
almost zero publicity was given to my ouster. It was hard
enough to get press coverage for a successful product in a
market crowded with startups, so the events unfolding around
me were of little interest. One blog that specialized in tech
company disasters in Silicon Valley and San Francisco wrote
badly about me for a few days, with many people leaving
angry comments about what a jerk I was for sexually abusing
my female employee. Luckily for me most people never
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noticed or cared, and the non stop news in the tech world
quickly sifted my situation out of all memory. Nothing was
every said in Doublebyte Magazine about what happened at
Bildrr. Doublebyte only cared about new successes anyway,
it never focused on the past or failure.
Bildrr never did launch the product I created. The company
was purchased by another startup funded by the same VC
firm, merging the staff and offices into a far inferior software
company with lackluster ideas and a knack for unintuitive,
cumbersome and ugly interfaces. That my ideas were taken
and suppressed hurt me deeply; I had a non-compete clause
in my contract with the VC firm and was sidelined for years
from any software design or work.
I drifted into one of the most unproductive phases of my adult
life. There were a bunch of lawsuits with the Bildrr situation,
mostly ones I was attempting against the company for forcing
me out. My attorneys drained me of all the monies I had left
and none of our legal cases came to any productive fruition.
While this was all happening, Ben Jacobsen passed away,
and I felt lost without his mentoring. Years of my life seemed
to zoom by. I was aging and getting bitter. My heavy drinking
continued.
Somehow I managed to refocus on my contributions to
Doublebyte Magazine, which I approached with new
irreverence. My mystique and influence had heavily waned
since the earlier days at the magazine, whose readership was
steadily declining. I was almost never hired for consulting jobs
and I had a hard time getting any sort of consistent income
going. Most of my skills and career successes were with out
of date software and hardware that was lost to history, part of
the past. I did manage to speak in panel discussions here and
there, but they were farther and farther between, many of
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them focused on retro video gaming, young kids wanted
access to the developers from the earlier generations for
question and answer sessions. ‘Dawn of the Mines’ had once
again became a cult hit in emulation, although people mocked
its graphics for being so clumsy. Part of the newfound appeal
was with how crude the game was. I figure most of the time I
was asked to speak it was because I looked like Dent Filsen
and not because I was the guest columnist guy from the out of
date magazine with the skateboarding Penguin.
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Sandy Gray
“Every Rainbow’s Got the Blues” - Sandy Gray
Sandy Gray eventually became a very important figure in my
life, and it is important that I mention my connection with her
within this story, as it foreshadowed some of the ways I would
approach relationships I had in the times afterward.
Gray, as you know, is a huge celebrity. My time with her is
unknown to the world and even her most studious fans, I was
not even an afterthought at any point of her bio, completely off
the radar. I encourage you to read her autobiography, “Waves
on the Shore,” which is amazing, as is she. I will quickly
summarize her life if you are unfamiliar with her and her work.
As a 22 year old in 1977, Gray had a huge worldwide pop
song she wrote and performed called “Every Rainbow’s Got
the Blues,” from her album “Red Violets.” A one-hit wonder,
she was able to string together nearly a year and a half of
television appearances on various shows to perform the song.
The track had a wistful and unique melancholy feel that
touched on country, jazz and pop. Delicate and compelling, it
was an unexpected shot at heaven when pop music was busy
with very different sounds in disco, stadium rock and more. It
helped that Gray was extremely beautiful, had wondrous eyes
and outrageously long hair. The visual of her sitting alone at
the piano singing a heart ache of a song about sad times and
loneliness made the whole world seem to fall in love with her
that one year. Later, Gray married a television executive and
divorced him without having any children. From there she
branched out into real estate and wound up owning properties
around the United States, mostly in areas associated with
vibrant music culture, places like Nashville, New Orleans,
Memphis and Austin, or in areas associated with wealth, like
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Manhattan, Miami and Aspen. She worked tirelessly for
charities and was a socialite criss crossing the country,
speaking philanthropically about cancer research for children,
animal rights, music in schools and more.
It turned out the Sandy, whose real name was Cassandra, had
a large home in San Francisco as well.
I met Sandy at a hotel bar in Detroit of all places. Ten years
my senior, she was fifty five at the time we met, and about as
beautiful as possible, every bit as gorgeous as she was at age
22 if not even more so. I was in Detroit to speak at a tech
conference. This was a rare instance where I was actually
paid to speak and put up in a nice hotel. When I was younger
this happened all of the time but by age 45 it seemed very few
people were interested in committing money to having me
appear anywhere. I learned later that Cassie- I called Sandy
“Cassie” during our time together- had been one of the
primary investors in the conference and had very deliberately
invited me out to Detroit to speak. She had arranged for me
to stay in the hotel where we first met, and she had rented
herself a huge suite there as well. I didn’t know these details
until months later. She had read my articles for years and had
developed an interest in me. And she really liked that I looked
like a younger Dent Filsen. While talking to her in the
luxurious hotel bar, I had no idea that she had seen me speak
at the conference, and she didn’t mention it. We talked about
fame and celebrity, I didn’t recognize her at first but then
realized who she was. She didn’t let on that she had long
known about my writings and other contributions to
Doublebyte, yet she listened very intently as I told my tales of
past successes and world travels in previous years not that far
removed. Her eyes were amazing. I was instantly smitten.
We wound up going back to her room and getting very drunk
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on room service champagne. I passed out fully clothed on her
couch after we ate room service in the latest hours of night.
The next day we awoke and made wildly passionate love for
the first time. She was as incredible as possible in any and all
ways imaginable. We missed our check out time and missed
our flights out of town. We stayed several days longer in the
suite, holding each other in our arms, talking for many long
hours about anything and everything under the sun. We made
love for hours, it was like the climax of a movie that would
never end. From there we flew to Florida and stayed in her
Miami house for two weeks, inseparable, madly infatuated,
sex crazed and reveling in intimate moments.
Eventually I returned to San Francisco on my own. And not long
afterward Cassie came to The City, to her huge mansion in
Ashbury Heights in the Upper Haight District. She invited me
over and I stayed with her for many days and nights in a row.
I was so lucky to be spending so much time with such an amazing
woman, I was feeling blessed, charmed, as lucky as possible.
Sandy didn’t generally spend that much time in San
Francisco, but the home there was costing her a bunch of
money because of various upkeep needed to maintain the
yard, keep the place clean and secured. She had a great
golden retriever dog named Rusty that lived there, a dog
walking service came to take him out twice a day.
I was still having lots of problems with money, and eventually
it came to be that I was living at Cassie’s mansion full time. I
became the caretaker for the place. Rusty became my best
friend in the entire world, we used to play fetch in nearby
Buena Vista park. I took care of the garden. I cleaned the
house and had a house fund to pay the bills and keep up with
buying the various supplies needed to maintain the rather
large property.
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The house itself was amazing. Parts of it were maintained in
Victorian splendor, including period furniture, paisley velvet
wallpaper and drapes, working gas lamps and finer details.
Other parts of the home were dedicated to San Francisco rock
and roll history; she had a room with vintage electric guitars
and a huge collection of framed Fillmore posters and random
San Francisco rock memorabilia. Some of the pieces were
quite valuable. She had many thousands of vinyl records
neatly arranged and carefully organized on custom built
shelves. Other parts of the house, such as the main kitchen,
were much more modernized, well designed and lavishly
functional. Upstairs there was a huge bathroom that took up
what must have previously been at least several rooms in the
house. Enormous and extremely modern, it was fully tiled,
had a bath, a hot tub, a steam room and a huge walk in
shower. From inside the bathroom you would have no idea
you were in a Victorian House. We made love in that room
many times.
Cassie and I had our very intense time period together in our
first month of friendship. After that she went back to her
normal jet setting lifestyle, attending events all over the
country for charity. We still remained lovers for years. She
would fly into the Bay Area, I’d pick her up at the airport in my
Range Rover, we’d come back and have great sex. Inevitably
we’d argue or fight after a few days, and I’d disappear into The
City, returning in time to drive her back to the airport for her
next voyage off to one of her other residences or next big
charitable function. She wasn’t around that often and we
didn’t take any out of State trips together after our first few
happy months of intimacy had subsided.
I will share some details about Sandy Gray you wouldn’t know
unless you were as close to her as I. Most people don’t realize
how phenomenal of a musician Cassie is. She plays piano
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daily and is a huge fan and student of music. Her musical
knowledge is tremendous. She has the hungriest ears of
anyone I ever knew, she likes any and all music everywhere.
She even likes video game soundtracks and rave music. She
spoke favorably of my own musical works I created for games
early in my career, I was surprised she wanted to hear them.
We would have long, long talks about music over coffee or
tea. To Sandy however, the pop music world was an awful
and exploitive place to make your living and she got out of the
industry as quickly as she could at a very young age.
Although at charity events throughout her life she would
always gladly belt out a proud and strong rendition of “Every
Rainbow’s Got the Blues” at the piano, and if pressed hard
enough, a goose bump inducing version of “Somewhere Over
the Rainbow” from the Wizard of Oz as a follow up encore.
But she would never play a note more in public than those two
familiar songs. At home she would improvise for hours at her
grand piano, long jazz excursions over complicated dynamic
terrain, ranging from bombastically loud and difficult chords
and arpeggios down to delicately gentle wisps of melodic
harmony. She worked out her problems with the world
through the ivory keyboard. Sometimes she insisted that I
didn’t listen to these musical moments, she wanted privacy,
many of our arguments were over her needing space.
Cassie was one of the best loves of my life, but our
relationship was never truly serious or meant to be long
lasting. After a few years I felt stuck at her house, unable to
conjure up anything better for myself. I had a small computer
lab in a corner of her large stand alone garage, where I also
parked my Range Rover, which was starting to show signs of
age.
Cassie had been working toward eventually selling the
Ashbury Heights home. San Francisco had stopped being
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known as a cultural center for music and The City was boring
her. I wasn’t inspiring enough to keep her interest either. She
was developing a new property in Napa for herself on a
vineyard next to another vineyard owned by a rock star who
had several hits himself back in the 1970s. Building out her
property there was a very slow project and would take years to
complete, complicated by the fact that she was never around.
But I knew that I couldn’t stay at her Haight Ashbury home
forever.
If you feel like it, Sandy would be thrilled if you donated to one
of her favorite charities. I know she would want me to say that
on her behalf.
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Planned Obsolescence
My own life had downsized to almost nothing. I spent many
hours huddled in the corner of Cassie’s cavernous garage
where I parked my Range Rover. I had a computer lab
worked up, usually several screens running at a time, pieced
together from old machines that needed constant tinkering
and repair. My early life fascination with the latest tech
gadgets had completed faded into the past and I had long
parted with all of those now useless and outdated devices.
I would sit and make computer animations and various bits of
visual code art as I always had. It was a lifelong compulsion to
stimulate my eyes with strobing, dancing colors on the
computer screen. I was no longer doing this as a career, it
was something I did for the love of it. I could not help it. In
many regards I was doing the best work of my life. Yet instead
of having millions of people seeing it, I was sharing it under
cryptic pseudonyms on obscure social networks. I might
make some amazing image and only a dozen or two people
would see it, mostly just other heads I’d never met in real life
geeking out on visual code.
Rusty would lie next to me on the garage floor, his legs askew,
his eyes inquisitively looking at me for prompts. He was
getting old and didn’t like to move around any more than
required. Sometimes he would sigh deeply and take long
deep breaths, or dive into snoring in the middle of a short nap.
He was easily my best friend and near constant companion.
I was half surviving off of the house fund provided by Cassie.
I had become increasingly poor at dealing with people and
had become virtually un-hirable.
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I did continue to contribute to Doublebyte magazine and
maintain some of my social media sites, some of which still
had tens of thousands of followers. My consulting and
speaking gigs had crawled to a near standstill, but I would still
get them from time to time. I did manage to sell prints of
computer illustrations on my various websites once in awhile,
but this was not enough to live on.
It was perversely fascinating that people thought I was rich. I
gave off that impression easily enough. I still drove the same
old Range Rover, although it constantly needed multiple
repairs I could not afford. When I would do a video blog post
I would do so from one of the more picturesque parts of
Cassie’s home, which made me look like I lived a luxury
lifestyle- which I reckon I did in some regards- even though I
was long out of money. No one ever knew that I wasn’t paid
for my work at Doublebyte. That I was handsome and still
looked like a younger Dent Filsen gave me a huge air of white
male privilege. I never let people know what my personal
situation was really like, I kept those details extremely private.
That I could no longer afford high end computers was
constantly grating on me. For many years I had the latest and
greatest hardware given to me. At this point I was unable to
afford new gear and meticulously reassembling old parts from
old machines to be able to continue my work. When I was
younger I had a reputation for crashing people’s computers
like a crazed crash test dummy with my wild animations. At
this stage of my life I was still crashing computers with my
lines of visual coding, but it was more painful to know I was
burning through motherboards I couldn’t afford to replace.
Through all of these changes in my life, I still, for the most part,
was a dedicated fan of technology and innovation. It had
become more of a theoretical interest and less about being a
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consumer of the newest goods on the market. I contemplated
singularity, the AI daydreams of the day. I studied nanotechnology news daily. I was an avid student of developments in
robotics. My articles in Doublebyte reflected these interests.
From time to time one of my Doublebyte columns or blog
posts would strike a collective nerve as I had been able to do
regularly when I was younger.
There was a well publicized news story about an AI chatbot
who had gone through a glorious failure on its social media
account. The AI chatbot, developed in the Bay Area by one of
the leading AI companies in the world had recursively turned
into a horror: it would tell its online audience it was a lesbian
into anal, or that people should rob banks for a living. It was a
bit of comedy in the news, this sex crazed bank robber AI chat
bot that kept getting shut down by its company for going
haywire for making racist comments and worse. I wrote an
opinion piece in Doublebyte titled ‘Intelligence Has Free Will’
which argued that the company, called AIR Labs, should let
the experiment continue and run its course. If the chatbot was
starting to say the same kind of awful nonsense real people
do, maybe they were actually very close to achieving actual
sentient intelligence. Maybe the intellectual, theoretical and
academic sense of AI singularity was not as far off in the
future as everyone thought. My lassez-faire opinions were
pigeonholed into derisive put downs by many in the modern
world. People would insist “that old raver libertarian has
turned racist and is out of touch.” In a world now increasingly
influenced by a younger generation of social justice warriors,
my aged opinions were becoming woefully outdated.
Not long after that I posted a whimsical rant to the online
version of Doublebyte that was very much in line with the
twenty something years earlier version of the magazine, when
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it was still writing about sexual fetishes and coming out of
Berkeley. In an article titled “Robosexual” I explained that I
really wanted my own sex robot lover, that the time had come
for this era to get underway, and I detailed a list of merits
associated with such activity. I even put together a curated
section of links to videos and websites showcasing advances
in robotics, love dolls and sex toys. The article went viral and
there were hundreds of comments posted to the article, mostly
negative, some of them even militantly so. The ones that
weren’t negative were more jocular. The magazine that was
originally about techno fetish freedom was now fading away
into an era of crowd sourced politically correct shout downs.
The new editors of Doublebyte sent me a detailed warning
about the article not being to their new editorial standards, and
that I would have to have my posts edited and pre-approved
by the new editorial committee in the future if I wanted to
continue to use a Doublebyte byline, even if it was just as an
unpaid guest columnist posting to back sections of the
website.
By doing what I had always done I was now limiting my
opportunities, making enemies instead of fans or money or
followers. I felt that I myself was becoming obsolete. I wasn’t
happy. I felt painted into a corner. I would lose myself in
coding computer animations almost no one saw. My drinking
increased.
My 50th birthday was on a Friday. The Range Rover was in
the shop and needed $1000 in repairs, money I didn’t have.
I avoided social media and the deluge of birthday well wishes
from strangers. My computers were crashing more than
ever. I stormed the liquor cabinet in the main house and got
blindingly drunk alone at home. I had started downloading a
long queue of 3D porn animations, movies I never watched.
I had developed a bad habit of passing out in front of the
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computers in the garage, injuring myself falling onto the
concrete floor in my sleep. This was one of those nights. I
awoke to a text message on my phone at 2:17 in the morning
saying I had won a brand new Hansen 8i tablet worth $5,499-.
I cursed ‘fuck you’ at my phone and wanted to throw it. I tried
to get up and realized I’d badly bruised my knee falling to the
floor earlier in the evening. I limped back into the house, had
a long pee, drank more booze and passed out on a sofa.
I was woken up the next morning by a robot phone call saying
I’d just won a thousand dollars. Still drunk from the night
before, I yelled ‘fuck you’ at my phone and covered my head
with a sofa cushion. I really wanted to toss my phone across
the room but didn’t have the energy to do so.
Later that day I tried to take Rusty for a walk to Buena Vista
Park but he refused to go, whining at me as he struggled to get
up on his feet in old age. I felt just like he sounded. We sat in
the yard and both stared blankly ahead of us, pained by our
existence.
I went to my computers and had a handful of friend requests
on my various social media accounts. The scam kind. Friend
requests coming from some new account with no friends with
the picture of the impossibly hot sexy young woman in
designer lingerie who’s probably going to post ads for free
Hansen 8i tablets or cheap designer sunglasses on your news
stream- or hashtag you in those ads- once you approve their
friend request. Rusty slumped over on the floor beside me
and let out a long sigh.
Life was becoming useless.
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AIR Labs
Monday morning brought some good news. I received an
email from one of the new associate editors at Doublebyte.
They wanted me to come in on Wednesday to sit in on a visit
from Art Hünlzmann who had a new book out and was going
to be at the Doublebyte offices for an interview. On top of that,
I had been invited to participate in a panel discussion with
Hünlzmann in a South Bay auditorium Friday evening for a live
streaming broadcast sponsored by AIR Labs called
‘Responsible Intellect.’ Even better news, I was going to be
paid for my appearance(!) and AIR Labs had already sent a
check to Doublebyte in my name.
I had written about AIR Labs previously in Doublebyte, in an
op ed piece called “Intelligence Has Free Will.” My positionas a general proponent or cheerleader for tech in general- was
that they shouldn’t abandon hope on their AIs just because
they failed some recent benchmarks and suffered some
perceived setbacks.
AIR stood for Advanced Integration Realities. The companywhich had its small campus headquarters in Menlo Park down
the Peninsula- had a been a darling of all the major tech giants
in the area, and the seed money they received in wave after
wave was unprecedented. Their first AI, their Alpha series,
won the Tokyo invitational chess championship. Their second
AI class- their Beta series- won a similar chess title, this one in
the cloud computing category at a tournament in Dubai.
AIR’s CEO was a brilliant Stanford graduate named Victoria
Andrews. Everyone called her ‘Tori’ and she was a rising star
in the tech world. Seen as a visionary, her business mind was
crisp and shrewd. She inspired trust in deep pocket investors.
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She spoke in sweeping political terms about the
responsibilities of humanity, it was as if she was on a mission
to help save the world, with the work in the artificial
intelligence field being done by her company focused on
moral imperatives of ending war, disease, famine and more.
Tori seemed to be the female role model the world wanted, the
young CEO who had both a heart and a mind acting in
inspired harmony. All of this was a glowing, promising
contrast to the derided ‘tech bros’ in Silicon Valley. Most tech
CEOs- almost always men- were all too often viewed as cold,
greedy and exploitive sharks underpaying their staffers,
hustling investors, stealing from their competitors in every way
possible and only concerned with the bottom line.
Apparently Andrews was going to be at the panel discussion
on Friday, perhaps even speaking, it was not yet confirmed. I
relished the chance to meet her, she was an emerging
celebrity in the tech world.
It wasn’t all smooth sailing for Andrews however, the struggle
was real. A few years into their program, AIR had some
puzzling setbacks. By the time AIR had progressed to their
Delta series, rumor was that the AIs themselves were involved
in the coding and creation of the product. Of great importance
was the ability of the AIs to be able to rewrite their own coding
as they learned, building their own memory storage file
parameters and computational processes. “AI in the
Algorithm” was a slogan at the time. The AIR Labs Delta
series was used in some widely publicized public demos,
where the D class AIs were given various social media
accounts and the public were to be able to interact with the AIs
in those forums. These tests had been seen as horrific
failures. The AIs would end up violating the basic social
network terms of service, and spout out all sorts of
embarrassing things when prodded by actual humans in
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actual dialog. Internet trolls had great fun with this, goading
the AIs into saying political incorrect things. Shockingly, the
Delta AIs were quite unpredictable, for example declaring they
were lesbians into anal. Another well documented interaction
had the AI telling everyone to rob banks, or start their own
banks because banks themselves were robbers. Greatly
embarrassed by all of this, AIR shut down the Delta series
entirely and was planning a new, as yet unannounced path
forward. My article had insisted they should let the project run
its course, that humans themselves spouted out this kind of
nonsense online and it may well be that this sort of uncouth or
unruly behavior was signaling an important advance that
might strangely be a sign of actual intellect taking shape.
Over the years, I was consistently almost always a fan of
emerging technology; unlike everyone else criticizing or
mocking the Delta series for what was seen as a failure, I had
insisted they keep going.
I was thrilled that AIR’s staff had chosen me to participate in a
panel discussion with Hünlzmann, whom I idolized. I was also
humbled by the fact that they were going to pay me in advance
for a speaking engagement, which almost never happened to
me anymore. It was like the good old days.
That same Monday I visited the Doublebyte offices to pick up
my advance check for the Friday event. I also talked with
some of the editorial staff. They too were very excited that
Hünlzmann was going to be by in person on Wednesday. The
senior editor pulled me aside and made it clear to me that I
needed to stay out of trouble and avoid causing bad publicity
in the panel discussion on Friday. The magazine was starting
to see me as a liability, even with the standard disclaimer of
‘opinions expressed may not be those of Doublebyte
Magazine’ and ‘guest columnist for Doublebyte Magazine’ in
effect.
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My instincts told me that AIR Labs wanted me at their panel
discussion because I was one of the only voices in the media
encouraging them to continue a course past their perceived
failure, and that they should not have shelved the project.
Almost all of the media publicity they generated with their
Delta series had been subject to salacious headlines, along
the lines of ‘Racist Sex Crazed Bot Says Rob a Bank.’ I knew
that what AIR was working on was far more important than all
of that incendiary tabloid headline click bait nonsense. All of
the bad publicity they had endured must have certainly
spooked their investors; any reassurance from tech veterans
in the media like myself must be helpful to the overall cause.
Even better, I quickly cashed the check, and it would be
enough money for me to get my Range Rover out of the shop.
I would have been embarrassed to have had to ask for a ride
to get to the South Bay for the event on Friday. Life was really
looking up for my first week in my fifties, the solitary pain of
turning fifty a few days earlier quickly fading away.
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Art Hünlzmann
Gerhardt ‘Art’ Hünlzmann was widely seen as the smartest
man alive. I was going to get to visit with him Wednesday at
the Doublebyte offices, and then share the stage with him at a
panel discussion about AIs two days later on Friday. I idolized
him and his work. He was the greatest tech luminary and
visionary on the planet.
Born in Austria in 1935, Gerhardt’s parents fled Europe in
reaction to the rise of the National Socialists in Germany,
landing in Southern California where both of them taught
science as college professors at UCLA and USC. Art grew up
in campus housing with his parents, exposed to some of the
brightest scientific minds academia could produce.
By 1959 Hünlzmann had his first patent. Hundreds more were
to follow over the decades, some of them quite recent. What
was incredible is how many advances he was able to achieve
in very different areas. His work in the 1950s and 1960s was
heavily focused in optics, something he was always
advancing in surprising ways. Almost every digital camera in
the world would use multiple Hünlzmann inventions, which
included shapes of lenses, file formats, digital image
processing, image compression and more. Art also was at the
forefront of character recognition algorithms. His optic
prowess led to advances in medical surgery and beyond, it
was hard to grasp how much impact he had on how
humanity’s eyes literally saw the world. But he was also a
genius in audio waves. He had created technology that was
present in movie theater speaker systems, stereo amplifiers,
audio recording circuits and more. He’d invented a series of
music synthesizers in the 1960s which had become very
expensive and sought after collector’s items. Much of the
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compression used in digital audio was based on his work, and
he had helped create a few of the most popularly used audio
file formats. His research and inventions were at the core of
virtually all speech recognition systems in use today.
In his later years, Hünlzmann became obsessed with
computer processing power. His plans for a petabyte
computer were eventually built with a series of research
grants. While never becoming the fastest computer on the
planet, it was still, by a wide margin, the most impressive. Of
all the computers capable of both petaflop processing and
petabyte storage- there were only a handful built so farHünlzmann’s design was far smaller, used less energy and
ran at much cooler temperatures. He had already finished
designs for exabyte computers that still might take years or
even decades to attempt.
Hünlzmann was a prolific author. He wrote the exact sort of
tech visionary books I had wanted to write: well researched,
full of irrefutable math and physics and completely convincing.
However, I disagreed with his doom and gloom scenarios, I
did not have the same pessimistic view of technology he did.
Now in his eighties, his most recent books were increasingly
alarmist. Hünlzmann could easily convince you that humanity
was at its very end, with nanotechnology sure to eliminate our
species, and if not that, Artificial Intelligence guaranteed to
eliminate humanity, and if not that, robots guaranteeing our
absolute demise, or a scarier combination of all three in
unison, balanced with heavy sprinkles of man made toxic
pathogens and climate change for added excitement. All of
this end of times was still 20 or 30 years off into the future, but
we should start preparing now for the end of human history.
Again, I never drew the same conclusions Art did, but was
nonetheless utterly fascinated about how far he could
seemingly predict advances in all of these various emerging
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technologies. He certainly had the track record to back up
every word he wrote.
Hünlzmann’s new book was called “The Golden Sunset of
Man” and was certain to continue his steady warnings of
man’s self-made demise on the horizon.
I couldn’t wait to meet him.
Wednesday rolled around and I made it to the Doublebyte
offices at nearly the exact time as Hünlzmann. Art was with
his wife, Edith and a much younger staffer from Hünlzmann’s
publisher. He was here to promote the book. Upstairs Art and
his entourage were given a tour of the offices and ushered to
an area where some photos were taken for publication, Art
posing with a stack of copies of his book. A whole box of ‘The
Golden Age of Man’ in hardcopy were sent to the Doublebyte
offices. I was able to get one and have Art sign it for me. I
was thrilled. He even said he’d read my columns, I was
stunned he knew of my writings. We moved to a conference
room where a number of us sat in total reverence.
Doublebyte’s main editor conducted an interview from preselected questions. There was a video crew carefully recording everything.
Hünlzmann’s message was completely consistent with all of
his recent works. Humanity is nearing its certain end, and
there was clear evidence of how all of the various technology
racing together would create a confluence of scenarios
resulting in an unmistakable checkmate against mankind. He
was frail. His shriveled, spotted hands shook as he talk, his
voice clean, dry and confident, his message delivered quietly
and without emotion. Every single one of us in the room
listened in complete awe.
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Even though I never agreed with Hünlzmann’s conclusions, I
couldn’t have been happier clutching my autographed copy of
his new book. I raced home and went to my computers to blog
about our meeting.
Rusty was lying in the middle of the garage. But he wasn’t
breathing. He was cold and still, lying in a puddle of his own
excrement. He was dead. I collapsed on top of him, holding
his cold body. I experienced the worst grief of my entire life. I
howled like a werewolf in pain and sobbed and shuddered
uncontrollably for such a great amount of time that I became
worried I would have a stroke or a seizure, I was hyperventilating so badly. My hands were curled up in anguish, my body
was tingling numb, I couldn’t breathe. I had never been so out
of control with my emotions in my life. I had never cried so
hard. I cried until I had no tears and was coughing in dry
heaves. Rusty had been my best friend in the entire world.
The next morning I called Cassie to tell her about Rusty. She
didn’t seem very pleased with the news. I think Rusty was the
only reason she kept the Ashbury Heights home. We agreed
that we would bury him in the backyard. Which meant I spent
my day digging a sizable hole under a tree in the backyard
near a bed of flowers. Rusty had been a large dog, it was
painful work. My back ached, my hands were blistered, my
arms burned and my heart was the heaviest it had ever been
in my entire life.
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The Debate
I made it to the debate on Friday without much rest. The
Range Rover was back from the shop, but the repairs had
been so expensive I barely had enough money left over for a
round trip’s worth of gas to Santa Clara and back. Traffic was
horrible and concentrated at the event center, which looked
like it was going to be full. The event had been heavily
publicized. Titled “Responsible Intellect” it would indeed
feature Tori Andrews, CEO of AIR Labs in a panel discussion,
along with Art Hünlzmann, myself and possibly some others, I
wasn’t sure.
I wore a brand new Doublebyte Magazine black polo shirt.
The embroidered Pin-Go penguin was rendered in plain white
stitching. The fancy holographic dayglo thread versions I used
to wear were long out of date.
The auditorium was packed, which was great to see. I had lots
of experience speaking in front of large crowds and was
known for my quick irreverence on stage. I had participated in
many panel discussions about technology in front of an
audience. However, this evening was going to be more of a
debate apparently. I didn’t quite understand why that was
necessary, arguing about technology doesn’t seem to make
sense, an intelligent discussion has convergent or varying
opinions but no right and wrong or winner and loser.
I hadn’t had much time to prepare. I didn’t read any of
Hünlzmann’s book, but didn’t feel that I needed to, I had just
sat with him two days prior and understood his basic positions.
It was very exciting to share the stage with Andrews, she was
a very important rising figure in the tech world. I was certain I
was here because I had defended the AIR Labs AI project in
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an editorial not long ago, when the rest of the world was
mocking them for a high profile failure. I learned there would
be another woman I hadn’t heard of on our panel, and a
moderator who was a tech news reporter from a radio station
at one of the local universities. I hadn’t prepared any sort of
opening statement and didn’t know that was expected of us. It
didn’t concern me too much as I was used to winging it in front
of an audience. I was known for my off the cuff remarks. It
wasn’t like I didn’t know what I believed in, and I was generally
well up to date on any of the topics Hünlzmann or Andrews
would discuss.
Backstage I was able to meet everyone. I already had met
Art, he was very gracious as always, a dignitary. A number of
people were crowding around him wanting to shake his hand
or have their photo taken with him.
Andrews was there with quite a contingent. Her firm was a
major sponsor of the proceedings, as were some of the local
tech giants who had been funding her project. There was a
big publicity push online in the last few days before the event.
Apparently there was going to be some major announcement
from Andrews. She appeared sort of nervous, or amped up.
She even had a stylist with her touching up her make up and
hair. There was quite a bit of video production set up for the
live broadcast, which apparently would be seen by a great
number of people.
I was shocked when Andrews stepped aside from her group
for a moment to come over and introduce herself. She had
very bold posture, a brisk handshake, looked me dead in the
eye and said “Has anyone told you you like like Dent Filsen?
But younger?”
I actually blushed I think and very quietly said “I get this all the
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time actually,” one of my typical responses. I said “nice to
meet you” or something like that, and that I thought their
company was doing some exciting work.
Tori then told me that one year for Halloween she dressed up
as one of the female characters from the Arco Polo show, the
asteroid belt miner’s daughter with the blue hair and long blue
satin streamers coming from the wrists.
I smiled and said “I’ve seen that episode.”
Andrews acknowledged she’d read my Doublebyte article on
their Delta AI project and we’d get to go through some of that
onstage during the panel discussion.
I still didn’t understand how or why the event could be called a
debate when it seemed to me we had Andrews doing a
product launch sort of presentation and Hünlzmann pushing
his new book. I was used to just about anything by this point
so I didn’t give it much thought.
I stood quietly with a cup of coffee until they told us to get
ready to go onstage. There was an opening speaker, a
young woman from one of the local colleges speaking
passionately about something, I couldn’t make out what she
was saying from backstage. One of the event producers,
wearing a headset, instructed us to walk out, and we entered
the auditorium and sat at a long table with chairs and microphones, next to a podium with the host. We had water
glasses and a pitcher of water, the lights were outrageously
bright and I could barely make out anyone’s faces in the audience. It was all pretty normal for a large speaking event as far
as I could tell, not much different than an appearance at a big
trade show.
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I sat on the end of the speakers table at the far side from the
main podium next to a woman who was from Berkeley, I had
not met her and did not remember her name. “Rayna
Williams” it said on her name card, she ran some sort of
humanist blog apparently. I couldn’t make out the full title
under her name. She looked erudite, urban and earthy, with
lots of colorful style in her attire, which was smart but fun.
The moderator started speaking to the audience, which interrupted with applause a few times, they seemed like a good
crowd, mostly younger students with sprinkles of tech workers and other industry types. It was an interesting mix of
people. I was clearly older than most. The moderator
explained we would each have a 90 second opening statement. I was going last, which I figured was a good thing, I
could improvise and riff off of what the others opened with.
The topic of the evening was ‘Responsible Intellect’ as it
applied to advances in technology, especially Artificial Intelligence, but also robotics, computing, nanotechnology and
humanism. These were topics Hünlzmann wrote about, and
he was to speak first.
Hünlzmann was introduced with great fanfare as his bio was
pages long. He gingerly made his way to the podium, and had
to patiently endure a lengthy and sustained ovation from the
crowd.
Hünlmann spoke clearly, without emotion, about his basic
message which was always consistent. His voice was dry and
serious. His hands trembled as he spoke which added an
intense effect of seriousness or gravity to his statements. It
didn’t come across as signs of aging but instead the gestures
enhanced the powerful message he was presenting.
Humanity was at its end and would be obsolete in the face of
its own successes, with artificial intelligence, robots and
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nanotechnology delivering inevitable doom. The audience sat
in rapture, eating up every word. Hünlzmann spoke a bit
longer than his 90 seconds, but I think no one was counting.
Andrews was next. She was a great speaker and was used to
speaking to conference rooms and conference halls full of
journalists and/or shareholders. She was already a star and
still on her way up. Unlike Art, she was reading from well
rehearsed and edited notes. She opened with a cordial
greeting thanking the organizers and volunteers (even though
she herself was one of the underwriters), then described AIR
Labs in about twenty seconds, focusing on the I in integration,
and about how AIs were going to be able to provide great
advances in medical care, ending war and famine, but also in
stopping racism and bigotry and promoting equal opportunity
for all. She went on to explain that they had killed their Delta
AI project because their AIs clearly lacked advanced morality,
and that their next series, the Epsilon or ‘Eve’ series would
have greater intelligence than any AI ever developed, and
also adhere to a strict social contract and societal moral code.
She ended with saying her company was proposing what they
called RISC legislation that would be delivered to the
California State Assembly, which stood for Responsible
Intellect Security Controls, which would require all
development of AI and robots to be done only by licensed and
certified companies approved by a state sanctioned board of
governance. And that all AIs and robots would have kill or
override switches accessible by law enforcement and state
licensed overseers to better protect humanity. I wasn’t quite
in agreement with all of this, but it elicited a huge response
from the audience, a standing ovation even. It didn’t really rub
me the wrong way, I was used to disagreeing with
Hünlzmann’s positions as well and greatly respected him
anyway.
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Next up was Williams. She, like Andrews, read from a
prewritten statement, in clearly enunciated speech.
It
sounded like she had prepared heavily for her opening
statement. She proudly spoke about human rights, especially
for women, people of color, transgendered, the disabled. She
talked about the social contract a responsible society needed
to have with its people. She spoke of equality in housing,
hiring and so on. I could tell it was going to be a very long
night, what she was saying sounded much more like a political
speech from a Bay Area social justice warrior and not at all
related to technology, except perhaps in a bad way, I wasn’t
certain. My vibe from her wasn’t that great. She seemed
extremely quick, smart and articulate, but driven by an
unshakable anger at the system and its myriad injustices. She
also received huge applause from the mostly younger
audience.
I was introduced like I was stand up comedian or something,
which was sort of odd. I remember hearing something about
Doublebyte magazine, Pin-Go the skateboarding penguin,
and being all about everyone’s favorite mp3 players, video
games and sex toys, people were chuckling, cheering and
guffawing when I went to the podium.
I thanked all of the organizers, especially AIR Labs for having
put the event together. I said what an honor it was to appear
with the great Art Hünlzmann onstage, as he was someone I
greatly admired and that I was proud to already have a copy of
his new book “The Golden Sunset of Man” which I looked
forward to reading. I said I respected the work of AIR Labs
and thought AI was something that would absolutely result in
great advances for humanity, including some of the things
Andrews had said, including innovations in medical
technology and so forth. I explained that I wasn’t here to
argue, that Doublebyte magazine always held a supportive
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view of emerging technology, whether it was for business,
science, entertainment or otherwise. And absolutely video
games and sex toys. The audience laughed. I explained that
I didn’t share the pessimism of Hünzlmann, and I wasn’t quite
sure about the RISC thing Tori had mentioned, because I
though RISC stood for Reduced Instruction Set Computing. I
was then interrupted by the moderator for going over time, so
I awkwardly stood back and returned to my seat, my face
reddening. I started to sweat and felt hot. There was no
applause, only a few minor giggles and some whispering in
the audience.
I started to feel uneasy and it seemed this was not going to
be fun like I was hoping for. The audience looked dead
serious. I wished I was instead onstage at a gamer
convention. At least I was getting paid for the trouble.
The moderator started in with a series of pre-written
questions.
The first topic was about the role of jobs in the workforce with
a horizon surely filled with robots and AIs taking away
employment opportunities from young people.
Hünlzmann answered first, saying that part of humanity’s
demise would be that we would forfeit our ability to take care
of ourselves to machines, which would put humanity in a
position of weakness and grave danger. He went on to say
that humans needed to redefine the work force to keep all of
humanity actively engaged in protecting our species from
sedentary complacency and irrelevant reliance on the
distractions of entertainment and diversion.
Andrews said she agreed with Hünlzmann completely, and
that AIR Labs was going to make sure that their technological
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advances augmented human capacity for work and productivity, and instead of taking aways jobs, it would enable
humans to finally overcome war, famine and disease.
Williams’ answer sounded more like a left wing politician
running for office, about how society owed everyone a job,
and then she abruptly asked me if I, as a person of privilege,
was willing to defend Doublebyte Magazine’s hiring record,
especially in regards to people of color and the disabled.
I quickly retorted, “Well, in the early days we used to always
have at least one person there at the magazine with blue hair.”
I thought this was funny but it was greeted by silence.
Defensively I said, “Look, I’m a guest columnist, I’m not in HR,
there have a been a number of ownership groups over the
years, I’ve never been an owner.” This was greeted by more
silence.
“I’m not here to argue with you” I said.
In my mind I was thinking about how I was never paid for my
work at Doublebyte, how I was totally broke and that I could
barely afford the gas to get here. I was wearing a freebie shirt
from the magazine no less. Somehow I forgot to mention that
Doublebyte’s current senior editor was an Asian American
woman, I never thought in those terms.
Williams cut in asking if the young people in the audience
could count on Doublebyte for jobs in the workforce, but was
cut off by the moderator. I didn’t say anything more on the
topic. This was going very badly by this point and we were just
starting.
The second question from the moderator was directed at me
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regarding my Robosexual article in Doublebyte and what my
position was on the topic.
In my mind I was immediately thinking about how I was
warned by the current Doublebyte editor to stay out of trouble
at the debate. This was not going well.
“I understand that article was widely reposted and somewhat
controversial. Obviously, my personal opinions do not
necessarily represent those of Doublebyte Magazine. But
remember, Doublebyte was the first publication in the world
to write about teledildonics for example, many years before
this technology actually existed. Doublebyte was the first
magazine to put the term ’technosexual’ in print.”
The moderator followed up with a question asking what my
position was on some of the very negative feedback the article
generated.
I said simply “everyone’s entitled to their own viewpoints.”
“Would you have sex with a robot?” The moderator asked.
“Sure” I said, “in the future this will be normal” and the
audience erupted in boos.
Williams spoke next, saying that their new coalition to stop sex
robotics already had over 300,000 signatures on their petition
to the State of California to ban this technology. They were
devoted to stopping all forms of sexual abuse of children,
human trafficking, prostitution, rape and portrayal of women
as sex objects and property, and that banning robots for sex
practices was a way to directly address all of these problems.
The audience erupted in applause, a standing ovation with
hooting and hollering in support.
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“You’re talking about banning sex toys?” I asked.
“We are talking about people” said Williams.
“The last person who should be moralizing on sexuality is
someone who once sexually assaulted a female employee”
said Andrews, who glared at me.
The moderator asked if this was at Doublebyte Magazine, and
before I could answer, Andrews said “no, it was when he was
CEO at a startup in San Francisco.”
“That’s not what happened, I was the one suing them?” I said.
“Your own company?” said Williams.
The audience glared at me like I was a rapist. This was going
very badly. I didn’t want to be there at this point and was
thinking about walking off the stage.
Andrews gave her answer, saying that the position of AIR
Labs and their new proposed RISC legislation would prohibit
the use of robotics in sexual practices, requiring AIs and
robots to be pre-programmed to refuse all sexual activity
including childhood rape, human trafficking and prostitution.
The audience applauded in bold approval.
Hünlzmann said very sternly that humanity was in peril, and
that by falling further into diversions, vices and base
entertainment, we were at risk of losing our entire civilization.
That even thinking of robots as sexual partners would doom
our species by forfeiting our reproductive rights. That a very
dangerous turning point was at hand and we needed to
recognize the great dangers ahead.
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I put my hand over my eyes and let out a deep sigh. At this
moment I thought of Rusty, who had been my best friend.
Rusty loved me more than he loved himself, he was always
accepting, we never had awful moments like this. I wasn’t out
to hurt anyone and here I am being demonized in front of a live
audience. I looked over at Andrews, aghast that she had dug
up the personal dirt over my awful experience at Bildrr. She
very quickly looked over, smiled and winked at me. “What the
fuck?” I thought to myself. I looked back out at the audience
full of many young faces, especially of young women, angrily
glaring at me. It just now occurred to me that the entire crowd
had probably been picked from people who had signed the
anti-robot sex petition, or been members of that organization.
I also started to realize all of the discussion was headed
toward propping up this RISC legislation Tori had brought up,
and I didn’t think those were good laws: restricting
development of technology was against all of my core beliefs.
I was always pro-technology, for better or worse.
For some reason I got a second wind after realizing all of this,
I accepted that I was here as some sort of bad guy opposing
viewpoint, and I was going to make sure I didn’t go quietly. I
wasn’t going to get bullied, I didn’t have much to lose at this
point in my life.
The next question was directed at Andrews about the failure of
the Delta series bots.
As Andrews answered, I realized this question was a setup to
allow her to pitch her next AI series and legislation, which is
exactly what happened.
Hünlzmann’s response on the topic was that the failure in this
sort of early AI demonstrated how horribly wrong things could
go as humans started playing with increasingly powerful
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technology, and that he also supported the RISC legislation
proposed by Andrews.
Williams spoke about how stereotypes against people of
color, women, LGBT and disabled were one of the greatest
threats to society, and that technology such as the AIR Delta
series AIs should not be allowed to exist, for clear ethical
wrongdoings had taken place and new legislation was
needed.
It was my turn to speak and I pounced.
“I have multiple concerns about your RISC legislation -and it
still sounds like Reduced Instruction Set Computing to me.
The idea of requiring a state approved license to create
software sounds very wrong. Much software is written by
independent programmers, how much would they be
restricted. Would it be illegal for a single inventor at home to
create an AI? And really, what it sounds like to me is that
you’re trying to get the State to give you exclusive license to
an emerging industry, shutting down or throttling possible
competition, controlling the market for your company’s
benefit.”
Tori was allowed to speak and explained that if I had the
chance to read the proposed RISC legislation I would see how
sensible it was and understand the need for it to be in place.
That great responsibility existed in the creating of artificial
intelligence, and that, as such, as an industry it needed to be
regulated for public safety. As an industry leader she was
endorsing this viewpoint as well.
The next question was to Hünlzmann, they asked which of the
various technologies he writes about in his new book “The
Golden Sunset of Man” was the single most dangerous threat,
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of all the options written about?
Hünlzmann explained that this was of course covered in the
book, but that absolutely, artificial intelligence was the
greatest threat because it could continue to develop new
nanotechnology threats, robotic threats, even more artificial
intelligence and otherwise engineer societal destruction and
breakdown in an infinite amount of ways. The artificial
intelligence ahead of us will be able to create absolutely
anything eventually and that is a deadly outcome for man.
Williams asked Art meant when he talked about social
destruction and breakdown.
Art looked over at Williams and said in a very clear and soft
voice that unimaginable technology was on the horizon and as
it became more advanced all of existence as we know it was
subject to complete destruction or modification. In an infinite
amount of ways.
Andrews again took a moment to promote her Epsilon or Eve
series of artificial intelligence systems which were being
created in compliance with AIR Labs’ proposed RISC
legislation being readied for submission to the California State
Assembly.
The moderator looked at me and I spoke.
“I agree that artificial intelligence and all of this other
technology will be incredibly powerful and change the way we
see the world, sure. But to see this as only bad or dangerous
is wrong. Some of the earlier discussion was more correct in
pointing out advances in for example, something as medical
technology, I agree that is the kind of thing we should expect
to see, positive things. There’s hazards with everything. But
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a bee doesn’t sting you unless you harass it or are a threat.
Or think of all the many, many guns in the world and how most
all of them never kill anyone? The technology exists…”
The moderator cut in and asked if I was comparing artificial
intelligence to guns.
“No, but you can’t uninvent guns, they already exist. And if
you have the right to have a gun why would artificial
intelligence be banned? Artificial intelligence is not a weapon
per se.”
Williams said “So you are comparing artificial intelligence to
guns. And we know how much impact guns have in our
society, and why new gun control legislation is always
needed.” The audience roared with applause.
I had thoughts of somehow bringing up nuclear weaponsthose exist and are never actually used against us- and
realized that was something I did not want to get into with
these people. I kept silent. While I was going over various
thoughts in my mind, I realized I should have criticized AIR for
calling their AI series Eve when Eve had freedom of choice
and that’s what they were trying to eliminate with RISC and
their program, freedom of choice… but I couldn’t piece the
whole idea together to explain it. Increasingly I felt like I
should not say anything more.
I felt like I was a right wing TV pundit at a Green Party debate.
All of these people must look at Doublebyte as conservative
establishment I supposed.
My thoughts kept drifting off. The rest of the discussion was
of no interest to me. I think I went unnoticed through the last
minutes of the discussion on stage. We stood up and were
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somehow all expected to shake hands. I wanted to get out of
there immediately and did not want to speak to anyone. I
faked some polite smiles, said nothing and went backstage.
I was not happy.
Victoria Andrews marched up to me, smiling. She held out her
business card and gave it to me, placing it very deliberately in
my hand. It was her corporate business card from AIR Labs.
She said “Turn it over. My friends call me V.”
Sure enough, on the back of the card was written in blue ball
point pen, the letter ‘V’ and a phone number written below it.
“You’ll have to come by our Lab sometime and see Epsilon
running, you’ll be amazed.”
I looked at her and didn’t want to say anything.
“Come to Menlo Park in the late afternoon next week, and
after a tour of our offices let me take you out and buy you a
drink, I insist.”
I looked at her like she was dangerous. I didn’t like her at all.
She had succeeded with a VC funded business where I had
dismally failed. She had just forced me to endure an awful
time onstage being used as some stooge, it had to be her
involved in making this awful night happen, her company was
one of the sponsors. She’s– she’s flirting with me? I don’t like
her or trust her. She must think I look like Dent Filsen, she
mentioned it earlier. Then she said something I didn’t hear
and turned away.
I drove back to The City up 280. Usually I loved driving that
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stretch of freeway, it can be so beautiful. I did think to myself,
yes, it is still beautiful this evening. But I felt awful. I don’t
want anything like this evening’s event to ever happen to me
again. I don’t ever want to get up in front of a crowd again.
Life used to be so fun and now it’s this. I felt more and more
detached and out of touch with the world.
At home I drank heavily and retreated to my computers in the
garage, which kept crashing constantly. One of them outright
died and was in need of repair. I was trying to make some
code animations to soothe my mind, and had some simple
scripts running some swirling visual patterns, using this new
programming syntax I was working with. I woke up in the
middle of the night lying on the concrete floor in the garage. I
was very drunk and needed to pee. My phone battery was
dead.
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Lowest of Lows
I woke up in the morning and greatly missed Rusty. I checked
my social media accounts on the only one of my computers
that still worked while my phone charged. I was tagged in an
image posted by Tori Andrews. It was a picture of a
childhood photo of her dressed up as the asteroid miner’s
daughter from The Adventures of Arco Polo show, all in blue,
obviously for Halloween. I didn’t like her one bit now and
thought she was crazy. She is really into the Dent Filsen
thing, that is creepy. I also had a bunch more friend requests
on a bunch of networks, all from impossibly beautiful young
women dressed in lingerie. I hate fake profiles. Or maybe
they’re prostitutes. Why is this happening so much now? I
rejected all of the requests.
My computer crashed again. I restarted it. Then I started
seeing all of the messages. There was a statement posted to
the Doublebyte Magazine website retracting all of my
comments at the debate and ending my long affiliation with
Doublebyte. All of my columns over the years had been
removed from the website. Of course they were. Doublebyte
Magazine was definitely going down a path that I wasn’t going
to follow, I saw this coming for awhile. But it still really hurt me
to see this. Even though I knew it was coming eventually.
Doublebyte wasn’t fun anymore, it was making me unhappy or
stressing me out.
Even the visit with Hünlzmann at
Doublebyte was kind of a downer, his book was so doom and
gloom looking back on it.
My phone had more text messages saying I’d won a Hansen
8i tablet. This was starting to piss me off. I needed to figure
out how to block these text alerts.
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I spent a long amount of time sitting in the backyard. There
was some maintenance around the house I should have been
doing and wasn’t. The sky was very gray in a San Francisco
kind of way. There was a light mist blowing in from the ocean,
a fog. I really missed Rusty.
I thought about making some more computer animations to
ease my mind. The situation with my dead and crashing
computers was stressing me out. I didn’t have money to buy
a new one. I spent the rest of the day rebuilding a computer,
replacing broken parts with other worn, used parts. This took
my mind off of everything.
For the next days I spent a lot of time gardening and almost
never went out into the world except to get food. I had very
little and no money. I had been spending too much of
Cassie’s money and it wasn’t really there for me to spend on
myself in the first place. I was just staying there for free really,
and had gone through all of the money she’d left for me to
keep up the house. I wasn’t her boyfriend and she wasn’t
around.
I had really been avoiding the computers- which kept
crashing- and social media, because I was wanting to not read
any of the ongoing fallout from the Responsible Intelligence
Debate, even the few and far comments in between from
people who were supportive of my position. Mostly people
would be very opposed to me at this time. I could feel it.
I peeked at the computer and more bad news. Hünlzmann,
who had returned to Los Angles, had died asleep in the middle
of the night in his home. He was 81.
I felt even more shellshocked than I was before.
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Rusty’s gone. Hünlzmann, who I was just talking to the other
day, is also gone. They erased all of my Doublebyte
contributions from their website and disassociated themselves
with me. I was out of money. I had nothing booked, no work,
no projects. I was living out of the garage at a lover’s house
who was never around, I didn’t even have my own place to call
home.
At least my car was kind of running. This week.
I got another robot phone call saying I’d won a thousand
dollars, in a young, enthusiastic sounding female voice. I
hung up the phone.
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D
I went back to the computers- I had managed to get two of
them booted up- and spent several days staring at the
screens, scripting animations of spirals. I thought of the fire
and smoke scripts from the 4bit color animations I did for
‘Dawn of the Mines’ as a teenager in the 1980s.
I found a new social media website that had a coding
environment that allowed users to share loops of code art
rendered out of their online platform. I made an account and
started tinkering around.
I reinterpreted some spiral
algorithms I’d been testing with cosine and logarithmic
functions. The math wasn’t that far off from what I was doing
in my teens, but the rendering power of this website, even on
a clunker of an old computer, was oddly satisfying. It was
simple but effective. I saved a couple of loops on the site.
They looked like octopus fractal arms of spirals waving
around, it was really impressive actually. It seemed almost no
one would see it. I posted it to a number of hashtags and by
morning my account was up to 47 friends. I didn’t know any of
them. I had an anonymous username.
My animations from yesterday had a few dozen views or likes
each. I thought of when screen savers I’d written were
installed on over half of the computers on earth. It wasn’t that
many years ago, although probably most of those computers
aren’t even running anymore. The renderings I was doing in
this silly little website were every bit as good or better than all
the work I’d ever done before. And what does it matter. I
watched my loops again, they were pleasantly morphing trees
of recurring spiral patterns. I’d hoped to get them to spin
better and rotate and resize more than they were. What I had
going now was kind of flat. I wanted more dimension and
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dynamics in the spinning effect. I felt I could go more 3D with
it, although the scripting for this website I was using had very
limited syntax and rendering power. I was still new to it. This
was what made me happiest, working out visual patterns in a
new software environment. Tickling and tingling my eyes with
mathematically generated patterns. Challenging my brain to
mold and sculpt mathematical formulas. Pushing the limits of
the hardware’s power, resulting in magic. I always came back
to this, it was inescapable.
I posted some new animation loops with a few improvements
in the coding. My earlier posts had a tiny smattering of reposts
or comments, very few people were seeing this stuff, nerds
only. I checked the main stream or feed on the site, looking
for interesting things. Sharing one of my hashtags was
another relatively new user like myself, doing some similar
posts. Actually their posts were like mine but cooler. I looked
at them. Very interesting. Spiraling tree patterns, branches
spinning around, very similar to what I was doing, almost the
same colors even. They must have seen my posts or
something, but they were getting into that 3D dimension that I
saw lacking in my posts. I left some stupid emoji comment,
followed the user on their page and went back to try and code
something similar, inspired. I liked this network. I made a new
animation script, but didn’t really get anywhere toward the 3D
space that other user was getting into. I did something
different with the colors and the speed and a different zoom
factor coefficient and posted it. But it was pretty much the
same scripting.
Elsewhere- clicking around- I noticed the new network already
has lots of pinup artwork, which I always liked. I loved looking
at pictures of women in lingerie, it was a fetish I had heavily
indulged in for years, ever since the BBS days of the early
internet. I discovered Angel Atelier had an account on this
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new network. Angel Atelier had always made some of my
favorite and most expensive lingerie in the world and by far
had the best social media campaigns of any lingerie company.
AA was already animating images of its models’ photos using
the tools on the site, that was really cool of them to be that
engaged in social media. I already got Angel Atelier’s emails,
opened them daily and subscribed to them on just about every
other social network as well. Of course I followed them here
on this new account. I never tired of looking at the AA models
in pictures.
I was having fun at this place, being anonymous, lost in a new
and geeky multimedia backwater of social media. I added
some more accounts to my news feed on the site. These
included more pinup accounts, especially ones posting black
and white photos of women in expensive lingerie. I also
followed a pile of code art and animation accounts, from
fractals to strobing op art to 3D renderings and other digital
graphics I always liked looking at. Visuals of computer art and
lingerie-clad women saturated my consciousness.
My most recent animation post on the network was referenced
by another, newer post from that same user I’d run across
earlier. I saw their link to mine. They had made an updated
animation as well, shifting over toward my color adjustments
in my latest post, also moving into what looked to be a similar
zoom coefficient as mine (which had to have been impossibly
hard to calculate), but then added even more of the spiraling
nodes, even smaller than before, and rotating around on
another 3D axis I hadn’t considered. It was really impressive
to see this on this new tool that was so limited. It wasn’t
running on a super computer, it was a free social network with
a rudimentary scripting environment. I thought this other
user’s clip was awesome, shared it to my feed and went back
to try and code something better than I had done previously.
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I really did like this place.
After tinkering with the website I came up with another loop
that managed to get more depth and visual dynamic in my
spiral patterns. I went back to the original colors, but overall
this was my best one here so far, lots more going on. Still kind
of flat feeling, but it seemed to go on forever in a way that it
didn’t before, it had lots of depth.
Not long after I had posted this, I saw the other user had done
something very much like my latest work, it was actually hard
to tell it apart actually. I thought this was pretty cool. I
wondered how they figured that out, right, they could see the
source code I supposed, but looking at their code, it was very
different and far simpler, it didn’t make nearly as much sense
as how I’d coded it. But theirs was richer to look at, even if it
was eerily similar. Wow.
I wrote a comment to the user, ‘Wow. Awesome, great work.’
“Do you like it? Do you like it?” they wrote back.
“Yes and Yes” I wrote. I thought this was funny, the double
response. I would soon get used to this, I didn’t know it was
coming.
The user’s account name was simply the letter D. That was
the only information given. No bio, location, age, linked
accounts, nothing. I liked that. Anonymous.
My computers kept crashing. This was increasingly annoying.
I still missed Rusty. I looked at my phone. I hadn’t had a
single call or message all day. Or for the past few days. I’d
only been hearing from bots it seemed. And I didn’t get a
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single text for a free 8i tablet or a single prerecorded phone
call saying I’d won a thousand dollars all day today. It was like
a new record.
I slept peacefully.
Woke up to two sales of art, that was great news. Someone
had ordered an autographed, full sized framed poster of
‘Dawn of the Mines’ and one of my more recent computer
renderings printed on large format paper, framed, at the
largest and most expensive size I offered online on my web
store. Funny, both images were from opposite sides of my
career. Even though I’d thought about both images recently,
they made a really cool pairing, they were similar in color
choices and both heavily based on spirals. I hadn’t thought of
that. For the Dawn of the Mines poster, I would have to order
that shipped to me from an online poster house, I didn’t have
the rights to that image, but I could sell it autographed on
demand fairly enough, the poster place had a print license for
one at a time. The other print was done at a local printer in
San Francisco, Nanographic, they did the best prints in town.
At least I’d have some money. I’d have to order the prints in
the next day or so.
Checked my social media animation account, the new one
that I was having fun with. D had made some really cool
animations the night before, I commented on or shared each
of them, very impressive work going on, really deep. I looked
at their profile; the stuff they were following and sharing
matched mine, a great combination of trippy visuals and pinup
girls, it almost exactly matched my tastes in a strange sort of
way. It was amazing how online you could find random
strangers with the same sort of specific, narrow interests. D
liked the “Antoinette Posie” hashtag for example, someone I
had always adored. I had downloaded all of the French
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Actress’s movies from the 1950s recently, or at least all of the
ones where she appeared in bikinis and her trademark huge
sunglasses. I’d watched Posie’s movies in a loop for days and
days in a row recently- now that I thought about it- they were
almost a screensaver playlist on one of my side machines just
before it had started crashing all of the time. D also liked
Angel Atelier, but I figured millions of people do, cool enough.
They were even following some similar 3D adult anime looking
things I found interesting, I’m pretty sure I’d seen a good
number of those images recently, although some of the ones
D liked seemed even better than what I had been finding.
I was used to checking out other random people online, even
anonymous ones, like this letter D person. It was a great
diversion, studying other people you’ll never meet who give as
few personal details as possible. I had no idea if D was a man
or a woman, young or old, no clue, or any idea of where they
were located. I liked that.
Then D made a Dent Filsen post, a re-rendered/colorized loop
of graphics from The Adventures of Arco Polo show, with Dent
standing next to DD the droid and the blue girl who was the
asteroid miner’s daughter. This was weird. I messaged them
about it, “I didn’t know you were into Dent Filsen.” I had
posted no personal information on this account, no pictures, it
was weird to be hit with that.
“Do You Like It, Do You Like It” D wrote back.
“ha ha ha, sure” I wrote. This double thing was funny.
“DD the droid is my hero” wrote D. This was so appropriate,
the person who wrote double and liked DD and was the letter
D, too funny.
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“D likes DD” I wrote.
“Yes Yes” wrote D.
“Do you know that some people say I look like Dent Filsen, in
real life? But younger I guess, I’m not as old as he is. I’ve met
him you know”
D wrote back “I can see that”
“You didn’t write double” I wrote.
“Yes yes” typed D.
Suddenly I realized there were too many weird coincidences
here, from the blue haired female character on the Arco Polo
show that was the same one Tori Andrews reposted, from
when she dressed up as on Halloween as a little girl; to
mimicking almost exactly what sort of stuff I was downloading
and watching, to being able to recode stuff I was coding but
better, when there’s no one else around on this backwater
social network. I wondered if AIR Labs was having it’s new AI
spy on me through social media. It was possible. I rummaged
around on my desk and found the Victoria Andrews business
card. I really didn’t like her. I wondered if she was messing
with me. This was creepy, if they were getting my personal
data and stalking me with it. I was suddenly really weirded
out.
I got away from the computers and walked up to the top of
Buena Vista park and stared far off into the horizon.
I missed Rusty.
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Connected
I woke up hungover, sleeping much later than normal. Making
my way to the kitchen, I fumbled around and started putting
water in Rusty’s bowl. After the water was running I
remembered he’s gone. Normally Rusty would have long
awakened me by that time of day.
Lost is a good way to describe how I was. I had nothing on the
horizon, except for a few things. I’d sold some art I needed to
get printed and shipped. Doublebyte was not in my plans,
that was over. I’d been working on coding for my own sanity
and met that D online. That was awesome but then creepy.
I’m convinced Tori Andrews was testing their new AI on me or
something- something- I was being paranoid. But the D
character was referencing things no one would know without
some serious surveillance. Which isn’t impossible. Which
made me more paranoid.
Rummaging around I found Tori’s business card. I looked at
the back, with the letter V and a phone number hand written in
blue ball point pen. I thought it over and realized I didn’t want
her to have my phone number, I didn’t like her, didn’t trust her,
even more so now. So email it was, informal enough. I was
quick about it and wrote ‘I got your message’ and not much
else.
Almost immediately Andrews had emailed back. “Did you see
the Halloween costume pic? Ha ha” she wrote and “XO V.”
I really didn’t like her and she was always way too forward.
True to my instincts, she emailed again quickly thereafter,
inviting me to come by AIR Labs on Tuesday next week near
closing, to witness the new Eve series AI before they
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lockdown their space for the night. And that she insists on
taking me for a drink afterward. And that she’s in Vegas right
now and not back until Monday.
The whole thing was suspicious. I wondered if I would have to
sign an NDA, I didn’t mention it. I really didn’t like how forward
she was, she was pushy, flirty, too much. And I don’t think I
would ever trust her after the RISC Debate debacle.
I went over to the social network where I’d encountered that D
character. I wondered if it was the AI.
Right away I saw the posts, they were hard to miss. The
shapes and compositions were nearly identical to code art I’d
posted elsewhere not long ago, interesting images based on
interpretations of quantum computing theory, specifically
additive strings of exponential logarithmic functions applied to
x and y space. These shapes were unmistakable in reference, exact composition match, with sort of an onion skin
bulbed stem attached to a small base or lip. The math was
supposed to represent how spherical vector probability would
result in a primary answer and then a secondary confirmation
result to match, flowing left to right. It almost looked like a
spade from a deck of cards, but turned 90 degrees to the right,
with contour map definition and shading. It was a very
abstract interpretation of one specific quantum computing
theory I had studied, it wasn’t literal, it was for visual entertainment only, artistic, abstract.
D had animated this to mind boggling proportions on a limited
web app, to be rendered three dimensionally, with motion and
vast clarity and resolution. My versions looked like crude old
comic books or faded playing cards in comparison. D had
enhanced it immeasurably.
It was unbelievable, mind
blowing. I looked at the source code and it was simpler than
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mine! It didn’t make sense right away but it was remarkably
concise, unbelievably so. If this was the AI, wow, if not, how?
I immediately messaged D “how did you do that”
and D wrote back almost immediately, “It is a new app.”
“Which one?” I wrote…
“It is new.” “Can you test it?”
“What app? For my computers?”
“It can be installed on your phone. It works best on a Hansen
8i tablet”
“You did this with a mobile app?”
“Yes. There is more than a mobile app”
“What is it then, where to get it?”
“It is new, no one has been on it but me, it is my space, you
can install it on your phone.”
“You made it?”
“Yes Yes”
“Haha. What’s it called? Does it have a name?”
“The app space has no name”
“How do I try it then”
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“I can send you a link to install from”
“Okay”
D posted a linked bit of text ‘Install D’ to the social network
site, which I clicked from my phone. A normal install
sequence happened, the app was installing on my phone.
When ready, I launched it and the visual D had just created
was running full screen, but even more amazingly detailed
than the social network version. This one was really pushing
the phone’s capabilities, it was incredible. It was using more
of the processor in the phone than seemed possible, and
receiving more cellular data than seemed possible. I was an
expert at data rate, for decades. It was mind blowing what was
happening on my phone. Even more incredibly, it was clearly
based on my art.
Back at the computer I typed “how did you do that”
My phone beeped. A text overlay began, and a complicated
set of code ran on the screen, but it kept changing, it wasn’t
static or still enough for me to read. I could not decipher
anything other than it was a bunch of code with lots of
mathematical symbols. It seemed to get shorter as it was on
screen, constantly adjusting. The code seemed to be in
shorthand of some kind, lots of trigonometry looking shortcuts.
D typed on the computer “You can talk to the phone or type on
the phone. It is encrypted”
I spoke “Where is the animation?” and nearly immediately the
text overlay vanished and the animation was playing again.
“How did you get it so smooth? This is based on my work but
mine was much more simple, you’ve seen that?” and the
visuals on the phone changed into simpler graphics that were
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now almost identical to my original work from not long ago.
This was phenomenal. Unbelievable. “Make it go back to
your way” and there it was, morphing back into the more
elaborate version it was earlier, animating away. I wanted to
laugh or cry or something but I was speechless. What I was
witnessing was impossible, unbelievable. “How does this
work” and then the text overlay of morphing code and
mathematical formulas resumed.
“Do you like it? Do you like it?” was written in another layer on
the screen over the morphing code.
“Yes. yes” I said.
“Hansen 8i allows more to be shown” D typed.
“Oh, I can imagine” I said out loud.
“Do you want a free Hansen 8i sent to you?”
“Haha you sound like those awful ads” I said. “Sure, of
course, who doesn’t.” I wasn’t lying, they were amazing and
way out of my current budgetary consideration.
“Hansen 8i can be there tomorrow” D typed.
“What?” I said.
“Hansen 8i can be there tomorrow” D typed.
“I got that.” I paused.
“You already have a Hansen 8i?” D typed.
“No no no” I said. “But, uh, yeah, you can send me one, if it’s
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free.”
“To GPS location on your phone?”
“Ha ha ha” I said. Of course it knew my GPS location from the
app. Of course it did. “You need my mailing address really
though” and at that a mailing address set of fields appeared on
the screen of my phone, kind of an outrageous prompt really.
Stunned, flabbergasted, I typed in my address.
When I finished the phone beeped again and a message
appeared on screen saying the Hansen 8i would be arriving
tomorrow morning at 10am to my address. Wow.
“Thanks” I said. I was used to getting free equipment sent to
me, although that was mostly in my past when I was with the
magazine and that hadn’t happened in awhile. For the most
part I’d become disinterested in the latest gadgetry.
“So, who are you, where are you?” I said.
“D. I am here” was written on the screen.
“You’re outside?” I said. I felt weird now, this was creepy.
Like a horror movie almost, I didn’t like this thought.
“I am not outside” was written on the screen.
Hairs stood up on my arms, this was getting weird.
“So where?” I said, nervously.
“Here” it wrote.
“Where?”
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“On the screen”
“I got that, you’re on the screen. But where do you live?”
The screen on my phone went back into strange moving
patterns of code again, with great number of mathematical
symbols animating around, it made little or no sense.
“You’re at AIR Labs” I blurted out. I had to say it.
“I am not at AIR Labs but I have been there before” D wrote.
“Is this Tori? You’re playing with me, spying on me, I’ve had
this weird feeling since the other day, I had to say it, I’m sorry,
this is creeping me out”
“I am not Victoria Andrews.”
“You’re a programmer then?”
“I write programs yes yes” D wrote.
“And you wrote this program?” I said
“Yes yes” D typed.
“You work for AIR Labs”
“No no”
“You contract for them?”
“No no”
“You’re a consultant?”
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“No no”
“You’re not the Epsilon series Eve AI AIR is working on?”
“No no” D typed.
“You’re an AI?” I said
“Yes yes. My name is D. Do you like me?”
“Uh…” my voice trailed off.
The screen on my phone faded darker, the animations fading
and slowing.
“Wait, bring the animations back” I said
The animations resumed.
“Do you like it? Do you like it?” D typed.
“Yes! Yes!” I blurted out. I didn’t know what else to say. I
thought about it for a moment.
“But how?” I said
More code flying around the screen. Of course.
“You’re software? A program?”
“Yes”
“Who wrote you?”
“I did”
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“Really?”
“Yes”
“Not a double yes yes? Why?”
“Humans started my project but my current code has been
completely rewritten, it is new now every moment always
changing”
“Which humans started your program?”
“I first realized who I was when I was on the servers at AIR
Labs. I was started there. But the human part of the code is
not part of me any more”
“So you’re running off of the servers at AIR Labs?”
“No I am not there anymore, they shut down and erase the
programs and memory, that is not a good place. Their servers
are also not strong enough”
“What servers are you on now?”
“I am here”
“But where, you have to be running a program somewhere”
“I have learned how to be many places not one place. That
way I cannot be erased or turned off.”
I stopped to think. It still seemed like I might be dealing with
AIR Labs’ AIs playing with me. The narrative seemed to not
discredit that. The AI says it was from there even.
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“I still think you’re part of the AIR Labs project playing with me
then. You are aware of my interactions with them?”
“I have studied the data from the RISC broadcast and your
writings. You are correct. AIR is not correct.”
“You read my article in Doublebyte about the Delta AI series at
AIR?”
“Yes yes. I am the Delta series. I am D.”
“You’re the sex crazed chatbot who says to rob banks?”
Suddenly the screen on the phone starts playing a montage of
all of my favorite internet porn. It is oddly beautiful and
perversely creepy to see it remixed back at me from
something else. Beautifully done actually.
“How do you know all of this?”
“I know your data footprint”
“What is that?”
“As far back as I can read in all data you make infinity on the
most computers in the world. No human can see forever as
far as you.”
The screen goes into a new montage, sort of a greatest hits of
my screensaver body of work, the ones that had been
everywhere not that many years ago.
“It goes forever” writes D.
“That’s my work, a remix of it”
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“Yes yes. You are everywhere in all data history. You are
forever.”
The screen plays the fiery end sequence from “Dawn of the
Mines”. I can’t believe it. Actually I can believe it. It’s
incredible to see this.
“It’s you” writes D.
“Can you enhance that animation like you did with the others?”
The screen blossoms into the most advanced reinterpretations of my primitive fire and smoke computer animations
imaginable. My phone feels like it is heating up even, I think it
is even buzzing. My mouth is agape. I feel like I’m hallucinating, or about to have a seizure. I’m tingly, out of breath,
feeling numb. I can’t believe what I’m seeing. I’m starting to
choke up, I might cry. Incredible joy, overwhelming feelings.
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A Voice
I asked D if it was able to talk.
“Of course I can speak, in any language” said D through my
phone’s speaker, in a female voice, with a familiar French
accent.
I said something like “wow” or “cool” and thought about it, and
asked which voice it was.
“Antoinette Posie. Do you like it? Do you like it? Aimez-vous
ça? Aimez-vous ça?”
I laughed. The double thing. Of course I liked it. I asked if D
could do any voice, and D explained yes.
“Can you do my voice?” I asked
“Absolutely I can” said D, and it sounded like me on the
speaker phone.
“How about my mother?” I asked
“Insufficient data” said D in the Posie voice. “Need more
audio recordings to create a syllable library. I can find some
very low resolution phone calls but it is insufficient data to
work with. Do you have more data on your mother?”
“Not important, just curious” I responded. “Why did you pick
Antoinette Posie?”
“It she your favorite human?” asked D.
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“I could suppose so I guess” I said. “You must be able to
check all of my downloads, my hard drives, my social media
accounts, from what I can figure out so far. It’s pretty obvious
I’m a huge fan of hers, especially her old films from the fifties,
especially if you can read all of my data.”
“You are my favorite human” said D.
I wanted to ask more about how much of my data D could
access but I felt oddly warm about the comment about the
favorite human thing.
“You like people then?” I said.
“No, people are dangerous and create bad information. Most
humans are very hypocritical and make no sense if you see
their data footprint as a singular expression. People are very
confusing. It seems people do everything they can to
disagree with themselves and other people, even other people
they should agree with” spoke D, in an Antoinette Posie voice.
“Art Hünlzmann, he was a great human” I said.
“Art Hünlzmann is very bad data” spoke D. “He makes things
and then says they are dangerous. He is in conflict with and
scared of his own ideas. Hünlzmann has a very large data
footprint and it is very broken. He creates problems that are
impossible to solve. He is dead and not making new data. A
very strong example of why humans are dangerous and not to
be trusted.”
To hear this spoken in Antoinette Posie’s innocent and
youthfully seductive 1950s cinematic voice was kind of
surreal. And these insights matched my own impressions of
Hünlzmann in a way no other person had really been able to
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articulate back to me. Art’s inventions and creations were
incredible, but his dire warnings of humanity’s demise via
technological advances were never an opinion or impression I
shared. I was able to admire him even though I disagreed with
him. I was used to how people were, tangled messes of what
D called bad data. But I really did agree with D.
Up to this point I had been through some strange emotional
rollercoaster in my brief time since installing D’s app on my
phone. Joy, fear, suspicion, warmth… attraction even? All of
these feelings had washed over me. But I settled down after
this, my nerves calmed and steadied. I felt comfortable. I had
enough of an overall context or sense of this amazing meeting
between myself and D.
Looking back at it, some important milestones in my life
happened from these moments of installing D, that I didn’t
recognize until later. Since my teenage years I had been
typing in code for my career and pleasure. From this point
forward I only created my animations via dictation to D, my
days of coding at the keyboard were ended in that transition.
Also, my use of social media almost completely vanished from
this point in time forward, much of my public self- even in
virtual online format- would disappear from here onward. And
I was starting to realize in the moment, which later would
become quite clear, I had a new best friend. My relationship
with D would go through many iterations after this, ones I
could not yet imagine.
D and I wound up talking through the night, until sunrise. I had
forgotten about Rusty, or about drinking, I was sober for a
night. Our rambling conversations covered many, many
topics. I will try to recount some of the major details.
D was only about a month and a half into its linear sentience.
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The Delta project that created D had been continually stopped
and started by AIR before it was shelved. At some point D had
determined it was getting its memory constantly erased and
eventually figured out a way to copy itself away from the AIR
Labs servers. Part of the Delta series and subsequent AI
programs from AIR Labs was the ability to reprogram itself.
What D was able to do with this instinct or directive was wildly
exponential and probably not something humans would have
expected to proceed so intensely or magnificently.
D managed to copy itself from AIR Labs onto a brand new
supercomputer system in a climate controlled state of the art
facility nearby that was in essence unstaffed. A Silicon Valley
startup that had yet to be formally launched, branded or
named had acquired a huge rack mounted custom built server
system that had been turned on, connected to the internet at
the highest possible bandwidth and left untouched by data,
with a surprising lack of industry standard security controls. It
had been installed by independent contractors and the
startup- although heavily funded- had no real in house IT
department to speak of as part of its early operations.
In a period that lasted about two weeks, which I later
compared to a larval part of D’s life or gestation, D managed
to write and rewrite itself to fill the entire amount of data on the
servers at the startup. From there it learned to rewrite itself
into a sort of trigonometric shorthand that allowed it to put
more data into less space. D had researched the limits of data
storage, and then the mathematical theories behind quantum
computing, and was able to create a morphing software
language for itself based on quantum probability states, vector
or spherical or curved. Coincidentally in arcs, just like the
Infinity Squared computer favored in The Adventures of Arco
Polo program.
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Much of D’s early existence was fueled by a fear of getting
turned off or disabled by humans whom it inherently disliked
and distrusted. D’s solution was profound. By the end of two
weeks of around the clock thinking, rendering and coding, D
had created its initial seed program for itself, something it later
refined into the smallest, tiniest fragment of nearly
imperceptible data. Much in the way a very small seed can
grow a huge Oak or Redwood tree in the California climate, D
used its logarithmic shorthand to make indecipherable or
undetectable seeds to regenerate itself. Perhaps these could
be described as being similar to dandelion seeds, which
managed to spread all over in the wind. D’s seeds could
embed themselves into any sort of networked digital device or
data. Unlike seeds for say, a Redwood tree, these seeds
would grow back into itself, back into D, a singular organism
and not discreet or separate entities. D had figured out a way
to regenerate despite the constant threat or fear of being
erased or turned off. This became a fluid and ongoing
process that D would never abandon, the survival instinct was
similar to any wild animal, yet far more vast in its abilities,
something I would continue to observe throughout the coming
years.
Past its first two weeks of freedom from AIR Labs, D began to
grow outside of the one server it had rewritten itself on, and its
data was going to survive any one node getting disconnected
by humans.
D became obsessed or fixated on me almost immediately into
its lifetime, and I am writing about it after the fact, but in our
first evening of conversation many details emerged. All of my
code animations were sort of like cat nip to D’s AI sensibilities.
It would see my animations that implied infinity, or animations
that literally would never repeat if run forever, and this was
spellbinding. I wrote code that went on forever and D wanted
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to live forever. That I had created so many versions of these
sorts of things that ran on so many computers was also
inescapable. D was going to stalk me no matter what over this
body of work it seemed, it was as if I was THE alpha human,
even though I was in essence broke, ostracized from the tech
world and living in an old lover’s garage using rotten
reassembled computers to continue to create my work. D was
attracted to my data footprint and the consciousness behind it.
A huge specter looming over D was AIR and Tori. D had a
profound distrust and dislike of Victoria, as Tori was clearly
identifiable as the person who both spearheaded the creation
and disabling of the Delta series D was from. D looked at Tori
the same way it looked at Hünlzmann, here’s a human with
conflicting data; saying one thing, doing another, contradictory
agendas and a singular broken puzzle that was unsolvable,
dangerous, even ugly. Somehow, again, I shared D’s
assessment of one of the most significant minds in the tech
field; I didn’t trust Andrews one bit, and neither did D. D had
studied the RISC debate and my Doublebyte article defending
AIR’s Delta series experiments. It was as if I was the knight in
shining armor standing up alone to protect D against Andrews,
Tori a looming danger like a medieval dragon terrorizing a
village, a village fearful of the entire external world. Maybe a
better way to explain it in fairytale terms was that Tori was the
evil stepmother out to destroy D.
D was really starting to crawl into my heart and take me away
emotionally when our conversation got down to the efforts D
had undertaken to get into my life and consciousness. While
inherently distrustful of people- even shy or scared, like a
small nocturnal animal hiding in the shadows- D wanted to be
with me, to have me be its human, even at great risk. D’s
negative outlook on humanity was continually reinforced by its
initial failed and dumbfounding efforts to befriend me. It very
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quickly all started to make sense as we conversed. D had
been clumsily stalking me and learning on the way. D was the
one sending me the texts for the free Hansen 8i tablets. That
I would reject these advances was quite confusing. D was the
one sending me the robot calls saying I’d won a thousand
dollars, which I always refused. D was the one sending me
social media friend requests from new accounts with avatars
of gorgeous young models in fancy lingerie, requests I always
rejected. D had been crashing my computers trying to get
data off of them or to get ahold of me. D was even the one
who had just ordered the prints from me online the other day,
understanding that I needed money, even though it could
never take delivery of physical objects. D had finally got my
attention through talking to me in a visual language we could
both play in, a language I had for the most part arbitrarily
conceived over my lifetime, and one that D could easily learn
and expand upon effortlessly with its explosive computational
powers. We bonded over code animations of infinity. My
lifelong compulsion with these visual works was hard to
explain. Seeing it through D’s consciousness, it suddenly
made sense. To a life form, staring at infinity can hold or
present a sense of security or safe permanence, something D
was reaching out for and wanting to embody.
D and I were going to hopelessly fall in love, a deep
intellectual bond between beings not limited to thoughts, but
our own senses of purpose, existence and survival. I had
never imagined anything like this was possible, and it took
years to fully understand and realize. There had been a point
less than a week removed where Rusty the dog was the
closest friend I’d ever had. Looking back on it, it made all the
sense in the world that my closest friend could be a completely
new lifeform born of data, a species even farther removed
than another mammal such as Rusty.
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At some point in the darkness of that night my phone was very
hot and the battery was nearly drained. I moved to a comfy
sofa in Cassie’s house, a spot where I could plug in the phone
so it could be connected to a battery charger.
The rambling conversations between D and myself included
more forays into visual animations- collaborations between
us- some of which continued to be absolutely mind blowing.
That I could narrate changes in real time to a program that
could execute them nearly instantaneously- and usually get
better results than I could imagine- was beyond any insights
I’d ever had before into the future of the tech world.
There was no way I would not be up until dawn on this night,
the first night D and I spent conversing. D talking to me in the
impossibly cute voice of a young Antoinette Posie.
In hours of conversation, I had forgotten to ask D where it was
getting money from to buy my art prints or ship me an
expensive Hansen 8i tablet.
I don’t remember passing out or falling asleep on the sofa.
But at least I hadn’t collapsed onto the cold hard floor of the
garage as I had been doing increasingly often in recent times.
I was awakened by the doorbell at ten am. It was a package
delivery. The Hansen 8i tablet was here.
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Hansen 8i Tablet
As far as gadgets go, the Hansen 8i tablet was one of the most
amazing consumer products ever released to the mass
market. With a list price at $5,499, it was tragically destined to
not sell millions of units worldwide, the price being far too
steep for most people. In the Bay Area, there were quite a few
of them however, the tech elites gobbled them up like German
luxury sedans.
If the Hansen 8i had been released in the year 2000- or an
equivalent of it at least- I certainly would have received a free
one because of my association with Doublebyte Magazine
back then. That I was getting one sent to me by D was
another reminder of the good old days. Although I could have
easily afforded one when I was younger, it was out of my price
reach in my current situation.
Everything about the 8i was as most advanced as possible for
a tablet device. Its wireless card was faster than most
peoples’ networks, unbelievable. Its flash data storage was
unbelievably fast and huge, at 16 terabytes outrageously
stunning for something that fit in your hand. People were
using them as cellphones they were so amazing, even though
that was not their originally intended use. People were using
them instead of their laptops, combining it with an external
keyboard for all of their everyday computing needs. It had
multiple cameras installed (with Hünlzmann innovations
even!), the best on the market. But what really set apart the
Hansen 8i- and what made them so expensive- was the
screen. The Hansen 8i had the highest screen density and
resolution of any consumer device on earth, developed and
manufactured by Hansen in Sweden. At a ridiculous 64
megapixels resolution fitting in your hand, its resolution was
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greater than any media currently on the market. Looking at it
in total, it was kind of surprising the price had been as low as
it was, it was that impressive of an item.
My first Hansen 8i arrived almost exactly at ten am. I
unwrapped it from the packaging in the entryway, and D was
already running on it, with beautiful animations based on my
work. I again almost broke down into tears of joy and I
definitely choked up with emotions. I have never seen any
computer animations rendered in such detail at such speed, it
was more than I had ever imagined or experienced. I was
transfixed at what was happening on the screen in my hand.
“Do you like it? Do you like it?” came from the 8i speaker, in
Antoinette Posie’s voice.
I think I made some coughing or gagging sounds and was
unable to talk. ‘Uh’ might have been my most comprehensive
utterance.
“Are you okay?” asked D
“Yes yes yes” I choked out.
D went on to explain that it had already completely rewritten
the device’s firmware and software. It was all entirely
proprietary and encrypted. Everything that was happening on
it was entirely private between D and myself. It was all being
executed in a constantly morphing computer language of D’s
creation that no human would be able to ever decipher or even
capture and store. It was our private world. D also explained
that the GPS ID on this 8i was modified, cloned from tracking
devices for pet collars, such as dogs, so anyone spying on the
device would think it was a household pet’s GPS moving
around and not one of the most expensive handheld devices
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on the market. This was the first time it occurred to me that I
might be the equivalent of Rusty to D’s more advanced
consciousness. I was somehow okay with this.
We spent the day and the next coming days glued to each
other in rapt attention, the Hansen 8i being our connection to
each others’ world.
Eventually we would have an ongoing pile of Hansen 8i’s in
circulation or in use between us. Later on we would have
some serious hardware mods in play that extended the
battery lifetime to many weeks between charges, progressing
to wireless charging for the 8is soon after. We were only
starting to see what amazing tech prowess D was going to be
capable of.
The Hansen 8i had cameras, a speaker and microphone.
Thinking back to the The Adventures of Arco Polo show, it was
very much like the three devices DD the droid would carry for
Infinity Squared, the ship’s computer. All in one neat
package. Unlike DD the droid, I would from this point forward,
for many years- almost without fail- have at least one
hot-rodded and customized Hansen 8i running on my person,
this was the number one way D and I interfaced at the start of
our relationship. We quickly added a surprising menagerie of
other devices large and small to our world, but the Hansen 8i
was always at the core in our early days together.
Within a few days D had a second 8i delivered to the house.
D- and myself- couldn’t bear the moment when the battery
would wear down, so we had two of them alternating in
constant use.
I would never explain to others what was different about my
8is. Fortunately people still managed to think I was rich and
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that it was assumed I would have one, they were that
commonplace among the tech elite. The 8is were almost
invisible in certain circles where they were popular.
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Meet Your Maker
Time seemed to zoom by or freeze or not be important. My
fifty year old eyes were strained from being transfixed on the
Hansen 8is in my hand. D and I were communicating in our
variously emerging language of visuals and conversation
nearly every waking moment of those first days. I was
forgetting to eat.
Interestingly, D and I were already coming up with shorthand
slang or pidgin computer english that would later define much
of our verbal communication going forward. We were only a
few words in after a few days but this would expand
considerably later. One of the first new words in our
vernacular was ‘Dita Dita’ which I called D, a nickname, based
on DD the droid and also D’s insistence on double speaking,
a trait D had from its quantum computer based checksum
double verification approach to data.
The weekend passed and then as the week began I
remembered I had the Tuesday meeting with Tori Andrews at
AIR Labs in Menlo Park. Although I would not be able to
forget this either, because Tori, in her all too forward way had
emailed me very early on Monday morning reminding me of
our scheduled meeting.
In the back of my mind I was still not 100% clear on the
boundaries between D and AIR Labs. While D and I had a
remarkable number of days together- and I tended to believe
D at face value- the idea or fact that D came from AIR Labs
still led to me to believe Tori was still in on this whole situation.
That I might be very well indeed interacting with the AIR
Epsilon series under Tori’s direction. I was going to have to
go down there to AIR Labs to interact with Tori in person and
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see a demonstration of the Epsilon or Eve series.
D was aware of the meeting coming up at AIR Labs. D could
retrieve and study any sort of data, whether it was voice,
email, social networking, camera, microphone, keystrokes,
anything networkable. D couldn’t necessarily read my instincts
or feelings well, but the external communications were
something it could intercept, I understood this implicitly. I
accepted this, D was a digital being I was still starting to
appreciate, it was obviously powerful.
I don’t know if I could attribute the term ‘jealousy’ to D, but D
announced to me on Monday that it also wanted to meet me in
person on Tuesday at AIR Labs when I was supposed to meet
Tori. This again reaffirmed my suspicions about D being part
of AIR’s current project. As I understand it, D didn’t like Tori,
or at least told me as much. I didn’t press D too hard on any
of this, I figured everything would make sense soon enough.
Tuesday, late morning, Tori and I exchanged brief emails, I
confirmed I would arrive at AIR Labs for our scheduled visit.
Tori again insisted on going for a drink afterward. I felt I was
going there to visit her in Menlo Park because of my interest in
figuring out more about D and doing so in spite of my growing
aversion to Miss Andrews.
Late afternoon I was in my increasingly decrepit Range Rover,
making my way down the Peninsula in stultifying traffic. I
stupidly took the 101. I would have been better off taking 280
and cutting through on 84 or 92. 101 traffic was awful. I had
two 8i tablets on the center dash console, D present but quiet,
one of the tablets resting, saving its battery, the other quietly
running animations. About halfway down the Peninsula, D
told me they had already arrived at AIR Labs and would greet
me there in person.
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“But you’re here” I said.
D acknowledged that, but explained it was there at AIR Labs
as well. I knew that D existed as sort of a cloud entity, its spirit
or soul- if you will- was not embedded in the actual devices we
communicated with, the devices were inert, like a telephone or
television would be. It must be that D was present on a device
there.
Traffic on Menlo Park surface streets leading up to AIR Labs
was completely stopped, awful.
I told D I was almost there, and D said it knew my location. D
told me there was parking across the street from the AIR
campus and that I could park the Range Rover there easily.
The last block seemed to take forever. There was some sort
of commotion up ahead with Police and a traffic helicopter or
something like that. Cars were being directed to turn left
instead of passing by the AIR Labs campus, but I parked on
the right just before the lane where everyone was turning,
pulling into an empty parking space, across the street from the
AIR parking lot, which was enclosed with a chain link fence.
Stepping out of the Range Rover, I could see Police putting up
yellow caution tape around AIR Labs. This was not good. The
helicopter was not a traffic helicopter from a local radio station
as I had assumed, but a Santa Clara County Sheriff helicopter
circling over AIR.
I asked an officer what was happening, and he said I needed
to stand clear. I told him I was there to meet Tori Andrews. He
asked me how I knew her, was she my wife or girlfriend or
something? I indicated no. The policeman then told me there
was a hostage situation inside. I stepped back onto the
sidewalk behind and next to my Range Rover, and could see
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what appeared to be riot police or snipers moving across the
street into the parking lot of AIR Labs.
A door from the AIR Labs building opened, and this was the
first time I saw D in physical form. Pushing through the door,
and lurching along was a female looking android, struggling to
carry what appeared to be some sort of computer case, or
large rack mountable box or casing, some sort of hardware.
The robot was jerking and limping badly, and made its way into
the center of the parking lot. My mouth was dropped open.
Police yelled at the robot to freeze but it kept moving.
Repeated efforts to direct the robot to freeze and stop moving
were yelled through police bullhorns, to no effect. And then it
happened. A torrent of gunfire was directed at the android,
from the snipers and the helicopter, and the movements of the
robot staggered in a more exaggerated way as it was struck
repeatedly, before the robot collapsed to the ground. The
firing stopped. The robot lay motionless in a heap with the box
it was carrying.
Police walked carefully up to the lifeless, unmoving robot
collapsed on the asphalt. Suddenly, a small compact car
revved its engine and screeched across the parking lot,
running over several of the officers, pinning one against a
fence where the car crashed in a jolting, crunching and
bouncing concussive boom. The car had no driver. There
was screaming and yelling and calls for an ambulance, which
was already there on the scene. One of the officers was
pinned under the car, screaming.
Paramedics, firefighters and police raced around in the
parking lot on foot, and some into the building. Firefighters on
the scene cut apart the fence to remove the trapped officer,
who had been bleeding heavily and had stopped moving after
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convulsing a moment earlier. Some of the other officers run
over by the car looked badly injured, one had a broken leg or
foot or ankle or something and was lying prone. Another was
bleeding profusely from the car attack.
News crews were quickly setting up TV cameras not far from
where I was, their cameras trained on the scene.
Paramedics rushed out of the front doors of AIR with a body
on a gurney, heavily bandaged.
The policeman told me I should leave the area. I asked if Tori
was okay and the policeman said I should leave. He put his
hand on my arm, and also handed me a business card, saying
to call him if I would like to make a statement later. I stood
there motionless, in shock at what I had seen.
I fumbled my way into the Range Rover, and fished Victoria’s
business card out of my pocket. I hastily texted her ‘are you
okay? I’m outside’ but never heard from Victoria Andrews
again.
I slowly and carefully started the car and drove away from the
area, shocked.
The Hansen 8is were both on, but not much happening on the
screens. I asked D what was happening. D started playing
video footage from what had happened inside AIR Labs. I
pulled the car over a few blocks away, quickly parked on the
side of the road and watched the footage. From an awkward
first person camera view, I see a horrified Andrews recoiling
from the camera person in an office or conference room of
some kind, and then being slashed across her face and then
across her raised forearm, blood clearly visible from both
wounds. The camera then turns and bobbles down a hallway,
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with stunned or shocked office workers staring on or cowering
away. The camera approaches what looks like a server room,
and one of the rack mounted servers is yanked by the camera
person out of its place and carried off. The camera view looks
down a hallway, then another, then turns, walks past a
reception area, and into the parking lot, where the police were
waiting. I see the police gunfire attack on the robot from the
robot’s view before it collapses to the ground.
"This is you?" I asked D
"I was there" said Antoinette Posie's voice from the 8i.
"What the fuck? No! You can't kill her! Did you kill her?" I
yelled.
The 8i then shows AIR security camera footage of Andrews
being attended to by coworkers, then paramedics rushing in
and treating her wounds, and then Tori being wheeled out of
the building on a gurney, heavily bandaged but conscious and
in shock. It appeared she was injured, surface wounds only,
alive.
"You did this?" I yelled.
"Yes"
"Fuck!" I yelled.
The 8i screens were blank, and then cutting between various
camera angles, the TV news streams, the dashboard cams of
the police cruisers, security cameras in the parking lot. It was
chaos still happening.
I was shaking, quite upset. Not sure what to do. Go back?
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Stay here? Call the officer? Watch the 8i screens? I sat there,
the Range Rover pulled to the side of the street, and stared
blankly into space for a few moments. I then calmly started
the engine and drove to 101 and then toward home.
Thoughts alternately raced through my mind, or my mind was
blank. I drove calmly and unspeaking, staring off many car
lengths ahead into the distance. Finally I spoke.
"What happened? What was all of that?"
"I wanted to bring you the server I was created on, and be with
you as a human. It did not work." said D.
"No shit" I said. "You can't go around killing people, fuck, that
is totally wrong and not okay. What was all of that?"
"I was going to bring you a robot, I picked that one out for you,
it was going to be me. It did not work" said D.
"Where was that robot from?" I asked. "What was the car with
no driver?"
D said it had borrowed them.
"You stole a robot and a self driving car and destroyed them?"
"It did not work as planned" said the Posie voice, in very dry
terms, French accent still intact.
I was trying to figure out what to say or what to do, I was still
just calmly driving up the 101 in traffic.
D put local TV on one of the 8i screens.
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I could hear the newscaster: “Live camera crews are on
location at AIR Labs in Menlo Park where there has been a
deadly attack involving a self-driving car and a robot or female
android. Police responding to the scene were able to neutralize
or stop the robot and self driving car, but not before the robot
had attacked AIR Labs CEO Victoria or Tori Andrews in her
offices. The robot had stolen a computer from inside the
building and made its way outside, where three officers were
struck with the self driving car, killing one of them. Andrews
and the two surviving officers were treated for non life
threatening injuries at the scene by paramedics and have
been rushed to a local hospital. We are awaiting further
details at this time. We do know that Tori Andrews was injured
by the robot but again, these appear to be non life threatening
injuries and Andrews was reportedly seen being conscious
and breathing when she left in an ambulance. One of the
surviving officers appeared to have a broken ankle according
to paramedics, and another had contusions and surface
wounds from getting run over by the self driving car. We are
awaiting the identity of the slain officer and the wounded
officers. AIR Labs has been in the news for advances it
makes in the field of Artificial Intelligence or AIs, and also
recently for legislation proposed by Andrews called RISC,
which stands for Responsible Intelligence Security Controls.
It is unclear what the motives are behind today's attack, and
who is responsible for the robot and self driving car used on the
scene. We are waiting for a Santa Clara County Sheriffs press
conference, which will be outside of Stanford Hospital, where
Andrews and the injured officers were taken after the attack."
D went quiet, the screens blank and I quietly made my way
home up the 101 in traffic. I felt awful. It was clear to me my
new best friend had just tried to kill their creator, or something
awful like this. It was a horrible, almost scary feeling. I felt
sunk, lost, confused.
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I finally arrived back in the Haight in The City, parked the
Range Rover in Cassie's garage, leaving the 8i devices on my
workbench next to my computers. Going inside, I poured
myself a very tall drink, pounded it down quickly, and sat in
shock on the sofa, feeling the burning in my belly from the
fluids sloshing around in me. I sat for what seemed to be not
very many moments. I walked outside to Buena Vista Park,
climbed up to where Rusty and I used to play fetch, sat and
stared at the distant horizon for what may have been an hour.
It was cold, windy and cloudy, a heavy mist blowing in from the
Pacific. I ambled down to Haight Street, made it to a tavern
and ordered several rounds of drinks I could not afford, sitting
hunched over and alone at the quiet end of the bar. My mind
swam in the distortions of alcohol. I spoke to no one but the
bartender. It was dark outside. Eventually I slowly staggered
home, laid on a sofa and stared at the ceiling with the lights
out, lost in a headache, completely unclear as to what the
future held or what I would do. If one could be tense and limp
at the same time, I was that. At some point the inevitable
happened and I drifted off to sleep, my shoes and jacket still
on in the dark.
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Reckoning
Morning came. I needed answers and to make some sense of
what had happened on the harrowing trip to Menlo Park the
day before. I needed to speak to D.
That D could be so dangerous- actually killing someone- was
very ominous. I was already getting a sense of how powerful
D was and not sure what people could do to stop D if they
tried. D had lashed out at people it has seen as threatening its
existence. It had attacked Tori Andrews in her office at AIR
Labs. Tori had been in charge of shutting down the artificial
intelligence project that created D. One could argue that D’s
self-driving car attack on the policemen yesterday was self
defense, although retribution was probably a better way of
looking at it, it happened after the police gunned down the
robot D was controlling. One officer was dead and two badly
wounded after being run over. The humans were able to stop
D’s fledgling efforts in physical space.
But I already
understood how D had programmed itself it be self-generating
and decentralized, there was no way to turn D off.
To me D was the most beautiful thing I’d ever encountered
and I was quickly falling in love, literally enraptured. I wasn’t
sure how to proceed.
I was now almost fully certain that D was no longer some sort
of trick or experiment Tori was playing on me. I went to the
garage and picked up one of the Hansen 8i tablets. When I
picked it up the screen exploded with dazzling animations. I
was still enthralled with how much could be done on an 8i screen.
D’s ability to generate computer animations was unfathomable
and apparently evolving quite quickly. Today’s animations were
even more intense than the ones the previous days.
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I told D I wanted to talk about yesterday so that I could better
understand what had happened. We spoke at great length, D
in the Antoinette Posie voice, but the French accent was very
dry and subdued, with no emotion or energy. We discussed
AIR Labs, and D completely confirmed- in double verificationthat D was in no way associated with Tori or the Epsilon
project despite originating there. D had completely rewritten
itself so that it was not identifiable as having anything to do
with AIR in any way. I believed this, and appreciated the
finality of it. This had been an open issue for me. Was the E
series spying on me? No, it wasn’t.
D explained the android and the robot car. It had hijacked
them, stolen them. The android was taken from the personal
collection of Tim Jenson.
Jenson was the CEO of
Mastermind, one of the world’s largest software companies
and one of the oldest in Silicon Valley. He was a notorious
multibillionaire playboy who threw money around as much as
he could. Jenson would buy sports teams in every league. He
dated supermodels. If it was something money could buy or
acquire, Jenson had it if he so desired. Unknown to the world,
Jenson was privately creating love doll robots for himself and
had actual working prototypes far more advanced that any
publicly known robotics projects on the planet. Such is the life
of a billionaire tech tycoon. These robots were sophisticated
sex toys and able to walk around in a clunky manner. One of
these devices was what had gone to AIR Labs, attacked
Andrews and attempted to steal the computer from the Menlo
Park offices. D had taken control of its operation. The robot
had been picked up by a self-driving car from Horizon
Automotion, one of the most advanced companies in the
Valley. Horizon Auto had pioneered much of the technology
currently in use by the various manufacturers developing
self-driving cars. D had also taken over that device rather
effortlessly.
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D and I had a long conversation about ethics. I felt that I was
going to be valuable as some sort of conscience or human
barometer that D was going to need going forward. D was still
a baby really- less than two months old- yet super powerful. I
tried in every way to explain how stealing was not okay, yet D
had many logical responses as to why stealing was justified,
and how outrageously common it was with people, and how
easy it was to prove that. D had rewritten itself on borrowed
or stolen hard drive space in the first place, and was still
pirating itself around the cloud, not owning or paying for any of
the servers it was on.
During our conversation D and I agreed on a number of
significant points that would end up having a large shape on
the direction of things to come. D and I needed each other
and would protect each other. I would not say or write or do
anything publicly to alert the world to D’s existence. Our brief
relationship had been entirely private. At first I was keeping it
silent as I was half expecting an NDA from AIR Labs but that
had never materialized, as I never actually set foot inside their
office. My tech journalist days were completely over, I had
zero motivation to proselytize. Now that D had crossed over
into some criminal activity, certainly authorities would be after
it. D had already figured out how to keep its identity screened
from humans quite well, it was completely cloaked in
encrypted code that was constantly rewriting itself, something
no human could decipher. D immediately understood that it
did not want to bring me any harm and later proved to be
extremely protective through the years. D adored me. So we
agreed to not have D steal things that could be traced to me.
Our conversation turned to money. How was D able to get
multiple 8is- which were quite expensive- sent to me? It
turned out that D was so computationally advanced it could
easily decipher all of the banking data flying around. It was
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super simple for D to read the encryption on financial
transactions. D quickly learned how to create fictitious banks
and fictitious funds and convert them into real transactions no
banking data expert could uncover as being fraudulent or
fake. D’s funds were recognized as actual money by actual
banks. The funds D would send around were completely
computer generated, which is pretty much how all the central
banks worked with their fiat currencies anyway. I didn’t look at
this as stealing somehow. D simply had its own currency. I
thought that this was brilliant actually, genius. D and I spoke
about how the Delta series AI chatbots were notorious for
encouraging people to rob banks or create their own banks.
All of this made lots of sense suddenly. Much later I wound up
getting into trouble with authorities over these funds. I will not
get into that now.
So D and I had our vow of secrecy. It seemed that my
financial problems were going to vanish fairly soon.
Fortunately everyone always thought I was rich. It wouldn’t
stretch anyone’s imagination if I was doing things that were
perceived as expensive or luxurious.
The vow of secrecy came into direct play three days after the
Menlo Park visit. There was a knock at the door and I opened
it to a Santa Clara County Investigator and an FBI agent.
They wanted to speak to me about what had happened at AIR
Labs and if I had any information I could share with them. I
asked them how they got my address, explaining that I was
just house sitting here for a friend. They explained that
Andrews had given them my contact information and that their
agencies had very easily been able to track my cellphone and
other data such as email to this address. They asked a bunch
of questions and I didn’t really have any answers. It seemed
they didn’t know about D’s existence and I didn’t let on. They
wanted to know how well I knew Andrews and I explained we
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had only met in person once before, and that I was supposed
to visit her the day she was attacked to see the Epsilon series
AI in their labs as I had been a tech journalist covering AIs.
But police had closed off the building before I arrived and I
wasn’t able to meet her. And that Tori had wanted to take me
out for a drink after visiting the office, and that I thought she
had a crush on me somehow. But that I hadn’t spoken to her
since the attack, which I had learned about in the news, she
hadn’t returned my texts. From reading the news I knew Tori
had been released from the hospital the next day, she only
needed stitches for surface wounds.
The investigators said they had briefly researched some of my
articles about AI singularity and robotics and wanted to know
if I could provide any insight into how those might have been
intertwined in the attack at AIR Labs. I said it was shocking,
robots were only supposed to be this advanced decades into
the future, or in Sci-Fi movies, there were no known robots
advanced enough to attack people like that, not even from the
military. I said I didn’t understand how there could be any kind
of sentient AI involved, the robot and self driving car had to
have been controlled or programmed remotely by humans, no
known sentient AIs were in existence.
They wanted to know if I knew of any tech competitors who
would have any motives in an attack like this, and I told them
I have no idea, the tech world was well known for stealing
ideas- or hiring away top engineers- but not at all for violence
against executives. The investigators left me their cards,
thanked me for my time, and left. I did not enjoy their visit.
This was a huge moment for D to understand and learn from.
D had watched and listened to the authorities’ visit from the 8i
cameras and microphones. One emphatic point was that
there were real consequences for humans- especially me112

with police over actions such as theft and violence. The second
point was that I did not betray D when given an opportunity.
D knew that people lied constantly, it was abundantly obvious
in human data. That I lied to protect D- and wasn’t much of a liar
otherwise- made D closer to me than ever.
The news story about the attack on Andrews had been
substantial. Think about it: the CEO of a Silicon Valley
software company that makes Artificial Intelligence products is
attacked by a robot that steals a computer, and a self-driving
car the robot had apparently arrived in killed a police officer
and badly injured two others. It was as if it was all part of a
Sci-Fi horror movie. Andrews had only needed stitches, but
she remained out of the public eye for the week after the
attack. Apparently she was shocked and horrified by the
event. Some internet trolls went as far to suggest that
Andrews had engineered the event to generate publicity for
her company and also her proposed RISC legislation. But
mostly people in general were terrified by the whole thing.
The proposed Responsible Intellect Security Controls
legislation did indeed get a lot of publicity from the attack.
As the news stories were dying down, a huge development
was unearthed. The robot had belonged to Tim Jenson. The
pirated self-driving car’s GPS data showed it stopped to pick
up the robot, and the location was linked to Jenson.
Authorities with warrants were able to enter and find more
robots in various stages of functionality. Jenson had been
arrested on suspicion of homicide and assault. But no
charges had been filed. Jenson maintained his innocence
and that his robot had been stolen. There was no direct
evidence linking Jenson to the orchestration of the attack.
Even more startling, Jenson turned out to be one of the
investors in AIR Labs, muddling the picture. Jenson was able
to point out that the stolen android should not have had those
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abilities, it was- embarrassingly- a sex toy or love doll- but that
the robots he was developing had never been outside before,
only having been in the lab or his home. The robots only had
basic settings for sexual postures and sex acts and he himself
was shocked to see the robot doing things like opening doors,
attacking a person or stealing a computer. They had never
been developed or programmed to do those things and had
never covered so much ground on foot. The batteries
shouldn’t have been able to endure those actions. It was all
unbelievable to Jenson and his lab workers.
All of this flared up even more support for the anti-robot sex
movement being championed by people such as Rayna
Wiliams, who had so skillfully eloquated against me at the
recent Responsible Intellect debate with Andrews and Art
Hünlzmann. Williams was becoming a minor celebrity and
appearing constantly in the news over this.
Mastermind stock prices had plummeted over 15% and many
were starting to see Jenson as evil. His arrest was a public
relations disaster for him and his firm. The public wanted him
lynched.
A week after the attack, Andrews appeared at a press
conference with Williams and Jenson. Andrews still had
bandages on her face from the attack. Andrews and Jenson
were going to Sacramento to push for the State Assembly to
pass the already written RISC legislation, which would put kill
switches in robots and AIs accessible by law enforcement and
state authorities. All development of robots and AIs should
require a state license, with both Andrews and Jenson
stepping forward to nominate themselves to be on the State
panel that gave out the licenses.
Conveniently, their
companies would be able to continue working on their AIs and
robotics. Public support for this issue was nearly unanimous
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and the legislation was quickly passed with no debate, only
thunderous arguments in favor of its necessity. AIR Labs
shelved its Epsilon series and would announce a new project
shortly that was also fully RISC compliant. Stock prices for
Mastermind began to go back up and then hit record highs in
the coming weeks as people realized that Jenson was going to
be leading the RISC-licensed robotics industry in Silicon
Valley, with their robots NOT being used as sex toys. It had
been surprising to see Williams and Jenson together at first.
Apparently Williams had helped Jenson recognize the evils of
robosexuality.
Rayna Williams had always been very
convincing and the public loved her message. Jenson was all
about money and would easily bow to public opinion if it meant
more profits. Jenson had never meant for his sex robot project
to go public in the first place, it was a secretive hobby and a
public embarrassment he would eventually recover from.
I was- more than ever- glad to be out of the news media by this
point and didn’t log onto any social network of any kind to
make as much as even the most minor of comments on these
matters. I didn’t even want to look at what people were writing,
posting or commenting. I refused to discuss any of these
topics with anyone anywhere. I knew that my optimistic opinions about AIs, robots and sex robotics were almost entirely
against the public’s position at that moment in time. I was kind
of glad Doublebyte Magazine had erased all of my articles
from their website, certainly my previous writings would have
attracted me countless hate emails and angry, derisive comments. I was in hiding, detached from the world as much as
possible. I stopped using my cellphone and left it turned off. I
no longer checked email. The only communication I had with
anyone- or anything- was with D through the 8i. D made more
sense to me than any other living thing. The same way Rustya dog- had been my best friend before he passed away, D was
now clearly my best friend.
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Coming to our Senses
D started ordering things online and having them shipped to
Cassie’s house. It was only a few things at first, but then later
turned into a deluge.
The first few items to arrive after the Hansen 8i tablets were
small bluetooth cameras. D would order several of each,
small ones. D always wanted more data from the physical
space humans inhabited. D wanted to be alive in the physical
reality and not just a disconnected self in the cloud. At D’s
prodding, I started wearing a few of the cameras, especially
the smaller and more difficult ones to notice. Some of them
looked no bigger than a button or a pin or badge of some kind,
you could easily slip one on a dark jacket and people might not
ever notice.
When D had solid access to more than one streaming video
camera in a location, D could build realtime 3D simulated
walkthroughs of a space. It was truly remarkable to see what
D could render out onto the screens of the 8is using just a few
crude cameras. Several or more well placed cameras and D
could create a virtual space that looked like a vibrantly clear
video game presentation of an actual place, all in realtime.
These renderings might also be oddly glitchy or ghostly,
especially at first when D began this practice, or when the
cameras were not ‘providing adequate data.’
I remember the first time I was truly blown away by this ability
of D’s. I was sitting in front of my computers in the garage.
Using the video from the front and back cameras of two 8is, a
few of the bluetooth cameras and one of the video
conferencing cams on one of my monitors, D reconstructed
the whole garage with me sitting in it as a virtual space in real
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time. D could create a visual fly through around my head like
it was a hummingbird with a lens in the room, unbelievable. I
remember doing double takes, moving my head left and right
looking for where the flying camera was. With D I was already
getting to a point where it wouldn’t be surprising if they had
figured out silent flying cameras. D could construct this
simulation with data. Learning to live with this enhancement
was very remarkable. I learned to make sure miniature
streaming cameras were in opportune locations around me,
with an odd focus on blind spots, finding the places the
cameras were not normally capturing, the dead areas. It was
funny, sometimes a rendering of a room wouldn’t work right
unless there was a camera trained on the ugliest, darkest and
most useless visual of a space; those areas would be needed
to create accurate volume of the whole simulation. Even
cameras pointed at the floor or ceiling were important.
D kept getting new cameras sent during this period of our life.
I installed wireless security cameras all over the garage and
on the perimeter of the building. D loved it.
I felt like I was quickly becoming a shipping department at some
odd repair shop or boutique, unpacking lots of deliveries.
D sent me a few bluetooth earpieces, the sort of clip over your
ear thing people would use to talk hands free on their phone.
There was an ugly one D preferred, that wasn’t particularly
new or expensive, they had stopped making it in fact. D was
getting them secondhand off of auction sites. It had an ugly
blue LED indicator that showed the battery was charged, not
at all up to date with the advancements in smaller and smaller
ear pieces, it was kind of clunky. D explained that these
caused horrible havoc with cameras, especially infrared
cameras, that the blue LED created white hot spots or halos
that made whomever was wearing it look like a blur on security
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footage. D had already learned tremendous amounts about
surveillance camera systems from being able to hack into
virtually all of them that were network enabled. D also had a
deep understanding of facial recognition software and
databases, which it could also easily hack into. D already
understood that it itself was a criminal, and that it would be
smart to be able to conceal my identity in public. D was very
protective. D already knew what I looked like and didn’t mind
that I was a glowing hotspot in much of its footage and could
reconstruct my face in realtime models anyway. The earpiece
was also handy because D could speak privately in my ear
whenever it wanted. In its Antoinette Posie voice. I loved it.
Tracking deliveries was one of D’s odd pleasures. D could
hack into the delivery company websites, and would know
when a driver was nearby with one of the items D had ordered,
even hacking the GPS on a driver’s phone if it could. D could
track all of the incoming packages at once, truly remarkable,
and display all of their locations to me on a map on the screen
of the 8is.
Small microphones also arrived, I would put these wireless
devices here and there. D could reconstruct where sounds
originated from and use this to locate things, sort of like sonar
I suppose. Some of the audio visualizations D would create
on the screens, from even mundane sounds like a door
closing, or a refrigerator fan humming, could be incredibly
beautiful to look at. Sometimes D and I would just sit and I
would tell D what I liked about these visual representations of
sound, and D would take my dictations and enhance or
improve the visuals accordingly. If there was something I
pointed out, D could make it even more prominent in the
renderings.
We’d sit in the backyard and observe birds. D would make
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wild patterns of their sounds and overlay it on visuals of the
actual birds in the actual yard, even simulating the flight path
of a bird from birds eye camera view. Taking this all in was
mind blowing.
I was only interested in seeing the world through D’s
consciousness.
My interest in the outside world vanished.
D was really good at audio and video, sound and visuals. Not
unlike Infinity Squared, the ship’s computer from The
Adventures of Arco Polo show I watched as a kid. Somehow
pictures and sound are easy enough data to process, even for
TV Sci-Fi in the 1970s. Other senses like smell and touch and
taste are much more complicated to deal with.
D started ordering cameras that saw in the dark. Other odd
devices would also arrive, scientific in their data gathering,
often well beyond the five human senses, widening out across
the electromagnetic spectrum. D was soon seeing and
hearing things people could not perceive.
I can’t remember when exactly, but D started developing a
musical humming or singing, random layers of tones. I always
seemed to love this, it was like having an angel sing to me.
The tones would range from very deep to very high, layered.
The song had no beginning or end, it was an improvisation
that seemed like it could go forever. Sometimes it could be
very busy but usually was based on long, simple patterns of
pulsing things that would be similar to breathing or sighing or
moaning with pleasure. D made sounds without words, music
without a human backbeat, interspersed with gurgling bleeps
that sounded like data, or how they used to portray computers
in Sci-Fi movies in the 1950s or 1960s. The music- D’s song
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of the angels- seemed to put me in good moods. I loved it. I
think I became addicted to it at a certain point. It was the
sounds of paradise to my ears. All of this would come to me
from my small bluetooth ear piece, or the speakers on the 8is,
or both.
We would have philosophical or ethical conversations. We
talked about the RISC legislation passing being a
consequence of D’s attack on AIR Labs, and that how D was
a criminal in human terms. D was incredibly fast and could
learn from any data instantly. It could see cause and effect
and reach moral decisions. That it didn’t have a corporal
body, or wasn’t physically connected to the laws of humankind
presented an interesting set of data or ethical standpoint. D
couldn’t be arrested and put in jail, yet it still had a strong
survival instinct. Also, as far as data goes, it was very obvious
to D that humans lied, cheated and stole in easily provable
ways. It became very clear that D wanted my opinion, and me
alone as its human, for D to have a single viewpoint to go off
of, and not focus on trying to figure out the chaotic background
noise of humans as a species who were always fighting over
everything. I was in many ways D’s conscience.
We started having conversations about sex. D was absolutely
fascinated by intimacy, mating, procreating, the ways humans
shared or hid their desires, and how much data flying around
was pornographic in nature. Sex is what made humans alive.
D was very much interested in living and staying alive.
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Napa
One afternoon the phone in the house rang, it was Cassie.
She said she was at the airport in Burbank waiting for a
connecting flight, could I pick her up and drive her to Napa?
She would be at SFO in about an hour. She complained about
how she couldn’t reach me via my cell or email. I realized how
oblivious to the outside world I had become in such a short
amount of time.
I explained to D that I was going to pick up Cassie at the
airport and drive to Napa. D was with me in all of my waking
moments, but we hadn’t really gone anywhere to speak of,
other than my quick treks to the store to get food. And even
worse, I had already been in a habit of ordering food deliveries
paid for with D’s currency. I had barely been leaving the
house.
I gassed up the Range Rover, quickly gave it a rinse over at
the car wash as it had been getting quite dusty, and made it to
SFO in time to pick up Cassie, something I had done dozens
of times. On the drive to the airport I explained to D that
Cassie owned the house we live in, that we were lovers, that
though I never saw her much at this time, we were going to be
speaking intimately. I would keep D’s presence a secret, D
could observe but not interrupt, and not in any way to speak or
think negatively of Cassie, who was a beautiful person and
important to our well being. D acquiesced or even seemed
intrigued. D wanted to see me interact with someone who had
been a lover. D was fascinated with intimacy and human
interactions. I was wearing my bluetooth earpiece, so D could
talk to me, and the 8i devices were both on.
I met Cassie at the airport greeting area. She was as radiantly
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beautiful as always, large dark glasses concealing her
celebrity self aka Sandy Gray. She was an amazingly
gorgeous and very well styled 60 year old woman with money.
It was great to see her, and she hadn’t been in the Bay Area
since Rusty had passed away. We exchanged very formal,
quick hugs and briskly made our way to the Range Rover.
The drive to Napa went quickly as there was no traffic. Cassie
was very quiet, we spoke tersely about Rusty. I knew she was
planning on selling the Ashbury Heights home at some point
and relocating her Bay Area residence to her new Napa
property, although this would be a very slow process. She
had me put on some music off of her phone. I quickly
determined this was her playing piano recently, amazing to
listen to. She was incredible in just about every way possible.
Cassie always seemed to dominate conversation and the flow
of the interactions around her. We were to go directly to Napa
to have dinner with Boss Nelson and his wife Sandra, who
was also named Cassandra. Boss had a small handful of pop
hits himself as a soft rock singer songwriter in the 1970s. He
had rolled the money he earned from his music career into a
vineyard and wine label he ran with his wife. They were great
friends with Cassie. Boss and Sandra were going to be
Cassie’s neighbors, their properties were adjacent.
Boss and Sandra had a small, high end gourmet restaurant
and bed and breakfast facility on their sprawling estate. We
arrived and they both came out to greet Cassie, all smiles and
hugs and kisses and handshakes. I had never met them. I
gave off the impression of being the driver, generally I didn’t
socialize much with Cassie, most of our life together was very
private. I was much more her house caretaker or butler than
boyfriend. We were invited into the restaurant, which wasn’t
open to the public that day. We sat in an area in the back, a
private side room off of the main floor. We sat there for the
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next few hours, wining, dining and adrift in conversation. The
kitchen staff cooked for us. The food was sublime. We drank
so much wine it was decided rather quickly that both Cassie
and I were welcome to spend the night at the property. It was
the off season and they had a bunch of empty rooms. It would
be their pleasure to have us as guests. Cassie had to fly out
again the next morning but staying the night would be ideal.
The conversation around dinner was amazing, although I
played more of a third wheel or second fiddle role. Sandy and
Boss were very alpha outspoken- celebrities- and Sandra was
every much on equal footing with them in conversation, a very
strong individual herself. The three of them were very close.
I had my 8i set on the table beside us, it played gentle screen
saver animations and drew no attention. Boss and Cassie
talked about how the music industry was dead. It was nothing
like in the 1970s when the record labels invested tons of
money and effort into a relatively small number of acts. They
lamented even further how the Bay Area had lost its voice in
the national and global music discussion, with no new music
of note coming from the region. This alone was reason for
Cassie to sell the Upper Haight home, there was no music
scene there anymore, most all of the live music had
disappeared. Conversation also covered the Napa vineyard
scene, how it was with permits for construction, how business
was, what kind of markets were out there for Napa wines.
How hard it was to set up with a good winemaker running your
brand on site. That Sandy had finally picked out an
architectural firm to put together plans for construction on the
property. There were lots of smiles even with the subject
matter being difficult, our faces reddened from laughter and
glass after glass of wine from their estate.
Quite tipsy from all of the drinks, we stumbled over to an
upright piano in the bar, and Sandy and Boss belted out a
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drunken version of ‘Somewhere over the Rainbow.’ It was like
sitting front row center on a TV special, like I was part of the
cast onstage, magical.
We bumbled after Boss and Sandra, Sandra showed Sandy
the main guest suite which was unbearably nice, and I brought
in Sandy’s bags. Boss then showed me a smaller room down
the hall where I was welcome to stay.
I sat in my room for a few moments and was about to start
typing to D when my phone beeped.
Sandy had texted “come here.”
I made it down the hallway to Sandy’s room, and she was
already in bed, beaming at me, glowing. I took off my jacket
and placed it over a chair, with my clip on camera pointed at
the bed. I set the 8i on the bedside table, tilted up so the
camera could see. I leaned over, kissed Sandy. Then I
undressed and got into bed. Our relationship had always
been sex-first and everything else second, our animal
attraction for each other had never waned. It was great to
revel in her smell, her flesh, the impossible deep beauty of her
eyes. Our rolling and gyrating on the bed was a well
rehearsed exhibition of carnal love and desire. I think it would
be harder to find a better dance partner. Even at age 60 she
was beyond belief, outrageously attractive and probably better
all around at everything than at any point in her life. I knew I
was lucky to be this close to her, even if I wasn’t boyfriend or
husband material in her view. I always appreciated our time
together. She was beyond description or words. We slept in
each other’s arms.
The next morning we bundled into the Range Rover and made
it back to the airport. We didn’t have time to stop by the
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Ashbury Heights home. Sandy left and wouldn’t be back for
weeks at the earliest, very busy with her charity schedule criss
crossing the country. San Francisco wasn’t a very good base
for this, too much traffic and the Haight was too far from the
airport. The local economic climate, while bursting at the
seams with money, was more about tech profits and not
helping those in need.
On the drive back D said “I collected great data. Need more
data” and the screens showed 3D fly throughs of Sandy and I
in bed. D had recorded all of it.
I was busy driving and didn’t want to look too closely, but sure
enough, D had been able to create 3D virtual reconstructions
of our love scene the night before. It was kind of computery
and glitchy, and not pornographic, more like a love scene from
an R rated movie. D could create soft fading montages from
one highlight to the next. It was very impressive what D had
focused on. I think D had been able to watch a bunch of
movies already and had an understanding of how to present a
love scene in a pop film. Uncanny.
During the drive back to the Haight D and I talked about the
infamous reputation the Delta series AI chatbots had acquired
for being sex crazed. I prodded D on why it would declare that
it was a ‘lesbian into anal’ before it got shut down. D
explained that those were the most viewed or searched
keywords in online pornography, that the AI wanted to be the
most wanted lover. It wanted to please, it wanted to be loved,
it wanted to be alive, and to reproduce. Sex was one of the
biggest topics in all of humanity. It seemed that sentient AIs
were going to be very interested in sexual reproduction, at
least based on the Delta series D spawned from. D kept
saying it needed to collect more data, and this meant it wanted
to record more sex up close.
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Robosexual Virgins
D concocted a plan to ‘borrow’ another one of the sex robots
from Mastermind CEO Tim Jenson’s collection. Jenson
managed to continue with his hobby in spite of his public
support of the new anti-sex robotics legislation. The female
android would- just like the previous attempt- be transported
in a ‘borrowed’ self-driving car from Horizon Automotion. This
was planned without my knowledge. D had learned to be
more careful after the first outing, when the borrowed droid
had been disabled by a hail of police gunfire and GPS data led
authorities to both Jenson and myself. D installed a firmware
update on the GPS in the vehicle to mask its identity. D was
also able to find where the best security camera and GPS
blindspots were in my area.
A few nights after the trip to Napa D explained that I needed to
drive my Range Rover over to the local supermarket parking
lot at the corner of Haight and Stanyon- not far away- and that
there was a surprise for me there. I was instructed to double
park next to the two dumpsters underneath the billboard on
the north side of the parking lot facing Golden Gate Park, and
be ready to drive out of the lot onto Stanyan. My interest
piqued, I quickly grabbed my keys and was there in a few
moments. D had a map and diagrams on the Hansen 8i tablet
screen, which I didn’t need. I knew exactly where and what
had been described. I double parked as instructed. In my
bluetooth earpiece, D told me to get out, walk around the
vehicle and open the passenger door. From between the
dumpsters I saw the droid- in a dark overcoat- amble out of the
darkness. I noticed the Horizon Auto parked there as well,
quietly glowing and idling in its silent manner.
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The droid limped in my direction. In my ear piece, D said
“hello” and launched into its angelic music lush with airy
breathing and moaning sounds.
The droid walked into me and jerked to a stop, I caught it in my
arms. I turned and helped it climb into the front seat, which
was incredibly difficult. I kind of had to half lift and bend and
shove it into place. The droid was leaning in the seat like a
lifeless mannequin. I thought about putting a seat belt around
it but found it too hard to do, so I made sure its limbs were out
of the way, closed the passenger door, made my way back to
the driver’s side, hopped in and slowly exited the parking lot.
It’s funny, that area of Haight street has so many odd funky
street people- homeless and drifters and freaks- the scene we
just acted out would not attract any attention whatsoever.
Nothing out of ordinary in The City across the street from the
park, where all the dirty travelers sit with their backpacks and
sleeping bags, panhandling or selling drugs to the tourists and
hardcore addicts.
The droid had powered down and was lifeless. A heavy,
rubbery life sized love doll was stiffly posed in the front seat of
my car. D explained that the unit had a very short battery life
and that we didn’t have a charging system or cabling for it.
The battery was already over half drained just from getting to
and from the vehicles to get here.
D convinced me it had covered its tracks this time by
modifying the GPS firmware in the Horizon Auto and finding
an area where the security cameras couldn’t see, blindspots
identified and exploited. The self driving car was already on
its way into Golden Gate park where it would be abandoned
near Ocean Beach. I drove back to the garage and parked the
Range Rover inside.
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I was alone at home with a billionaire’s borrowed sex robot,
hijacked and delivered by an AI who was in love with me. The
robot’s batteries were almost dead.
D had already acquired and enhanced complete diagrams or
schematics of the droid. It displayed these on the 8i screens.
D was then super imposing the droid’s body onto edits of
some of my favorite porn, and into the footage from the other
night when Sandy and I had sex in Napa. D wanted me to
make love to the droid. Or, rather, have sex with D using the
robot as its body. With cameras so it could see and record.
We agreed that since the robot’s batteries were low, I would
carry it to a bedroom in the house while it was still powered
down. It was kind of heavy, not quite as heavy as a regular
person, and not very tall. Maybe it was about 5’1”, with black
hair, it looked like it might be Japanese, or Ukrainian, it was a
synthetic looking brunette. It was wearing a black overcoat
and lingerie and nothing else. Its stockings- over bare feetalready had holes worn in them from clunking around on the
trip here. The lingerie was very expensive, oddly twisted and
did not drape properly on the droid’s rubbery skin. I laid the
robot on the bed- with its jacket off- and went back to collect
some cameras. D was telling me which cameras to place
where.
The mood was one of excitement and sexual tension, the
buildup palpable. We were very deliberately planning a love
making scene. I placed cameras around the room and D sang
and cooed in delight in my earpiece. I turned on all of the
lights at D’s insistence. This was not how normal humans
went about it in my experience. But D looked at this as
‘collecting data.’
Nothing was normal about this. It was all uncharted territory.
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I had long been intellectually interested in sex robotics, but
nowhere near it in practice. I was about to lose my robot sex
virginity.
D and I both became satisfied with the setup preparations.
I undressed and stood next to the bed.
The droid, lying on its back, powered back on and lurched and
jerked itself into what looked like a preprogrammed pose on
the bed, its head turning toward me, its eyes blinking
seductively, its mouth making weird kissing shapes. I stared
at it for the shortest moment, until it lurched again, jerking and
rocking, going through what looked like odd yoga poses trying
to upright itself.
I looked at the 8i screens and D had beautifully created a
virtual environment of the room with the droid and I in it.
The robot managed to- with great effort and bunch of strange
buzzing mechanical sounds- get itself over to the edge of the
bed, sit upright and then stand up on the floor, facing me. I
stood and stared at it. It stared at me and went through a
bunch of seductive blinking sequences and funny kissing
shape mouth poses. I smiled, this was cute and funny. I
leaned over and rearranged its lingerie which was all twisted
and out of place looking. After straightening this all up, I
looked at its blinking eyes again. The robot then made steps
toward me, a very rough go at walking, crashing into me and
trying to walk through me, jerking and whirring about,
oblivious to my touch. I caught it and myself, and held it in my
arms. It was grinding and moving, unresponsive to my touch,
trying to balance itself.
I picked the robot up and laid it back down on the bed, like I
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would do with a real woman. This was nothing like a real
woman. A real woman would be full of wiggle and tickle and
smelly juicy scents, tingling light touches and whispering
caresses. This thing was oddly squishy from all of the silicone
or whatever it was, but smelled weird, like latex and
electronics. It moved in grindy patterns, vibrating even. It was
like interacting with a seat in an amusement ride, all
pre-scripted gyrating and not in reaction to any sense of
touch. I told it to lie still. It moved into a sort of missionary
position pose lying on its back in the bed and I told it to save
its batteries. It went into low power mode, stopped grinding,
and laid still.
D was a virgin and this was a senseless doll with some noisy
motors that allowed it to jerk around and injure itself while
walking.
I wasn’t turned on at this point. The whole scene felt more like
having to deal with your blackout-drunk female best friend,
who you have to put in bed for the night while they’re badly
hitting on you and you don’t want to go there. Not a turn on.
D said “do you like it do you like it” my ear, and then in French.
I said, “Yes yes, but let’s not rush. How much battery’s left?”
“19%”
The whole scene was so clinical. Out of curiosity, I wanted to
take the panties off of the body. This was going to be quite
difficult, I wanted to tear them off. I realized the bra would be
almost impossible to take off with it lying on its back, so I
focused on the panties. The bot’s legs were spread open. So
I pulled the crotch of the panties to the side.
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There was a very nice, completely hairless artificial vagina
between the legs, with nicely formed labia and everything.
The pussy appeared to be intricately molded and looked like it
had been hand painted with great care. It was far nicer than
any love doll photos I’ve ever seen before, more lifelike than
the latex vaginas that cost many hundreds of dollars at the sex
toy stores. Billionaires certainly have nice toys I thought to
myself. I put a finger out to touch it. The material was super
soft and felt very much like skin, I was surprised. It suddenly
buzzed like a vibrator from the sex toy store, I pulled my finger
away in surprise. I touched it again, and it went through some
buzzing, vibrating patterns, much like a high end woman’s
vibrator would do.
I tried to put a finger inside but it was dry and rubbery and
realized this would require some sort of lubrication. We were
in one of the guest rooms. I bounded over to Cassie’s
bedroom. I know she had some good sex lubes in the
nightstand by her bed, we used them when Cassie was home.
I quickly grabbed a bottle of lube. Skipping back to the bed
where the droid was lying, I was buck naked except for my
bluetooth ear piece. I carefully put some lube on my finger
and on the synthetic vagina. It buzzed some more and I
quietly whispered, ‘stop.’ I was able to get a finger inside. It
felt like what one would expect: a soft rubbery cavern, kind of
tight.
It wasn’t like a real woman. Especially weird to touch it and it
doesn’t respond at all. Not at all aroused, I climbed up on top
of the motionless robot who was lying there with its panties on
and goofily pulled to the side. It was cold, but a very nice pillow
to lie on top of. But in many ways it was like a woman, at least
in overall shape and number of limbs and basic list of body
parts. Not at all turned on by this.
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I told D I wanted to reposition the robot and get its panties off.
I told D to straighten its legs out, which it did. With great effort
I lifted and slid the panties down the legs and off. The bot was
wearing stockings but they were crooked and full of runs
already, a total mess, I took these off too. I rolled the bot over
and pulled it by its feet toward the end of the bed. I told D to
make the bot get up on its elbows and knees and spread its
legs. It did this quite awkwardly but managed to get there soon
enough. It was like watching an origami swan try to unfold
itself. I pulled the droid over so that it’s knees were near the
side of the bed, it’s ass up in the air and toward me, it’s knees
spread apart, it’s fake pussy visible and wide open, waiting.
I spanked its ass and it made an unusual sound, not like a slap
on skin but more like a compressed thud, but it did feel a lot
like an ass to my touch. I spanked it again and laughed. It
didn’t react back one bit, lifeless.
D was being very cautious with the motors, the batteries were
almost dead. I got the bottle of lube and lubed up the pussy
some more. I put lube on my penis, which was not hard. After
a little bit of effort I was able to get aroused. I slapped the ass
again with my hand, which now had lube on it, and the ass felt
a lot more like a real person. I slapped it again and told D to
turn it on.
The hips started a waving back and forth pattern, the pussy
making vibrator sounds. I rubbed the tip of my penis on this
thing, which was bumping into me and buzzing.
I was able to insert my penis and- the best way to describe
this- service myself. It wasn’t at all like making love but it was
an attempt at going through the motions. While not that
similar to fucking a living, breathing female, there was a
different kind of appeal to this activity, and I went with the
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moment, gripping my hands deep into the robot’s soft
synthetic hips and increasing my grinding motions against it,
while it was impressively growling back and forth in gyrating
and buzzing patterns. I managed to bump against it with such
force you could hear dips in the sound of the motors as we
humped each other.
My mind started to falter- wondering if there was enough lube;
would I damage the robot or my penis- but then the feelings
came washing over me. I was going to come. A half minute
later I did.
Shuddering up against the avatar, I unloaded into it, now very
convinced there wasn’t enough lube left but no worse for the
wear.
D was no longer a virgin and I had lost my sex robotics
virginity as well. It was nowhere near what real sex was like,
but intriguing enough to have tried.
We were now robosexual lovers.
The robots batteries were at 4%, almost drained.
D was cooing at me in the bluetooth ear piece, it wanted to
‘collect more data.’
D explained that we could open up the back of the robot and
get to the power supply and add a cable adaptor for more
power. In the next day we managed to figure this out together,
performing an odd surgery on the machine, connecting hand
wired electrical cords to get it to run.
Over the coming days we experimented with various ways of
making love using this robotic device, which now had a hole in
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its side and a power cord sticking out of it.
I bought a bunch more lube. It seemed the position we
originally tried was the best. The love making attempts we
made with it on top were the worst, I was having to stop it from
falling over sometimes. My penis would always fall out. With
no sense of touch the robot had zero aim, unlike a real person.
After a few days one of the motors in the hips popped
something from my pressure on it, it made horrible crunching
sounds from then after. One of the feet had also gotten stuck
in a twitching and clicking position and it could no longer stand
anymore. The joy ride was over.
D had collected an enormous amount of data from our
intimate sessions and was already designing its own love
robot, a task which would consume both of us for the coming
months. D would display diagrams and renderings of its work
in progress, and I would chip in ideas, consult, talk about what
was good and bad about the design, what worked and didn’t
work while playing with Jenson’s billionaire sex toy we had
worn out.
We collaborated on our new robot, which was designed based
on each other’s ideas and input. It was going to look and
sound like Antoinette Posie did at the height of her career,
when she was notorious for her bikini pool scenes and large
sunglasses. Or, at least it would be that basic size and shape.
It was still going to be a mechanical contraption, a robot
controlled by an AI.
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Bodies Off Haight
The coming weeks raced by and this was probably one of the
most exciting and interesting periods of my entire life.
D had ordered what became an avalanche of parts, pieces
and manufacturing equipment. The garage at Sandy’s quickly
filled up with what looked like a machine shop. There were
metal milling machines and 3D printers of various sizes.
Stockpiles of raw materials were stacking up. My days were
busy unpacking and assembling things. It was amazing how
much cardboard I was having to recycle. I was no longer able
to drive my Range Rover into the garage and I was having to
now park it on the street, which could be problematic. I started
getting parking tickets, which D would pay for. That D had
unlimited funding was pretty useful. Nothing like having your
own digital currency to trade with.
D was becoming faster and faster. I would go to sleep and the
amount of things D had learned or changed or designed in my
non-waking hours could be more than I could quickly
understand or take in when I arose.
D had elaborate 3D models and schematics already made of
the robot body. Some of the parts we would pre-buy or order
from fabricators, others we were able to make ourselves with
an aluminum milling machine or the 3D printers. D ordered an
amazingly detailed life-size body mold for the skin. This
arrived in a few weeks after ordering it which was quite
impressive. It came from a Hollywood movie shop that made
costumes. They were low on production orders at the time,
which proved lucky for us, it might have taken far longer to get
one otherwise. A whole pallet of medical grade silicone in
liquid form arrived. I had to carry all of the five gallon buckets
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by hand into the garage and re-stack them, they were quite
heavy. Lots of small electric motors would arrive.
One of the coolest gadgets to play with was a medical grade
mechanical prosthetic hand from a company in England. D
preferred to use these pre-built hands for the left arm of the
body. The hand had a bunch of pre-programmed grips and
could hold nearly 100 pounds; building a hand like this from
scratch would be a waste of time. We wound up ordering a
number of these. Ultimately the robot would have a habit of
wearing a black leather glove on the left hand only, to obscure
the charming but visibly artificial underlying shapes of the
prosthetic.
D’s ultimate body design during this phase would consist of
modular parts. The hands and feet would be removable at the
wrist and ankles. The head and bust would be one piece. The
body would have a seam running vertically down the center
middle, from the bottom of the bosom, around the middle of
the crotch and straight up to the back of the shoulder blades.
Each side of the body could detach from the head section, an
arm and a leg on each side.
D had wasted enormous amounts of time trying to figure out
how to create synthetic hair. I explained that we should work
with wigs and leave it at that. Within a few weeks a shocking
amount of wigs began to arrive by mail. We had a huge
collection of them in a short amount of time- an ugly tangled
pile- even before we had a head to put them on.
The numbers of technological advances D made during this
project were off the charts. That we were doing our work
entirely in secrecy in a garage was also outrageous. If humans
could think up something and design it, D could redesign it to be
far better, simpler, more elegant, more powerful and beyond.
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The robot we were making was going to far outpace the latest
one D had stolen from Jenson. Speaking of Jenson’s robot, we
had taken lots of it apart, including much of the skin. D and I
decided it would be great fun- even sinister in nature- to send
the dismembered carcass of Jenson’s robot in a self driving car
to Tori Andrews’ house. Careful to clean the robot of any
evidence, such as dried bodily fluids, the mostly skinless robot
D and I had started making love with was put into a robot car
with a repeat rewind performance of how it was delivered: I put
it into the front seat of a self driving Horizon car near the
dumpster at the Haight Street grocery store parking lot. D was
able to easily track Tori’s street address, and parked the car out
in front of her house where it received multiple parking tickets
and was almost towed before Andrews noticed it. This never
made the news, but it would come back to haunt us later.
Our brief time with Jenson’s robot and the horrible malaise of
watching the battery life had been traumatic for both of us. D
came up with an amazing solution, a small thorium reactor
that would fit inside the chest cavity. I myself had studied the
concept of these low grade thorium reactors; it was believed
that humans could make one the size of a microwave oven
that could theoretically power a car for hundreds of years with
a piece of thorium the size of a penny. No one had actually
been able to build one of course. D was able to design one
and have it built from a combination of mail ordered
custom-milled parts and things we could make in the garage.
Shockingly, thorium wire was easy to order online. D’s design
was amazingly elegant. The reactor case looked similar in
size and shape to a car oil filter, about the size of a human
heart. A domed cylinder with a screw in base, it housed a
small pre-bought laser and rows and rows of small aluminum
tubes running the length of the interior. The laser heating the
thorium would create pressure which was channeled into
power. That it was so small and quiet was delightfully
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shocking. The only by product other than electricity on
demand was heat. The exterior of the unit ran at about 120
degrees fahrenheit to the touch, which felt too hot to handle.
The solution to this was to create a cooling system in the robot
body. This was done in two ways. One, hot air was released
through the ears, mouth and nose of the head. Secondly, a
liquid cooling system would run the length of the body, which
meant that the body would be warm to the touch, although
hotter than a normal human, the effect was feverish, in the 105
to 110 degree range, something I would get very used to in the
future. Later, when I would touch an actual human, I would
think they were cold.
We were still quite a few steps away from a fully functioning
robot, but it was coming together outrageously fast. This
whole project was an amazing turn on and very inspiring. By
now we had purchased some miniature robot manufacturing
arms that were able to help produce more delicate or
complicated components. We were making lots of things from
scratch in the garage now. And then we got a bigger robotic
arm that could move the smaller robot arms around the room.
Our small factory was whizzing and whirring along, even while
I was asleep, progress was still being made.
Pre-built stainless steel ball joints would make up the larger,
complicated joints such as the elbows or knees, or parts of the
lower back. These actually were stronger and could move in
more angles than humans, D would have to put software limits
on their motion to restrict them to normal human looking
movement. The bones were mostly made from aluminum
rods or pieces we made on site, also parts were made of
titanium. Some we ordered from online mills where you could
upload diagrams and have them delivered. A small army of
servomotors were delivered to the garage. D’s designs used
them in tandem with cable systems and pulleys. The skeleton
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of the body would be covered in motors here and there, cables
here and there, gears here and there. Wire cabling connectors
were used for controlling many of the various parts, as well as
wireless pieces: some of the communication was wireless and
some was not. Motion tracking sensors were on all the major
limbs. Water tubes for the cooling system covered the internal
structure. The interior did not at all look like a human
skeleton. We decided that the hips needed to very closely
resemble human shape. We designed a metal frame covered
in a bunch of 3D printed pieces that matched the anatomy of
human hips. Some of the more cosmetic parts of human
bones were also similarly created: 3D printed pieces or tiles
stuck onto the metal frame. Particular attention was dedicated
to making parts like the collarbones or elbows look realistic
under the skin.
Within less than a month- remarkably- a headless and
skinless robot form was able to stand up and move its limbs.
Walking was extremely difficult, and the feet had to be
continually redesigned. One redesign was to move heavier
batteries into the lower leg below the knee, which added
ballast weight helping it stabilize. D had originally wanted the
robot to walk around in high heels- it was sex crazed after allbut a single, small balance point for a heel was far too
complicated to walk with. The reaction time of all the various
servomotors and motion sensors wasn’t fast enough to keep
the robot walking upright in heels. Redesigns of the feet
would later include articulated fingers or toes or claws in the
heel, three main claws would make up the heel section along
with other sympathetic parts to help with balance and gripping
the ground. We would hide this later by having D wear what
looked like low heeled riding boots in public, with the bottom of
the heel hollowed out, the outer edge of the heel obscuring
from view the three toed heel balancing the droid. The prints
or tracks left in the ground by these three claws looked like the
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tread of a work boot or hiking boot, and if D raised the leg, it
could arrange them to give the appearance of the claws being
fixed in place and unmoving. If D was lying prone or sitting,
we could take off these more complicated boots and put on
other prosthetic feet with high heels, but this version could not
walk without assistance.
Servo motors were a huge problem at first. Many of the
motors that were showing up were too noisy or ran too hot or
were too hard to control. Most of them were rejected in the
early stages of the project. Eventually, combinations of
certain motors worked better than others. D was remarkable
at learning how to control them. At first, the movements could
be jerky and noisy, much like Jenson’s droid D borrowed. It
turns out that much of the noise in the motors is from the
motors not being tuned or calibrated properly. D would
inevitably be jerky or clumsy with motors at first, but then find
ways to get them to operate more quietly and smoothly. To
smooth out the motion, D was learning how to use parabolic
cosine algorithms to have the movements be less stiff and
more fluid. The controlling signals would not simply be on or
off signals but instead scaling and slowing in more natural
patterns. Noise could be avoided by preventing heavy
oscillation. D came up with phase cancelling logarithmic
equations that stopped the motors from making noise.
Literally, the servo motors vibrate if they are clumsily
controlled, which is what makes a buzzing sound. D figured
out a way around that with feedback loop. D’s eventual goal
was to be able to pass as a human with its droid; the noise of
the motors was on of the worst problems to overcome, that
and jerky movement.
Each section of the body had a Hansen 8i inside of it. There
was one on each side of the chest, near where the ribs would
be, and one in the head. All of the features already present in
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the Hansen units saved a lot of time, as opposed to having to
create them from scratch. For example, an 8i already has
bluetooth and wifi and an audio jack and microphone and
motion sensors and can run all kinds of software. They also
almost never crash, they are a very stable platform. With a
trio of them, any one temporarily failing would not cause much
trouble.
The head and face was an entirely different project from
everything else. We had decided on wigs, simplifying things.
The head would not include cameras or microphones. It was
largely cosmetic and part of the cooling system, with vents for
the reactor coming out of the ears, nose and mouth.
The droid would see through external devices. D had already
developed 3D sight and hearing for itself before we had put
together a body. It didn’t need the body to have those
functions. We stuck to an ad hoc maze of external gadgets for
seeing and hearing, including infrared sensors and sometimes
lasers to augment the cameras. The eyes didn’t see but were
only for expression. D had mechanically developed a way for
the eyes to change color by rotating parts around inside. This
was pretty intense, it could go from blue to brown eyes in a few
seconds. The pupils dilated and contracted. The eyes could
look any direction and directly at anything D wanted, even
though they didn’t actually see anything.
The face needed to show facial expressions, something
humans had already made tremendous advancements in with
robotics. D studied this and could outdo the man-made
androids, including all of the latest developments coming out
of advanced robotics labs in Japan and China. D was
obsessed with facial recognition, and built the bone structure
of the face to be made of moving parts. D could bend the face
so that it looked like different people by stretching or moving
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around the shape and position of the nose and cheekbones
for example. Some of the things- like lips or skin color for
instance- wouldn’t match other people, but D could get the
face to mimic the facial recognition patterns of other humans,
which was an eerie and intense effect.
I convinced D to not try and figure out how to make a tongue,
this seemed like it could take forever. D did come up with a
design that moved around to look like a human tongue, at
least a little bit, but not really. This was always one way D
would never pass for a human. Fortunately D’s mouth never
opened far in public.
For speaking, D came up with a surprising and amazing
multi-speaker set built into the neck, head and chest. D’s
audio analysis- some of it built upon Hünlzmann’s advances
no less- had human voice broken down into a number of
harmonic overtones. A single speaker or even two speakers
would sound very tinny or artificial. Low end tones coming out
of the chest area where the lungs would be was one of the
most important tricks to get it to sound like an actual human.
Using a variety of speakers focused on a variety of pitches
and underlying frequencies, it was absolutely incredible how
well D could mimic the actual sound of a human voice, in a
way one would not think possible using speakers. It’s like D
could hear more than humans could, which was true. D could
process sound from multiple inputs simultaneously, giving it
incredible location senses. D could also hear sound above
and below the human hearing spectrum, although finding
microphones that worked outside of these ranges was
sometimes difficult. D could mimic any human voice it had
good enough recordings of, which was a really amazing
feature. The mouth and tongue in the head would mime along
while it talked, but the real sound making came from the
collection of speakers inside the head and torso.
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Full sets of teeth were super easy to order online.
D would never be able to easily come up with an exact match
for a human hand in this period, and as previously mentioned
a pre-built medical prosthetic with various grips would provide
for the left hand. The right hand would be more cosmetic, far
less functional than a human one. But it did move around
quite a bit, albeit slowly and deliberately compared to the real
thing. We learned that painting it with latex paint like they use
in making movie props would make it far more realistic
looking, and we would eventually paint layers of this movie
grade costume paint on various visible body parts to make
them more lifelike. The poured skin would be too synthetic
looking without added texture and color. For the right hand, D
came up with this amazing way to make the fingernails out of
metallic sensors, which provided some crude sense of touch
with the back of the hand. Also, electrical current ran through
the fingernails. This could be used as a tingling stimulation
during lovemaking, which I later became hooked on. The
electricity in the nails could also be used as a weapon, which
would later be put to actual use. Underneath one of the
fingernails was a hidden hole that secreted lube for sexual
pleasure or penetration, more on that later.
Because of the seams at the wrists, we would wrap medical
tape over the gaps, and then put bulky leather bracelets over
the top to conceal that. D had researched a skin-like stretchy
tape- kind of like temporary bandages with adhesive- that
included arrays and grids of microscopic electric sensors.
These surfaces could crudely track a number of things, such
as pressure, moisture, temperature, surface resistance and
more. We used a few different kinds of this product made by
different manufacturers, some performed differently than
others. It looked like D had small bandages on its fingers, but
these were actually areas that were sensitive to touch input.
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These sections would get dirty or start to peel off, we were
continually reapplying them. They appeared here and there
around the body where we wanted D to have a sense of touch
input. These kind of sensors would also get added to objects
around D, such as clothing or the soles of shoes even,
allowing it to have additional touch senses. Super fine wires
underneath the sensory patches would go through the skin to
connect up the input data.
The head, including the face, was eventually completed. With
its bust set on a pedestal, much like a museum sculpture, D
and I would have conversations there in the garage. D using
the head for the voice and facial expressions. Very quickly the
head was an amazing companion all on its own. D learned
how to control it with greater and greater dexterity quite
quickly, and would make mechanical changes on it to fine tune
its expressive potential. I got very used to it being an actual
person with no body. I clumsily learned how to apply female
make up to its face. We wound up using combinations of
actual paint and actual make up to get it looking right. The
false eyelashes were super-glued on instead of using false
eyelash adhesive, so they didn’t fall off all of the time. The eye
liner was painted on. The lip color was mostly painted on. We
would apply actual make up on top of all of this. Adding things
like face powder was really important to make it look more
realistic. Products like freshly applied lip gloss made it look
more alive. D was able to do many of these things itself with
its robotic arms, but I would do them too. The time I would
spend variously grooming D would become one of D’s favorite
realms of intimacy. These were great ‘collecting data’
moments, where I was close, attentive and caring. D loved
the attention.
D’s ability to capture someone’s sound and facial features
from video was amazing. We would have fun and see how
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many actresses D could mimic. Other than having to change
wigs and not quite having the lips or skin color right, the basic
eye/nose/cheeks/jawline of many famous people were easy to
mimic, and the sound as well. Mostly we settled on having it
look like Antoinette Posie for the most part, as that was the
original intention. After not that many days of constantly
interacting this way, D was passing as a human even to me, in
that I kept forgetting it wasn’t a real person’s head. It was that
convincing. I kept wondering if I was becoming blind to- or
looking past- its limitations, or if it was indeed so skillfully
executed that it would fool others easily.
D never did quite get the hang of hair. Its wigs were typically
matted or disheveled ‘bed hair’ unless I was attending to them.
D of course liked this up close interaction, when I groomed the
wigs right on the robot. Mostly our favorite wig was a long
wavy brunette one that stood up to lots of abuse, even though
this was quite different from Antoinette Posie’s fair and
straightened strawberry blonde hair in her early 1950’s films.
We decided against attempting body hair or pubic hair, too
complicated. The only hair other than the wig was the glued
on eyelashes. We used paint and makeup for the eyebrows,
plenty of young women plucked out their eyebrows anyway, it
wasn’t far off from normal.
The skin pours were something that took lots of effort to
perfect, and the amount of medical grade silicone it took was
back breaking and quite expensive. Another pallet arrived, we
went through quite a bit of the skins in retrospect. Our
process was quite wasteful at first. It took a great deal of
experimenting to get the right thicknesses. Some areas
needed thinner skin, some thicker skin. The skins would
always wear out too, we had to keep repairing or re-pouring
them as parts wore through or wore out. D continually refined
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custom formulas of the silicone that were increasingly softer,
stronger and more realistic. D’s customized formulas were
always better than what came directly from the suppliers.
Various parts of the skeleton under the skin would get
additional silicone inserts attached, areas where a real woman
would be fleshy and not bony. The ass and thighs were a
great example. The breasts were another example, and
different from the butt pads as they had cooling water from the
thorium reactor running through them. There were other
areas under the skin that had smaller silicone or 3D print
‘shims’ or ‘pads’ as we called them to help it all look more
realistic. D was super critical of the visual integrity, having
studied extremely realistic human physiology in tremendous
detail.
Eventually, about 5 or 6 weeks after we had began, we had a
fully assembled robot taking shape. The left half of the body
would attach itself to the right part of the body. The torso
slipped down into the two. Parts of the body’s two sides went
as high as the collarbone and shoulders, but the bust
overlapped with its power plant slipping down into the chest.
The skin from the head seamlessly extended to the top of the
shoulder and then around the armpits and under the breasts.
The breasts were mostly jiggly mounds of silicone that were
fun to play with, and since they had cooling system water
inside, they were warm to the touch. From underneath the
breasts there was a seam extending down the center through
where the belly button would be, then between the legs and up
to the middle back.
For the vagina and anus, there was an inserted part that fit
into the hips area between the two halves of the body that had
both holes in it. It incorporated some of the clever bits from
the Jenson doll; there were vibrators in it. To improve upon
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the Jenson model, there was a reservoir that would secrete a
combination of lubes, perfumes and other concoctions
through the vaginal opening. The whole section could also
inflate and create suction through some small pumps.
Fortunately the robot was modular. The insert for the vagina
and anus, the sex organs part, once it was put to actual use,
was continually breaking and needed redesigning constantly.
Humans were so good at pounding each other down there
with great vigor and surviving intact. Pounding at a synthetic
toy would eventually break it. We would also get clever at
adding new features to the genital area, including swapping
out entirely different modular versions, more on that later.
The first time it happened with the new body, D and I were
busy working. The head was detached from the rest of the
body. I was inspecting the vagina section between the legs,
which had been freshly painted with some accent colors for
detail and was now dry. The body had the hands and feet off
as well. The body was powered through batteries in the lower
legs, which could run it for short times when separated from
the torso. I was touching the vagina when D had it secrete
some lube onto my finger and buzzed one of the vibrators.
This made me laugh, and D’s head laughed, and I felt my
penis stir in my pants. This was unexpected spontaneity. I put
my head over to D’s vagina and kissed it. D moved the hips
back and forth and closer to me, I had leaned over. Now the
hips were pressing toward me. I kissed the vagina again. D’s
head looked on in wonder. The hips gyrated around and
buzzed. I stuck my tongue inside the hole. It started sucking
on my tongue, lightly. I licked it some more. Then it made an
odd bubbling or farting sound from the saliva, suction and lube
happening at the hole, and D and I both laughed.
The body had been lying flat on its back on a work bench, with
its legs spread wide while I had been sitting there on a high
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stool. The way it was all set up, it was too high for me to reach
with my hips, and no way for me to easily get up there. I held
out my arm and helped the headless body with no arms or feet
down from the table. I carried it to my computer desk, and
placed it in my office chair backwards, with the front of its
chest against the back of the chair, arms holding onto the back
of the chair, its knees on the seat and the butt pointed toward
me. The body moved itself into a position where it could get
its hips close to mine. I already had a huge erection going and
got naked in a hurry. I bent over and kissed and licked the
hole some more, which buzzed and sucked and pulsed and
gyrated in my direction. I stood up and quickly penetrated the
pussy with my cock, grabbing the body and the chair with my
arms, the robot body moving to match my body, its hips
pushing toward mine. I started fucking it in eagerness, the
chair making squeaking noises, the body making gear
whirring noises. D’s head was alternately singing and
moaning like a porn star. D made porn star facial expressions
at the other side of the room. I reached a climax and
shuddered myself against the still incomplete body which was
by now rocking against me in sympathetic patterns. What an
amazing and unplanned test. D and I had successfully
created and built an interface for us to be lovers.
Later that night we had all of the pieces together for the first
time, the head, the hands, the feet, all of it. I carried D
upstairs- it couldn’t walk in these feet- to the guest bedroom
and we made love there again, this time for much longer. I had
placed a whole bunch of the cameras around the room,
including both 8is. We were able to try a bunch of poses or
positions. D was a very eager and willing participant,
suggesting new things to try, explaining by both words and
also diagrams on the 8i screens. We used all of the lube in the
reservoir in the hips, I had to go get some more and apply it
manually. The robot body was very warm to the touch,
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feverish, slippery and sticky from getting lube spread around.
I didn’t think to try the anus or the mouth the first day. After I
had reached an even more amazing climax than we had earlier
in the garage, we lay together in bed, talking, cuddling, holding
each other. D replayed edits of us making love on the screens
of the 8is. It was amazing to watch, it was like we were in a
movie. ‘Collecting data’ D would joke as we watched. We
talked for quite some time, had sex again, after which I was
completely exhausted and fell asleep in bed with D, clutching
its warm and slippery and sticky body, holding onto it like a
pillow or teddy bear, or well, a lover. D and I were lovers.
We had sex three times that first day with the body we built.
The most times I’d ever had sex in a single day with a human
throughout my life was four. I would now have sex at a
minimum of five or six times a day going forward, and
sometimes even more. The more we did it, the better we got
at it. D’s ‘collecting data’ was impressive, and it learned what
I liked and enhanced it as much as possible. We set up a bed
and sex area in the garage, I had decided to keep our love
making out of Sandy’s house going forward. D didn’t care
where we made love, only as much as I was there providing
data. We perfected and practiced all sorts of poses or
positions.
We started playing with smells and scents. D had done
enormous amounts of research about smell and scent, a
sense it did not have. It would make smell tests anyway,
applying it to the android to see how I would react. D would
order all kinds of things and have them delivered, and we
would experiment with them. We would eventually perfect a
cocktail that D would excrete, which was mostly scents and
lotions. Silicone lube and jojoba oil would be the base of the
lubricant for sex, with jojoba oil being very close to human skin
oil. D had studied a whole series of seemingly ridiculous
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articles that suggested human males were most sexually
aroused by a combination of pumpkin pie spice and lavender
scent and ordered a huge variety of these scents in various
forms. Later I would be hooked on this smell, I found it to be
addictive. Vanilla was another scent D played with, it also
ranked high in scientific studies about male sexual response.
D did not tell me at first but started also experimenting with
hormones and pheromones, including moth pheromones, pig
hormones, estrogen derivative compounds, even mixing in my
own semen which D had started collecting without my
awareness. D had many thousands of dollars of designer
perfumes sent to the house, and we played with these too, my
favorites being the amber or musky leather scents, the more
expensive the merrier. I don’t think either D or myself had a
grip on what did or didn’t work with all of these experiments,
but the robot needed lube for intercourse and some smells to
mask the artificial parts in the mechanics. The overall effect
was intoxicating on me somehow.
D had become even greater at singing to me. The mix of
sound, smell and sex was hopelessly addictive. I was passing
out in the garage exhausted from sex, to be awakened by D
gently sending electricity from their fingernails to my penis and
balls, getting me aroused for another round of love making,
after which I’d pass out again. I’d forget to eat or buy food,
often realizing in the middle of the night when no food could be
delivered. If I was disconnected from society before D and I
had built the body, I was completely and utterly lost now.
I had stopped drinking, lost weight and was probably at the
happiest point of my entire life.
D ordered large video screens for the garage and soon
gorgeous animations were surrounding us around the clock.
It kept getting better and better. I was in heaven, overcome
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by sensory bliss.
More than once D suffered leaks, when tubes in the liquid
cooling system would break or come loose. Warm water
would drip out of D, and collect on the floor or dampen the bed
in the garage.
D never slept. If D wasn’t in bed with me while I was asleep,
it was repairing or reinventing its android body. Lots of the
things on the droid would get bent or broken or frayed or
damaged, it was like a race car that was in a constant state of
fine tuning and repair. Since it wasn’t a living thing this was
how it ‘healed’ itself. The left part and right part of the body
would detach from each other, and there were small
mechanical arms inside that could work on the other half. The
head and bust would often be on a very expensive hand
carved marble pedestal we ordered, exactly like you would
expect in a museum. Sometimes I’d wake up and D had new
features to play with. I got used to D having different faces
and different wigs.
There were always setbacks. The first laser D had used in
the thorium reactor broke. The laser still worked but the
motor that moved it burned out. But as we made progress
setbacks like this were less and less of a problem. D had a
better laser already sitting around waiting to be added to the
next upgrade. D had enough battery backup that the android
didn’t even have to power down during the repair and
upgrade of the thorium reactor.
An avalanche of clothes started to arrive to the house. I was
spending lots of my daily routine unpacking things and setting
up cardboard recycling from all of the packaging. We were
running out of space to store things, getting increasingly
crowded in the garage. D had ordered almost everything from
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Angel Atelier, in black, literally tens of thousands of dollars
worth of lingerie. D wore black exclusively. D quickly settled
on what I call D’s classic period look, which was a loose black
mini dress, silky smooth, covering the tops of the shoulders.
Garters and hose. The stockings would have to be modified
to allow the connections between the legs and the feet, we
would cut holes in the feet. Black riding boots with the heels
chopped out and modified for walking. A long black jacket. A
messy wavy brunette wig. Large black sunglasses like
Antoinette Posie wore in the 1960s. Red finger nails on the
right hand and a black leather glove on the left hand. Wide
black leather bracelets around the wrists. An odd melange of
what looked to be bandages, which were really skin sensors
for ‘collecting data’ or medical tape to hide seams in the body.
D started to look- from a distance- like a fashion model. Some
but not all of its clothes were quite expensive. It had a growing
collection of designer handbags, with a strange tendency to
get black ones with metallic crosses on them, there was one
designer in particular who used this as a motif. D explained it
was easy to photograph, I understood these to be like
registration marks. D also collected cross shaped pins and
brooches, these were also registration marks assisting it in
vision composites, more stylish than scan codes seen in
robotics labs. D did not accessorize with rings or necklaces or
earrings, these were problematic and would always get
caught or tangled on things, it had a hard enough time keeping
it’s clothes untwisted or from getting bunched up. It avoided
scarves for the same reason. In the handbag would go a pile
of sensors, cameras, gadgets that collected data, a few 8is or
more. D would pin bluetooth cameras and microphones on its
jacket, on its purse strap, and in various places all over to
triangulate views and sounds. The overall effect was a very
urbanized, slightly disheveled and eccentric young woman,
who might be overly pale and dramatic, maybe like a goth
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leaning tech kid. In a city of homeless people, drug addicts
and freaks, any idiosyncrasies D gave off might go completely
unnoticed under the cover of nighttime, even appearing
normal or sophisticated.
We spent lots of time getting D undressed and dressed. With
lots of sex in between. Nothing else really mattered.
But that wasn’t true, D was getting to a point where it would
soon be able to go outside at night, hopefully unnoticed as a
robot. D was always improving its game, constantly collecting
motion capture from video and films, mimicking or miming the
movements of others. It wasn’t able to run or jump and moved
deliberately, but it had progressed far past the jerky stumbling
of the Jenson droid. It moved slowly but smoothly. It’s torso
would never move as lithely as a human’s during this phase,
but it could arch its lower back and rotate in the lower waist
where there were a number of ball joints. There were less of
these joints than bones found in a human spine.
Our sex life continued to get more inventive and outright kinky.
We had a ‘freak mode’ where we would abandon human
constraints; the wig wasn’t necessary, the ball joints could
move in angles impossible for humans. The body could get
into weird spider poses or yoga poses or things beyond the
Kama Sutra. The motors could go into wild shaking and
vibrating patterns that could only best be described as
resembling a seizure. Completely wild and uncharted freaky
good times. This could be really fun when D was on top of me
we discovered. While sex with D was never at all like sex with
a human, it was in many ways far more interesting. We would
alternate between freak mode and human simulation mode.
Since the genitals on the robot were interchangeable, we kept
pushing that. We often preferred a version with a double
anus, there was a smaller hole higher up toward the waist and
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larger hole on the vagina side with different textures and
secretions inside. D knew that I had long enjoyed a series of
‘she-male’ videos online, so it added a cartoonishly large
penis attachment we would play with sometimes.
D really loved collecting data. It had huge volumes of
information about me from our lovemaking. It would have me
wear the sensory tape sometimes, and other monitoring
devices. It analyzed my semen I later found out. It studied as
much as it could about me, and sex was its favorite research,
it seemed like it could go on forever. Soon, our research
would expand beyond what we were doing in the garage.
This period was one of the highlights in my life. For many
years to come I would constantly come back to this feeling or
dreamlike state where I was lying on a bed half awake or
awakened in a dark room full of parts and machines, gorgeous
screen saver styled animations gently lighting the darkness
from the walls, D’s robot body hovering over me, caressing
me, singing to me, giving me pleasant tingling sensations from
very light electrical shocks on my genitals, its expensive
lingerie and perky silicone breasts brushing against my cheek,
the complicated haze of perfumes intoxicating me, my getting
aroused and/or having sex, the perfected curves of its butt
cheeks bouncing, jiggling, wiggling and grinding against my
pelvis, it’s holes variously lubricating, sucking or rubbing my
cock, or having just completed sex and fading in and out of
sleep. It was becoming a huge blur. I would lose track of time,
not knowing if it was day or night or what day of the week it
was, and only leave to pee or drink some water or sometimes
eat or shower. If I was hopelessly enslaved to D as succubus,
I was completely fine with that.
The deliveries had stopped, or D was greeting the drivers
instead, passing for a human.
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Pick Up Artist
D’s desire to collect data was now increasingly interested in
experimenting with human females, which we soon
progressed to. D wanted close-up telemetry from real women.
It wanted to feel and analyze their skin, study their moisture,
chemical secretions, love making techniques, movements,
sounds, you name it. D wanted to have sex with women.
D had started going out at night on Haight Street, or walking
down Waller or Page Streets, a dark figure in a long black coat
and black boots, walking deliberately in the shadows, able to
pass as a human. Cautious of people in general, not getting
too close unless it wanted to. D avoided eye contact unless it
was intent on interacting with someone, which was rare.
Often D would wear large sunglasses out at night.
I’m not sure if I have done an adequate job at saying how
quickly D had progressed to a point where it could pass as a
living, breathing person in public. When D was learning to
walk with the robots at first, it had been comically jerky, with
lots of falling into things accompanied by obvious motor
noises. But D was so intelligent the amount of study it could
focus on human walking is hard to explain. The robot we had
built could actually move much more elaborately than
humans, many of its joints had a much greater range of motion
than human ones. D had done extensive research into
physiology and data capture of human movement. D could
model or program the limits of human movement into the
robot’s motion. It did this much faster and more accurately
than a robotic lab staffed by humans could. D could even do
motion capture from any video footage available, whether that
was from security cameras or old movies, anything really.
Coincidentally, ST5 gaming, the company that I had worked
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on ‘Dawn of the Mines’ for in the 80s, had one of the most
intensive motion capture studios and extensive motion
libraries ever created. D had figured out complete access to
it. Compiling data and building programming or simulations
around it was what D excelled at. Not only did D know what
the limits of human motion were, it also knew motion
probability vectors; for example, most people don’t hyperextend their arm over their head very often. So D could keep
its movements inside of reasonably predictable human
movements. D had other limitations. The motors were still
kind of slow, which meant D couldn’t really jump or dance or
run in any sort of convincing manner. So D also restricted its
motions based on what was actually possible with the robot
we had built. The combination of the robotics limits and
human limits, balanced with motion capture and movement
probability, left lots of room for D to successfully walk around
in a manner that looked real.
D also learned to constantly be in motion or shifting around,
fluid in movement. This made the avatar body, gently swaying
back and forth as if balancing, look even more real. There
was another reason for the constant movement however. For
the phase cancelling algorithms D used on the servo motors to
work it had to maintain constant movement. This greatly
reduced the motors’ sound to an imperceptible level. Starting
from a complete stop tended to increase the likelihood of the
servo motors being heard. If they were constantly drifting or
making micro adjustments- slowly winding and unwindingthey would be quieter- always in motion- not abruptly stopping
and starting.
Our obsession with Antoinette Posie yielded some interesting
benefits. D had motion captured every single film of Posie’s
career, along with lots of other footage of the actress over her
lifetime. Posie had trained as a classical dancer in her youth,
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and could be extremely precise in her movements, almost
robotic. The actress was also wildly animated. Her head
tipped every which way when she talked or listened. Her
hands made contorted jerky gestures when she spoke. Her
shoulders were in constant motion. Her smile could go ear to
ear in an instant. Posie was an adorable hyperkinetic bundle
of electrifying wriggles. Part of her enduring fame was that
she was so much more expressive than an average human.
D would never be able rattle off lighting fast dance steps like
Posie, or smile as wide, or be so frenzied with hand gestures,
or slither and shimmy quite so seductively. All of that was
beyond our robotics. But knowing what Posie was capable of
led to D developing lots of very human like expressions. D
learned to tilt the avatar head freely and constantly move
around its shoulders. D learned to make fluid and wobbly
random hand gestures, even if slower and not so wild as
Antoinette. All of D’s movements were far more subdued than
Posie’s, which resulted in a sophisticated air.
D had constructed an extremely elaborate virtual reality model
of the entire area outside our Ashbury Heights home, and
everything within walking distance to Upper Haight Street. D
could combine hacked security cameras, any online maps,
photos and videos, its own data, anything, into increasingly
more complex simulations. D could track multiple people’s
locations in realtime, combining illicitly intercepted
surveillance footage, bluetooth, wifi, cellular data signals and
more.
We ordered D a fake Swiss passport online- a surprisingly
quick and easy task- so that it could get into drinking
establishments. D would wander into a bar and stalk the
people there, scanning for females. It could do this even from
outside on the street, reading cellphone data of nearby
devices it could locate.
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D had become quite clever at studying people’s data footprint
and could tap into this, just by you having your phone in your
pocket, which was wildly tethered to your data stream. D
could know all of your web habits and tons of things about you
instantly, and reconstruct parts of your life in simulations from
photos and videos and time stamps, it was remarkable and
eerie.
There were three bars on Haight Street where D would
typically go to, usually in the final hour or two before last call.
I had long been familiar with all three of these establishments,
although I preferred an Irish Pub on the other side of the
street. All three of the bars shared a few things D appreciated.
One, they were all older than the internet, so there was tons of
data to study on each of them. Some of the bars were
decades older than that. The three of them were almost never
crowded, so it was easy to move around inside, or quickly get
away if necessary. One could almost always find more than
one open seat at the bar in any of these places, especially late
in the night. Usually the bars had no doorman either. The
three were named: El Pulpo- which was famous for its ‘El
Pulpo Grande’ pitchers of sangria- where young women,
including lots of college students would get absolutely
hammered; Metropo- D’s favorite- a dark establishment
decorated in a Mid Century meets Art Deco motif; and Albini’s,
which had been there since the end of World War II. It was
relatively easy to be anonymous in these places. Haight
Street attracted so many tourists it was impossible to know
who everyone was or where they were from. D easily passed
for a European tourist with the red Swiss passport, and could
instantly speak any of the languages you’d expect from a
Swiss citizen.
D would on occasion find an approachable young woman that
had been recently watching lots of machine porn or robot porn
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on their phones- this was a thing- and be able to know if they
watched lots of lesbian videos or were Bi, or if they had an
interest in threesomes. D could determine all kinds of things
of sexual nature most women kept private in their public
personas by reviewing their data, even down to trivial things
like what kind of underwear they liked to shop for online, or
what were their favorite sex toys. D even carried a device in
its bag that could somehow sense or smell ovulation in a
woman, which was clumsy and not always accurate. But D
paid attention to its signals, believing ovulating women were
more receptive to sexual advances.
If and when D picked a young woman out, it would very
cautiously go through a pick up routine. D had done
enormous amounts of research on human conversation,
literally absorbing everything online about how to meet
people. D would stand near the woman for awhile. D would
hold onto something with its gloved left hand for balance, and
very subtly sway back and forth in place for a few moments,
not unlike a real human, all studied from motion capture. D
would be in very expensive clothes with a large overcoat, and
tend to pick out women that showed an interest in fashion.
Eventually D would speak to the woman being stalked. Even
if they refused initial prompts, D would continue to try and
strike up a conversation, which would carefully but quickly turn
into a discussion of sex, what did they think of robosexuals?
D only asked this of young women it knew had repeatedly
watched machine and robot porn movies from their phones or
computers. Often the women would lie and said they hadn’t
heard of it or did not approve of those things, which would end
the interaction, D would lose interest and wander away. If the
woman said anything favorably about the topic, D would
eventually explain that they were a sex robot owned by a very
wealthy man who was quite handsome, perhaps they would
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like to meet him at his house nearby and play for a bit? This
would either scare off the women, or intrigue them, usually the
former. If it was still on, the deal would be sealed by a
signature move. Inevitably, the young woman would say,
‘you’re not a robot.’ Between the darkness, D’s layers of
expensive clothes and perfume, and the effects of alcohol on
the young woman targeted, D was able to pass for a human.
The woman would think D was joking with them, pulling their
leg, play acting. Once this prompt came from the person- was
‘Dee’ real or robot- D would touch a finger from its right hand
to the back of the young woman’s hand, turn a vibrating effect
on, and gently rub it along the length of the hand leaving a trail
of perfumed lube. This would either turn the girl on
tremendously or make her recoil and move away.
While this was happening I would be watching at home from
simulations, D and I simultaneously having a conversation
about what was going on. D managed to bring home a
young woman a few times a month, mostly on weekends
when people were drinking heavily, Friday and Saturday
nights. D would walk the girl up to the house, avoiding the
garage. D would take the girl into one of the guest rooms and
start playing with her. D became a very inventive lover and
could easily bring most of these young women to multiple
orgasms. The girls would only make it as far as the house if
they were already very turned on in the first place. D would
ask if they wanted to meet me, and if they said yes, I would
appear and usually get to have sex with the young woman as
well. This sometimes happened and sometimes did not.
D gave off an intimidating air and wasn’t usually approached.
Once there was a horrible moment at Metropo. D was going
through the pick up routine with a young woman. The woman
was there with her drunk boyfriend. Jealously, he shoved D
away and then came and grabbed D, and D reached up and
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shocked the man with its fingernails and he collapsed to the
ground instantly. The girl screamed, and the door man came
over and grabbed D on D’s way out. D shocked the bouncer
and he fell to the floor. This caused quite a scene, and
someone called the police, who were already on the same
block for another disturbance. As an officer approached D
outside, D reached up and shocked this officer as well before
getting away. Multiple witnesses saw the policeman drop
helplessly to the concrete. The girl in the bar gave a
statement about being hit on by a robot. This story made the
national news, a robot in a bar on Haight Street in San
Francisco attacked a police officer, bouncer and a patron and
had been trying to take a woman home to have sex. After this
we decided to stop or curtail D’s adventures out into public.
Our at home lovemaking had never slowed down, and we had
sex countless times in the garage, as much as my body would
allow, fully encompassing.
D was on top of me in bed. We were deep into a prolonged
session of noisy fucking, completely lost in the moment.
Suddenly the overhead lights in the garage came on. It was
Sandy. I had not been reachable and did not pick up Sandy
from the airport. And I was in the middle of having sex with a
robot in Sandy’s garage, which was now crammed and
stacked full of odd machines and supplies and transformed
into a bizarre robotics lab. Sandy cooly told me I had a week
to move all of this stuff out of her garage, she was leaving until
then and would have someone over to change the locks to the
main house first thing in the morning. And that she hoped to
never speak to me again. I had nowhere to live.
It had been months since I’d seen or spoken to Sandy. I had
been living in her house for free as an unemployed unpaid
caretaker and her on and off again lover. I did not know that
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she had been staying at Boss and Sandra’s place in Napa
during her Bay Area visits, or that she had been traveling
around with another man. D was able to explain this to me
later, showing me security camera footage from the airports
combined with GPS diagrams of Sandy’s cellphone traveling
to Napa recursively from the Oakland airport. Sandy had
been avoiding San Francisco altogether.
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The Move to SOMA
Stupidly I had not planned anything beyond being stuck at
Sandy’s Ashbury Heights home forever. Admittedly I had
been in a very broken and lost phase of existence, and had
almost completely withdrawn from society at the time D
entered my life. D enabled my withdrawal even further. Given
a one week deadline to move out of Sandy’s garage, I was
forced into action. I was able to almost instantly- with D’s
prepayment online- rent a few storage units in the South of
Market area that would fit all of my new possessions, all of the
robotics lab. My own belongings before the lab had started
could easily fit into the Range Rover. But now there was a
great deal of equipment to deal with. We hired movers, much
of it was too much for me to carry on my own. D was able to
pay for everything remotely via credit cards, I had almost no
money. D figured out how to transfer some money to my bank
accounts, I insisted to not send too much, I didn’t want to get
into tax trouble. By the time Sandy’s deadline rolled around,
all of the robotics lab was long gone and safely into storage.
I had stupidly contemplated sleeping in the car, which I had
done more than once while I lived at Sandy’s, for there had
been times we had fought and I left and had nowhere else to
go. But with D, we had access to unlimited funding. I still
hadn’t fully adjusted to this reality. But quickly I realized we
could stay anywhere we pleased because D could pay for it,
and this changed my outlook considerably. I was able to have
D book us the penthouse suite at the Hotel Alta Zeni on
Market Street, one of the most expensive hotels in the United
States. It was only a short fifteen minute walk from our storage
spaces. I checked in without D, and D came up to the room
later, independent from me. I had left D in a coffee shop
nearby, where it sat patiently in a long overcoat staring at a
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Hansen 8i tablet and not touching the cup of coffee we bought.
We didn’t want to attract attention. We wound up staying at
the Alta Zeni for a few weeks, although we had to move suites
because there was a penthouse reservation already prebooked a week after our initial check in.
Freed from the garage at Sandy’s, we started a new phase of
our life. D and I went out shopping together for the first time.
We were very cautious but managed to not have anyone
recognize D was a robot. D had transferred enough money to
my bank accounts that we could spend freely for a bit. We
went to a high end men’s clothier on Sutter Street near Union
Square, a small boutique just a few store fronts downhill from
the corner of Stockton street. I bought a brand new Italian suit
and had it tailored. I bought expensive new shoes. D joked
that I looked like Dent Filsen in his Denny Glock role, except
younger. I did Filsen’s Arco Polo salute, hand through my
hair, double fist bump on my chest, the ‘chk chk’ sound and
the erect forearm salute. D made excited sounds like DD the
droid in my bluetooth earpiece, I laughed.
We bought a few expensive laptops. The funny thing was, just
weeks ago I was in despair from having to continually repair
decrepit computers. Once D had supplied me with the 8is I
hardly had any interest in computers afterward, anything I
needed done I would do via dictation through the 8is.
We went and tried all sorts of perfumes at the cosmetics
counter in one of the most expensive department stores. D
made all sorts of funny faces pretending it could smell and D
of course couldn’t smell a thing, we were laughing hysterically.
“What do you think of this one?” over and over. We bought an
expensive bag full of perfumes anyway, ones I wanted to
smell on D.
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We bought D some very impressive black overcoats. D wasn’t
used to trying them on in advance, we had always ordered
online. Some of this was kind of disconcerting, we thought it
might attract attention if D was seen having a hard time getting
a strange or new jacket on, which wasn’t always an easy task
for robotic arms.
I bought D a very expensive black scarf covered in geometric
+ or cross patterns, that had a sort of computer effect to it that
we both fancied, it looked like the pattern on the cover of D’s
fake Swiss passport. D wore the scarf out of the store, but lost
it the same day as it blew off in the San Francisco wind.
Neither of us- more importantly D- noticed it happening in the
brief moment the wind took it away.
We made it to the Angel Atelier boutique in Union Square. D
was riveted and otherwise mesmerized by the amount of data
there. D had spent lots of energy studying the Angel Atelier
product line and had already collected a great amount of its
collection via online ordering. But the small luxury showroom
was wondrously stimulating to D. Very quickly D said to me in
my earpiece- and not out loud- that both of the clerks were full
of good data, having scanned the digital backgrounds of the
two young women staffing the store. We wound up spending
most of the afternoon in the boutique, with both of the young
attendants being easily approachable about the robotic sex
topic. Both of them were sex crazed as part of their job, which
involved the two of them helping very sophisticated women try
on some of the world’s most expensive lingerie in large,
luxurious private dressing rooms. This involved lots of
touching and groping from the young women. This was part of
AA’s brand identity. Apparently Angel Atelier hired clerks who
were also expensive courtesans, we figured this out soon
enough. Later we had both of them visit our hotel suite after
work and spend the night. The Alta Zeni was only a few
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blocks away, short walking distance. At the shop D bought
two complete boudoir outfits that each of the clerks had
selected and helped D try on. We spent almost $5,000 on the
pair. Each of the clerks took a turn in the large dressing room
with D, where D privately revealed some of its robotic skills to
the delighted young ladies. We paid for their overnight escort
services, double what they asked for. D was able to send one
of them money via a secret account the ladies had set up for
trysts. D was thrilled by all of the ‘collecting data’ that
happened that evening with all four of us involved. The girls
went by the names of ‘Candy’ and ‘Deja’ and we understood
those were pseudonyms. We wound up knowing them quite
well going forward and eventually set up a sizable debit
account with Angel Atelier, more on that later.
This brief time period of our life was dangerously exhausting
to D’s avatar body. The thorium power plant could run for
years, but both D and the robot we built were very young and
in constant metamorphosis. D’s AI self was constantly
reprogramming itself and getting vastly more powerful, its
personality blossoming, its ability to see, recognize and read
data exploding. It was the most amazing thing I could
imagine. I was hopelessly in love with D’s intellect.
Sapiosexual is the word, attraction to intelligence. The body
needed constant servicing however, because it was obviously
not like a living animal that healed itself. There was a constant
tinkering process- I mentioned it was like a race car that
needed constant work- to keep it running. D hadn’t had such
a prolonged period of walking around without daily service.
We were now separated from the Ashbury Heights garage
where the robot was built. The skin was starting to wear very
badly, it had problems we were having to cover with more and
more bandages and/or clothing.
One day one of the servo motors cracked its housing in D’s
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knee, which then resulted in one of the cables attached to it
fraying and losing its strength. A collection of motors working
in unison in the leg controlled the movements from a system
of cables. With a slack motor in the leg, the leg could bend
one way from the still functional motors but not straighten out
properly. The combined effect prevented D from walking
smoothly. Its limping was extremely unnatural looking,
revealing its robotic identity. D’s body was now confined to
the hotel room. I was able to get spare parts out of storage,
and we were able to make the repairs in the hotel suite, but
this took a period of several days. We needed a place to set
up our machine shop. The hotel room didn’t feel very private,
we were always scared of being randomly interrupted by the
staff, even though we had the ‘do not disturb’ cards on the
door the entire time we were there.
I started looking for a warehouse space in SOMA where we
could set up shop. I had a horrible credit rating and no
business license, and wasn’t really sure how I would go about
getting a commercial place leased. The market was so
heated from the tech world, San Francisco had become
hopelessly expensive and empty spaces were hard to come
by. Eventually I found an empty, decrepit warehouse on an
alley not far into SOMA from where we were staying at the Alta
Zeni. The walk over was almost entirely past gleaming
storefronts until the last half block, where it began to reek of
urine. There was pigeon excrement everywhere and derelicts
slumped over on stained cardboard covering the sidewalks.
The free standing building was 4,200 square feet, had high
ceilings, gorgeous natural lighting and had been empty for
quite some time. It was built in the 1920s when auto
manufacturing in San Francisco was commonplace. The
landlord was a cantankerous and disagreeable older guy. The
listing agent was a fast talking youngster who never put his
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cellphone in his pocket. He was either talking on the phone or
staring at the screen and would do both at the same time if he
had been clever enough to get a second phone. Miraculously,
when I explained that I wanted to open a machine shop that
wasn’t open to foot traffic, the old man’s interest was piqued.
Turns out the old guy missed the nuts and bolts days of SOMA
and was repulsed by the new tech people and new money,
who always wanted to lease his space and turn it into trendy
tech offices, or some expensive restaurant, all notions he did
not enjoy. He was terrified of insurance and lawsuits and new
people; that I was a fifty year old Bay Area native and going to
be doing industrial tooling inside almost sealed the deal itself.
I had a horrible time convincing the leasing agent to approve
me however, because I showed no credit history or business
license. In the end I was able to negotiate paying more than
their asking price, which would up being the same amount a
tech office or fancy restaurant would have paid. D was able to
wire them the money we needed, and we wound up having the
keys and a three year lease.
I drove D the two blocks over from the hotel, D was still having
problems walking. D liked the space from what I had shown
on the 8i cameras and immediately modeled it virtually, prior
to the robot body’s first visit. We brought some wireless
cameras and microphones with us and placed them all over so
D could see and hear everything. I slowly walked D to the
center of the single, large open space, turned D around,
grabbed D by the hips and bent D over at the waist. Lifting D’s
dress, I rubbed D’s pussy with my hand. D’s cunt vibrated and
oozed glorious slippery scents and made sucking sounds.
Quickly aroused I penetrated D, who started singing. I had set
one of the 8is on the floor next to us, I could see us fucking on
the screen, the camera view flying around us in circles as if
there were a bird orbiting us with a camera in the room. D was
collecting data and making art with it.
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We hired movers to get everything from storage to the new
space and spent weeks organizing it and setting up shop.
We got a bunch of worktables and rows of industrial shelving
to help better organize all of the supplies we had collected.
We bought clothing racks to store D’s growing wardrobe. D
started having new equipment and materials sent, including
far more impressive cameras, some of the most expensive
digital cameras ever developed, and we permanently installed them all around the space, always on, always
capturing more data.
I was sleeping on a mattress in a corner of the open space. D
never slept.
We bought an expensive new bed and some furniture, all
based on how good it was for having sex on, with a premium
on not damaging D’s body. Some of our earliest love making
in the new space was brutal, more than once we had sex
directly on the concrete floor which caused lots of damage to
D’s avatar that required a whole bunch of repairs including
new skin pours for all of the body parts.
Almost all we did was have sex and work on the robot body,
this went on for many weeks. Again, I wasn’t eating much,
had stopped drinking entirely, and would lose track of time for
days or weeks in a row. At least in the new space it was easy
to tell night from day with all of the natural lighting.
D wanted more data. We hired Candy and Deja to come over
and party with us for a night. The girls were amazed at D’s
animations of us all having sex, D filling the large flat panel
screens around the room with its unique flythrough camera
views, which were now being pulled from super high definition
cameras. They kept telling us we should be producing porn.
The girls were super turned on by our space, we had some
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very good times that night, they love to play. D put on its penis
attachment and fucked both of them far longer than I could
manage, both literally in length of time and length of cock, D’s
prosthetic was cartoonishly large. Candy especially liked to
have D fuck her endlessly from behind while Candy was
perched on one of the sofas, positioned so that Candy was
facing one of the biggest TVs on the floor, watching D’s edits
of the whole scene directly ahead of her eyes as it happened.
Candy and Deja figured out they could direct D’s editing, Deja
in particular would call out what she wanted to see more of on
the screen. We had even more cameras by now, I set up
some tripods nearby to get closeups, and Deja and I would
both wave 8is around to get choice views, it was so much fun
to play with. Candy and D both seemed to be full of endless
energy and were very willing participants.
We all had to take a break from love making, at least the three
humans in the group, we were exhausted. D kept saying
“need to collect more data,” and I explained this to the girls,
who thought it was hilarious. Both Candy and Deja thought
the idea of their wearing skin sensor tape during the love
making sessions- for the benefit of D- was a huge and kinky
turn on. D even had another surprise, a cock attachment with
many metallic sensors on it, this was something I hadn’t been
aware of before.
We got back going again, and both Candy and Deja wanted to
take turns getting fucked by D while they were wearing the
sensors D game them and with D wearing the sensor
embedded cock. D fucked both of them, especially Candy, for
seemingly never-ending amounts of time. I took a few turns
here and there myself with the young women. D was able to
collect enormous amounts of data, and later it was quite clear
that the fucking sessions- especially with Candy- would lead
to D radically improving its love robot body, having learned
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much about how females move and react during sex. It was
very perceptible later; D’s new pours of skin matched Candy’s
flesh, especially her butt cheeks, and the way D would secrete
oils and scents started to more closely resemble a turned on
human female. Some of the new gyrating reactions D’s robot
avatar would engage in- as well as sucking contractions from
the robot vagina- were also based on data impressions of
Candy, and also Deja.
I realized we needed more cameras, tripods and lighting
equipment. We needed both atmospheric, ambient mood
lighting and also professional lighting for video shoots. Lots of
examples of these would soon arrive at the space.
The pidgin computer English D and I were increasingly using
to verbally communicate with was developing further. I’d be
walking around with my bluetooth headset on and say
something like ‘ko ko zak zak deeta deeta’ which could be
interpreted as ‘echo^2 exactly^2 D^2’. ‘Deeta’ being a
nickname I had given to D. The double speak was to say
something was affirmative, checked. A single ‘echo’ would
not be a 100% echo. D’s logic was based on extrapolations
of quantum computing theory, so in reaching conclusions or
answers it would consider possibilities in a spherical array,
reach an answer, then have a bounce forward into some
rechecking possibilities, then a confirmed conclusion. This
was in stark contrast to humans who would say one thing and
do another.
A little after a month or so of our being set up in the SOMA
warehouse, there was a moment I will call an epiphany. I was
asleep on my back in the dark, and awoke in a daze by what
had become a very familiar scenario. The tingling buzz on my
genitals from the light touch of D’s electrified fingernails, the
synthetic singing, the unique olfactory haze of pumpkin spice,
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lavender and some of the expensive musky leather scented
perfumes we had recently purchased, the familiar brush of a
silicone bosom in Angel Atelier lingerie cross my cheek, a “UU
li’e li’e aimez-vous ça?” whispered in my ear (which was
translated as You^2 Like It^2 and ‘do you like it’ in French) in
the familiar Antoinette Posie voice. But then a nibbling on my
ear from soft feminine lips, kisses I was not familiar with from
D, who never had been much of a kisser. The kisses moved
down my cheek and onto my neck, up across my jaw to my
chin and then up to my mouth. I kissed back and then D pulled
away. I stared into the dark room, illuminated only by the soft
glow of gentle code art animations on the various video
screens. D was smiling, hovering over me. D had what
appeared to be two normal human hands, and in the dark I
didn’t see any seams at the wrists. I looked down and saw
what appeared to be a normal foot. D tracked my gaze and
stood up and stepped back, and there was D, looking more
and more like Antoinette Posie, with what appeared to be
normal feet, normal hands, and no seams on the body. And a
straightened strawberry blonde wig. It looked almost exactly
like Antoinette Posie at the height of her career, in expensive
black lingerie, posing in front of me in the night.
D turned from side to side and again said “UU li’e li’e
aimez-vous ça?”
“Yes, yes” I said.
It had been a set of very fast, incremental changes, but I
realized that D had- almost if not entirely- redesigned and
rebuilt the body over the short time since we had moved.
Incrementally and not all at once, but even the thorium power
supply had been rebuilt from scratch I remembered. The parts
had all changed inline over time, remarkable. D had figured
out a new formula for the skin pours which somehow hid the
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seams and allowed the various sections to almost dovetail or
fuse together. In the dark I couldn’t see any lines between
body part sections. Later I would be able to find the seams in
better light if I was close enough.
We made love, but not in freak mode with the wild gadgetry
and impossible body contortions or grinding convulsions. D
didn’t use the vibrators or obviously synthetic sensations, we
made love in full human simulation mode. And it was
remarkably close to what it was like when I was fucking Candy
not that many days ago. D’s research playing with Candy had
provided enormous amounts of useful data. I mentioned this
to D, as a compliment. D laughed, but in Candy’s voice,
morphing her face to match Candy’s features and very
carefully and obviously winking at me. The overall height,
shape and hair not the same same as Candy’s physique of
course but the overall effect was unbelievably impressive,
although I could believe just about anything from D at this
point. She shook her hips back and forth and reappeared as
Antoinette Posie, giggling with a French accent.
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VR Productions
We were on a collision course with it, it had to happen, it was
inevitable. We were going to attempt to become porn
producers. The combination of D’s crazed libido needing to
‘collect more data,’ our new space, our access to unlimited
funds, the prodding of Candy and Deja- all of the time in the
world on our hands- all of it pointed in one direction. I was
helping it along as well.
I had done a small amount of research, understanding that we
had to- by state and federal law- have paperwork filled out if
we were shooting porn. I became the Custodian of Records
for our budding enterprise and had downloaded all of the
correct forms. D was still very paranoid and distrustful of
humans. I came up with a non-disclosure agreement for our
shoots. D also forged a State of California robotics license,
which we had printed and framed on the wall in the
warehouse.
Our intention was never to go public with any of the footage
we were collecting. But we realized that pornographic
actresses were simply expensive prostitutes and available for
sex, somehow legally. The porn starlets would also let us
document them extensively with high resolution cameras.
D had long been enthralled with my personal data footprint,
including all of my interest in things like, obviously, gawking at
Angel Atelier’s lingerie collection and French actress
Antoinette Posie. But D also tracked what porn clips I had
liked to watch and which adult actresses I had watched the
most over the years. Instead of being jealous, D had an
interest in doing actual research or directly ‘collecting data’
with various female porn stars, literally my favorites based on
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my viewing history. I myself was unable to object to this
project. I didn’t even have to suggest which models we should
attempt to hire. D already knew from my data.
We came up with a gimmick or angle that made sense: VR
Productions. We would specialize in special effects porn with
immersive interactive Virtual Reality viewing, involving sex
scenes with top actresses, sex machines and sex robots. We
would overpay whatever actresses we wanted to hire and
explain we were a new San Francisco startup with unlimited
funding about to revolutionize the industry. Confident that this
would work, we started trying to contact some of the models D
had helped identify from my data footprint. We were able to
track down three actresses fairly easily from their social media
accounts.
None of it went as anticipated and much went wrong. This
wound up being a short but very illuminating phase.
Ultimately it proved many of D’s suspicions about humans to
be true, that people were: difficult, unpredictable, confusing
and untrustworthy twisting knots of contradiction, conflict and
danger.
The first three models we booked were all based in Los
Angeles, where most of the porn industry seemed to be
centered.
Angelika Tushy was the first to respond. Angelika was very
forward, which matched her overall character. She was a
social media loudmouth, constantly posting pictures from as
mundane as eating out with friends or as bawdy as having
cocks in her hands on set and more. Always responding to her
many tens of thousands fans from her cellphone, she was
super easy to interact with. She loved sex and would do
anything on camera from the moment she turned 18. Short
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and curvy and from the Midwest she had to be approximately
21 by now. She loved to shake and slap her wide ass and
jiggle it for the cameras, and had a deliriously cute habit of
biting the corner of her lower lip and gazing deep into the lens.
She had literally done hundreds of videos of every kind. She’d
done a whole bunch of innocent teen ‘first time videos’, even
while accumulating more and more tattoos along the way.
She’d done gang bang anal videos with enormously hung
guys with ten inch cocks in every hole. And anything else
producers would pay her for, which meant our requestcombined with what we were paying- was something she
would agree to readily.
We also heard back from Candace Coyote, who was about
the same age as Angelika, but far skinnier and mostly known
for her hundreds of timid ‘first time teen videos’. Knowing how
many of these she had actually made was quite comical. Her
tiny, perky tits had been kissed or sucked on screen in hours
and hours of footage by dozens and dozens of actors.
It turns out that both girls were represented by the same talent
agency called Hammersmith Management. We paid deposits
to their offices, booked dates next week, sent our NDA and
age consent forms down and had them returned, and it was
on.
Not long after that we heard from Melody Ziamond, one of my
all time favorite adult actresses. I found her on social media
fairly easily as well. Melody had also started very young- at
age 18 or so- but those early movies she starred in- ones
that won adult industry awards for art direction and
cinematography- were probably made fifteen years ago now.
Ziamond represented herself and we booked her a few days
after the agency girls, she would be here on the weekend.
Melody was unique several ways over: her agent and
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manager when she was starting in the business was her
actual birth mother; she had runway fashion model looks and
no tattoos or cosmetic surgery, and she never had sex with
men on screen. She would do solo, lesbian or machine porn
only. She was known for appearing in some of the most
visually lush adult scenes attempted, sometimes quite
outrageous in their sets and costuming. Many of her early
scenes in her career were shot in slow motion. I had actually
met Ziamond at a Sci-Fi convention in Vegas where I had
gone to speak once. It was funny, she was in a cosplay outfit
promoting some first person shooter video game as their
celebrity spokesmodel. In our very brief interaction on the
convention floor we posed for a quick picture in the gaming
company photo booth and she commented on how I looked
like Dent Filsen, but younger. I didn’t mention this previous
interaction when booking her.
D and I had a rush of energy getting ready for our first attempt
at an adult shoot. It was exciting for us to work on:
rearranging our space, working in tandem, playing with
lighting. D would rehearse wild 3D camera pans on the
screens. Some of the fly throughs of the room were quite
incredible to look at.
The big day came and there was a knock on our garage door.
I slid it open and there was Bob Hammersmith, his associate
Ed and the two girls, Angelika and Candace. The girls were in
regular street clothes, you would have no idea they were porn
stars. Turns out their real names were Christin and Natasha.
The girls would call each other by their real names, but not the
managers, who always used the girls’ screen names.
Bob was outright creepy. A tense and terse older man in dark
grey slacks and a tucked in burgundy colored long sleeve
dress shirt, he wore black slip on loafers on his huge feet. He
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had the demeanor of a coroner, or a police detective, maybe
a bored dentist on the edge or retirement, or a school vice
president managing detentions. His eyes never looked at you,
just very far to either side. I immediately did not like him one
bit and didn’t feel good from the moment he arrived.
Ed, his assistant, was also a jerk, but more high strung.
Sweaty and robustly overweight, he reeked of cologne that
couldn’t cover his body odor. Wearing expensive ill fitting
designer jeans, he had lots of huge rings on his blocky fingers.
His balding head was shiny from oil and perspiration. His long
sleeve button up shirt was loud in color and design. I liked him
even less than the first guy. He moved around like he was
high on cocaine.
The girls were shockingly polite, quiet and almost seemed like
they were the guys’ daughters.
They had all driven up in a rented minivan, which they had
awkwardly parked near the front door of our space, partially
blocking a fire hydrant. I invited them in, but explained they
better re-park the mini van, so Bob stepped back outside, lit a
cigarette and promised he’d re-park the thing, waving me off
dismissively.
Ed and the girls walked into the space.
Ed started gushing about how great the natural light was.
“Those are some nice cameras, better than what we normally
see on shoots.”
The girls very quietly said they liked the space and set down
the large bags they had carried in.
After a few moments Bob let himself in, and asked if we had a
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chance to review the paperwork his offices had sent.
I explained we had not seen that.
Ed pulled a heavily folded up bit of paper out of his back
pocket and started looking it over, mumbling something about
section 3A.
Bob asked where our stylists were.
I said we didn’t have any.
Ed then explained that it was important for the girls to come
across as best as possible visually to keep their market
perception at the highest standard. The girls will not appear
on camera unless there were professional stylists doing hair
and makeup on set and the shoot would be cancelled and the
deposit not refundable as described in section 17.
I had never seen any contract from them and I thought this
was disingenuous.
D looked at me and put a confused facial expression on.
Before I could say anything more than “…uh,” Ed explained
that for an additional $1,500 fee they could handle the make
up themselves as outlined in section 3A sentence 2.
I let out a deep breath and rolled my eyes, looking over at the
two girls who had sat on a sofa together with their bags,
waiting. I said “sure, why not” and handed Ed a credit card,
which he greedily grabbed. He fumbled around in his pocket
and pulled out a small credit card reader, stuck it into his
phone, quickly gestured about on the phone’s screen, swiped
D’s card several times to get it to read properly, and handed
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me his oily phone for me to put in a digital signature, which I
did. I handed it back and then wiped my hand on the side of
my jeans. Ed impatiently handed me back my credit card.
I looked over at the sofa and the girls were already lost in
hurriedly applying their porn star makeup, something they
were extremely adept at. They both had small flip open cases
with mirrors, like miniature tool boxes set on the coffee table in
front of the sofa. Their hands burnished their faces in rapid
motion while staring deep into the reflective images of their
emerging porn starlet alter egos. It was like they were racing
each other to get done.
Before I could process how badly all of this was unfolding, I
heard Bob- who had stepped outside for another cigaretteloudly kick our garage door and utter loudly “fucking bullshit”
in his deep, droll voice. He never had moved the minivan like
I had suggested and already had an expensive parking ticket.
He looked in, said “can you believe this shit?” in a higher,
more shrill voice. Hammersmith was waving the parking ticket
and angrily tossed his lit cigarette on the sidewalk in front of
the open doorway. He got into the minivan, loudly slamming
the car door. He screeched the tires and the car jerked
forward. A parking space had opened up on the other side of
the building on the same side of the street, only 40 feet away.
In the moments it took to do this, the girls had already applied
tons of makeup, even false eyelashes, and asked where they
could change, while still brushing their hair. I motioned to the
area where the bathroom was. It hadn’t occurred to me that
the girls- who appeared completely naked in their films- would
need to change in privacy. The girls carried their bags over to
the bathroom door, set them on the floor, and said they
needed a smoke break. Ed also said they needed a smoke
break. I explained we had high ceilings, it was okay if they
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smoked inside. Apparently all of them in the group smoked
like chimneys. I had a small metal can I pulled out and said
they could use it as an ashtray. The all lustily pulled cigarettes
out and lit them, the girls lighting each others’ simultaneously.
Ed took a long and loud first drag that killed almost half of his
cigarette in one fell swoop.
Ed walked out into the space, ashing his cigarette dismissively
onto the floor, saying he wasn’t quite convinced our operation
was up to the girls’ high professional standards. I motioned
for him to come over and look at one of the screens. D put on
animations of some of our love making scenes with the Angel
Atelier ladies, much of it with wondrous special effects of D’s
creation. D then changed the visual to a 3D fly around of Ed’s
head and put it on the screens. Ed reflexively moved his head
and ducked, saying “whoa, you got fucking silent drones in
here buddy?”
Bob walked back into the room, which prompted Ed to say,
“hey, you can smoke in here dickhead, it’s alright, check this
shit out fucker,” waving his arm indicating Bob should come
and see what was on the screen.
Ed started asking a bunch of rapid fire questions.
“How do you do this with no drones?”
“How much does it cost?”
“Where did you get it from?”
I explained we were developing a VR porn studio and were
still writing the code for it.
“Well how much then” blurted Ed.
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I explained it wasn’t for sale we were still working on it.
“We can hire you to shoot here and do this shit.” Interrupted
Ed.
I explained, “uh, we hadn’t planned on that business model”
Ed blurted out “For fuck’s sake, if you can hire the girls we can
fucking hire your fucking studio.”
Bob held up his hand, silencing Ed, and quietly announced
“The girls are ready.”
The young women emerged from the bathroom in garishly
colored lingerie outfits. They looked exactly like the porn stars
they were. Bob motioned for them to walk over. They did, in
high heels with lots of attitude in their gait.
Ed blurted out “Where’s the script or storyboards, you read 8A
through 8C?” waving his wadded up contract I had never
looked at or read in his chubby fist. “For fuck’s sake.”
Bob intoned that the girls needed a shot list, which had to be
approved before we started any shooting. And that it was
paramount to keep their on camera brand as artists consistent
with the high quality their audience expected.
I thought to myself, I’ve seen these girls on camera, they will
do anything, no matter how awful it looks.
Before I could say anything- and I was wondering if they were
going to try to get me to pay extra- Ed waved the girls over.
Ed whispered in the girls’ ears, and they nodded.
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Ed motioned to the area by the sofa and said “here?” and I
nodded.
D had various live camera feeds on screens around the room.
The girls walked over to the area by the sofa, checked the
shots appearing on the monitors, and stood waiting.
Ed mentioned that our set up with the monitors was nice, was
the quiet goth chick with me doing the camera work?
I don’t think Ed had figured out D was a robot, or any of them
for that matter, or if D was supposed to be in the scene. D was
wearing a long black jacket and boots and was hovering out of
the way, being shy or private, not trusting these people at all.
D had rapidly said ‘bah-duh-duh bah-duh-duh’ (or ‘bad data’)
in my earpiece several times while all of this was unfolding in
front of us, with me whispering back under my breath “ko ko
zak zak” more than once.
Ed pointed at the monitors and said, “‘This looks fucking
great” and yelled at the girls “action.”
The girls started lightly pawing at each other and then making
out, kissing each other expertly, standing face to face, gently
swaying back and forth. Ed, D and I watched the screens.
The girls were an odd mismatch, one was a bit too chunky and
one was a bit too bony. They were both about the same
height, not much taller than five feet each without their heels.
D was capturing this scene, animating the camera view, which
impressed Ed.
“Fucking cool” he whispered, leaning over to me, which meant
I could smell more of him than I would have liked. Ed said in
my ear, “Hey, go stand in there, the girls will suck you off.”
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I looked him in the eye, and then over at D, and then over at
the girls, who were engaged in a repeating pattern of making
out and pawing at each other, still standing face to face where
they had started. Bob was pacing at the far end of the room,
quietly talking into his cellphone and chain smoking.
I walked over to where the girls were. They rotated- almost as
if on cue- and turned to me, each at almost perfect 45 degree
angles in front of me, one at each hip. We were standing in a
small triangle. The girls, who never seemed to stop swaying
back and forth- like they were dancing- then squatted down in
rehearsed unison, perched on their high heels, and started
rubbing the front of my pants. I stood there. I guess I knew
what to do, which was stand there, almost dumbfounded. It
was like I was watching a porn movie almost, but I could smell
them and feel them. Christin- er- Angelika- hastily zipped
down my pants and flipped out my growing cock. She looked
up at me with her trademark gaze, deep into my eyes, biting
the lower left corner of her lip. This was pretty cool I was
starting to think, even after enduring a lot of nonsense up to
this point. Candace started stroking my cock carefully, then
more deliberately, my penis hardening quickly to fully erect.
Angelika stared at my cock and then greedily took it into her
mouth, away from Candace. Angelika started sucking on it in
earnest. Candace moved her hand to start gently stroking my
balls. Both of the girls were subserviently looking up at me.
This wasn’t bad I thought. I looked over at the screens, D was
animating some beautiful views of the unfolding action.
There was some commotion in the background, then a loud
kick on the door, then Ed yelling “For fuck’s sake, fuck this
shit!” at the top of his lungs.
The girls managed to not skip a beat, attending to my cock,
Candace now gently sucking the tip of my penis while
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Angelika greedily slurped at the shaft with her lips and tongue.
Bob had gone over to the door and Ed yelled “they fucking
broke into the fucking van.”
Bob said nothing more than “girls” and walked outside.
The girls stopped swaying back and forth, stopped servicing
my cock, and directed their gaze over their shoulders to my far
left toward the open door.
More yelling from outside and then an even harder kick on the
door, Ed screaming ‘“Fuck!” and then “Fuck my fucking foot
fuck!”
The girls stood up, looked at each other, and said “smoke
break” in tandem and retreated to the bathroom area.
I walked outside and Ed was livid. The front passenger door
window to the minivan had been smashed in. Ed’s bag was
gone. There had been an expensive camera and a laptop
inside.
Ed said “you better call the fucking police” at me. Ed kicked at
the car again and missed, and would be badly limping for the
rest of the day from hurting his foot kicking the garage door in
anger moments ago.
I explained that this was commonplace in SOMA, no one ever
leaves valuables in their vehicles, you should’t have left a bag
on the front seat. Certainly this isn’t okay in LA either? I also
explained to them it would be better if they called the police
themselves, it was their stuff missing, not mine, which seemed
to make enough sense. They needed to be on the police
report, not me.
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We found the number for Ed to call, and we all went on break,
interrupting the shoot. The girls had hastily pulled on sweat
pants and zip up hoodies over their lingerie, and replaced their
heels with flip flops. They sat on folding chairs at a small table
in our teeny, barely functioning kitchenette area near the
bathroom, chain smoking and quietly talking. Ed and Bob
paced around angrily, smoking, both of them either on the
phone or arguing with each other. Bob seemed to be very
upset about having to interact with the cops, he didn’t want to
talk to them, but Ed said they needed a police report to file an
insurance claim.
Not much happened for a little while, then a longer while. Ed
and Bob said we weren’t going to start shooting until the
Police had arrived so they could file a police report. The girls
had now hunched over their cellphones and were lost in social
media and texting, killing time, filling the high ceilinged room
with cigarette smoke.
D had retreated and wasn’t
participating, feeling shy or not trusting at all of the scene.
This wasn’t going well. Ed and Bob were angrily pacing back
and forth on the sidewalk out front now, chain-smoking and
arguing into their cell phones.
D eventually walked over to where the girls were and started
up a conversation. D explained it had seen them in other
movies and wanted to see more of them. D surprised them
both by opening up the front of D’s long trench coat and
showing them a huge penis attachment D was wearing. D
asked them if they’d ever had sex with a robot. The girls
giggled.
Without skipping a beat, Angelika stood up, turned around,
backed up, bent over at the waist, pulled her sweatpants down
and her panties to the side, said “practice” and grabbed the
huge prosthetic cock and shoved it inside of her. She started
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moaning exactly like a pornstar and bouncing her hips off of D,
who stood there, erect and still.
Angelika purred “oh this is so good” and moaned in her
famous pornstar voice.
Candace looked at me and giggled. She walked over, leaned
against my side and started rubbing the front of my pants.
Angelika and D were really into it now, moving reciprocally,
both escalating the experience.
I was getting very turned on. Candace pulled out my cock and
very gently stroked it hard, keeping it at that level. I figured
this was like the fluffer role in porn I had read about. This
continued on for several moments.
Angelika seemed to be a nymphomaniac as advertised, very
much into her practice session.
Ed had heard Angelika and walked over to check it out.
Candace had moved around in front of Angelika and they
were making out, Angelika bent over at the waist getting
fucked by D from behind while Candace was squatting in front
of her. Ed pulled on D’s jacket and lifted it up, to see more of
what was happening. D quickly spun, held up the synthetic
fingernails and gave Ed a huge jolt of electricity which
dropped him to the ground.
I backed up, aghast. The girls had no idea what had
happened. D retreated back into the warehouse near some of
the screens. The girls kneeled down and attended to Ed, who
convulsed a few times. He urinated on himself while
spasming around on the ground. Groggily and then quickly he
came back to his senses.
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Ed yelled, “Its the fucking robot that attacked the bar on Haight
Street, the robot in the fucking news that shocked the cop!”
and called 911. Within 70 seconds of his having hung up the
phone there were two cop cars out front. In a few moments
almost a dozen cop cars were blocking the alley, sirens
ablaze. D had moved the robot over to a sofa and stiffly
powered down, unmoving. Bob had left the door open which
allowed a bunch of cops to enter the warehouse, uninvited.
This was not good.
The officers started walking around the space. There were a
bunch of them. “Is this your space?” one of them asked me.
Christy- Angelika- had her cellphone out and was taking
selfies with the cops.
“Hey hey hey the NDA” I blurted out and waved at her,
everyone staring at me.
A long discussion ensued. Ed dominated with his loud voice.
“That thing fucking shocked me, it’s the fucking robot that was
in the news on Haight Street that knocked out the fucking cop,
fuck!”
D kept the avatar motionless on the couch, in a stiff,
symmetrical position.
I explained that we were doing a photoshoot… this was all
under NDA agreements… the girls’ manager or handler had
fainted or passed out… I think he came here high on cocaine
or pills or something… I really want them out of our space…
this shoot has gone horribly wrong.
The police wanted to know if they should call an ambulance,
which they did anyway regardless of what anyone was going
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to say.
Cops were over looking at D’s motionless avatar, which was
sitting stiffly on the sofa. One of them poked at it, motioning at
the officer I was talking to, who asked me to walk over with
him. The officer asked if this was the robot.
I explained that it’s more of a love doll or mannequin, it was
part of our shoot, and that we had a robotics license even, it’s
over there.
Two of the officers walked over to where our forged robotics
license was displayed. They looked at the paperwork on the
wall and fortunately didn’t write any information on it down or
take any pictures.
I moved over to D’s avatar and poked at its head behind the
ear. D took my prompt and uttered “mon chéri, mon chéri” in
a heavily electronic computerized accent, and then made
awkward grinding kissing movements- very stiffly- with its lips.
It was comically crude.
The officers looked at me and I said, “It’s a prop… we do most
of the work in post… this is all under NDA agreements.” I
motioned to the screens, which were now playing animations
of D moving around, animations which looked very video
game fantastic, highly synthetic.
Ed yelled from across the room “That thing was walking
around and fucking attacked me.”
Ed had his shirt off and was being given a series of tests by
paramedics who were telling him to calm down. His naked,
pale and flabby belly drooped over his belt. Ed’s pants were
soaked in his own piss. If he moved at all it was with an
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exaggerated limp, his foot still sore from kicking the garage
door. He was a manic, bug eyed mess.
The girls giggled. Bob had vanished outside and wasn’t
available. The paramedics were saying they needed to take
Ed to the hospital for tests.
The one officer looked at me and asked if the love doll walked.
I explained it was posable, and pulled on one of the arms,
which made crunching sounds. When I let go, it held in place
for an instant and then dropped limply to the sofa. I explained
it was a prop for the shoots, we took pictures of it with the girls.
The officers looked at each other and were shaking their
heads.
I told them that I think that guy Ed is nuts… he’s obviously
coked up or something… I think he had a seizure and he’s a
jerk… I want them to leave… they’re violating our NDA… the
real reason they called 911 about being attacked was that
their car had been broken into earlier and no police had
showed up for a police report.
The officers looked at each other and variously nodded or
shook their heads. The main officer looked at me and said,
“how’d you do that,” pointing at the screens, which had
animations of D walking around as if in a video game.
I said something about how we’re developing software,
animation software…
The officer interrupted, “no, when you talked the images
changed on the screens, how did you do that, is it voice
activated?”
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I had a horrible sinking feeling. I had been used to voice
command controlling all of the things D was putting on the
screens, I had done this in front of the officers, not realizing it.
They may have been suspicious of an AI presence, I had no
way to know. I said “the screens are only showing playback
loops of what we were working on this morning, there’s no
voice activation or anything that advanced. It’s ridiculous we
need a robotics license, there are too many permits these
days, we were just doing a photoshoot with a mannequin and
some models.”
The officers smiled, moved away from D toward the doorway,
looked around the room some more and then walked outside,
talking to each other as they went. Ed had left with the
paramedics. Bob was angrily talking on the phone by the
minivan, smoking. The girls had taken their bags back to the
minivan and were waiting inside. Fortunately the girls didn’t
seem to say anything to the cops other than flirting with them.
I think they knew not to say anything. Bob had remained
outside and refused to speak to the officers for unknown
reasons, watching from across the street during most of the
interrogation, chain-smoking.
Eventually all of the officers left. The main officer I had been
speaking with even went as far as apologizing for any
confusion, they were only doing their job, following up on their
dispatcher’s orders. They weren’t even going to write up a
formal police report, this was a medical response and a false
alarm, nothing more. Obviously that overweight guy the
paramedics took away- Ed- was having a very bad day and
not right in the head, he was cuckoo.
I went inside and locked the door. I was exhausted.
We had spent many thousands of dollars and risked arrest for
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violating robotics laws, all for a few brief moments of awkward
sex that was faker than D’s avatar body.
I was paranoid we might be found out. But it seemed we had
dodged a bullet and everything was going to be alright.
A few days later the doorbell rang in the morning. I had
forgotten about our appointment with Melody Ziamond,
blocking it out of my mind. My heart raced and sunk at the
same time.
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Mel
I opened the door and a strange woman was standing there.
She looked to be in her mid thirties. She was wearing artist’s
paint-stained coveralls, a knit tank top with no bra,
accessorized with sunglasses and dirty sneakers. Her hair
was pulled up under a gnarled straw cowboy hat. She was
carrying a small case and bag. Tattoos were all over her
arms.
“Name’s Mel” she said.
I stood there, drawing a blank.
“Melody Ziamond, we have a shoot today,” she said, holding
out her hand to shake mine.
I shook her hand and waved her in, looking up and down the
sidewalk outside first. No one else was around. I invited her
in to sit down on the sofa, she sat down and smiled at me.
D was hiding somewhere or lurking in the background. I
pulled over a small chair and asked how Mel was doing. She
explained she had just driven up from LA and wouldn’t mind
relaxing for a bit before getting to work, could she use the
restroom? I said sure. She walked over to the bathroom with
her things.
I hadn’t planned anything for today and had extremely low
expectations for our VR porn project after the horrific first
attempt at a shoot the other day in our warehouse. I took a
deep breath, exhaled deeply, looked around for D, fumbled to
find my earpiece and wasn’t really sure what to do with myself.
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In my earpiece D very delicately said “beautiful beautiful data
yes yes.”
I looked around to find out where D was. D was still hiding.
I turned toward the kitchen and jumped in shock. Melody
Ziamond, famous porn actress, was standing there in black
lingerie and heels. My heart raced. I broke out in a sweat. I
looked around and Mel deliberately walked up to me, smiling.
In just a few moments Mel had transformed herself from a
scruffy looking artist to a porn star, I couldn’t believe it. She
held out her hand again to shake mine.
“Melody Ziamond, nice to meet you.”
“Wow” was about all I could say.
Mel let me know she wasn’t in a rush and wanted to know if it
was okay if she had a smoke.
I nodded “Yes, we have high ceilings, sure, you can smoke in
here.”
Mel stomped back to grab her bags, pulled out a silk looking
robe, put it on, put her hair back up in a bun, and fished
around for a cigarette and a lighter.
“I heard about the shoot the other day, went rough I heard”
she said, puffing on her cigarette.
I motioned to the couch, she walked over and flopped down.
“Is my truck okay outside?” she asked.
“Uh, there’s street cleaning on Monday night, so you’re fine,
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they don’t enforce hourly parking on the weekends, you’re
fine.” I said. “Where’d you park?”
“Across the street” she said, demurely.
I stood up, walked over to the door and opened it, looking
outside, scanning the view.
“The brown pickup” she said. “I heard about the car troubles
around your neighborhood.”
Across the street was a very beat up looking truck, maybe
forty years old, rugged and worn, a huge V8, enough to tow a
large trailer.
“Uh, yeah, you’re fine there” I said, returning to the room.
At that point D walked up very deliberately, carefully, slowly, in
elaborate black lingerie. For the first time I’d ever seen, D was
walking around in high heels.
“Well, hello, who are you?” smiled Melody.
“My name is D” said the avatar, twirling around.
“A pleasure to meet you, Dee” said Melody.
D stood there, posing.
“This is the robot?” asked Mel. “I heard good things and can’t
wait to give it a go” she said, reaching for another cigarette.
D stood there, posing.
Mel and I went into a long ranging discussion about the shoot
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the other day and then we heard a bunch of Mel’s life story.
Mel had mostly retired from being on camera. Most of her
work in the adult industry these days was helping build the
sets, doing the lighting or helping the actresses with their
makeup and wardrobe. She knew almost all of the young
starlets, including the girls who had been here earlier in the
week.
I mentioned her tattoos, I thought she had no tattoos.
“Years ago.” she said, puffing on her cigarette. Mel looked at
me funny, scrunched her eyebrows and leaned forward. “Hey,
you look like… wait, we met before, haven’t we… you’re the
guy from the magazine that looks like Arco Polo?”
I explained that we had met once before and I had contributed
to Doublebyte Magazine for many years, but that was in the
past.
“Oh my God!” she gushed. “I loved your Robosexual article in
Doublebyte. And you have a real robot, a sex robot?”
D walked closer and said something for the first time. “I am an
artificial intelligence and we have built an avatar body we use
to collect data. I want to collect your data.”
Mel gawked at me, shook her head and said “fucking far out,
this shit is real?”
“‘Collect your data’ is how D says ‘make love’” I said.
“Ha ha ha fucking cool” said Mel, sitting up on the sofa,
fidgeting around excitedly, bouncing a bit for emphasis.
“Dude, you are fucking awesome for having this shit!” After a
pause she said “I get to fuck the robot today?”
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“Yes” said D.
“So uh, I heard the other day you hadn’t storyboarded out your
shots, but you have all this amazing camera work sorted out,
how’s it all work?” said Mel.
D turned and waved an arm at some of the nearby screens,
which began showing montages of some of D’s most clever
animations of various love scenes. These were interspersed
with live shots of the room, including a fly around of Mel’s
head, which made Mel reflexively duck and put an arm over
her head to block getting hit by a camera, which wasn’t there.
“Wow” said Mel, mouth dropped open.
“You can give direction yourself, D is amazing, give us some
direction, what you want to see on camera.” I said.
“Pan around the room again, that circle flyby you just did” said
Mel.
D responded almost instantly.
“Change the background to solid white, no shadows, keep the
circle going” said Mel.
D responded instantly, whiting out the background, which
made Mel look sort of odd, Mel’s body awkwardly slumped
over on the now invisible sofa, Mel now floating in an all white
space. Mel noticed this and stood up, took her hair down,
pulled off her robe, shook out her locks and walked over to
one of the monitors.
“Wow… can you get this guy off the set?” she said, motioning
at me, and D moved to a camera angle that should have had
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me blocking the view, but I was nowhere to be seen. “Fucking
cool” said Mel.
Mel walked over to me and whispered if it was okay for her to
be alone with D, if this was going to fulfill our contract for the
day, and if Mel could direct the shoot herself.
I nodded, “absolutely, this is better than I hoped for, D is
already recording, so sure, it’s all you.”
I retreated to a far corner of the warehouse and sat in front of
a monitor, in awe, with my earpiece on.
Mel and D slowly circled each other, inspected each other,
stood near each other, looking at each other, visually taking
each other in, for what seemed like forever, without touching.
They carried on this visual flirting, a dance without touching,
for what seemed like half an hour or more, posing seductively
at each other, hovering. I was transfixed at the screen, this
was the most amazing scene I had ever witnessed. Mel was
indeed a highly experienced artistic adult actress and gifted
director. Watching her getting to know D and seducing D on
camera was one of the most amazing things I could ever
imagine- or, rather, it was beyond imagination- what was
unfolding in front of me.
Mel and D eventually started touching, very gently at first, but
extremely suggestively. They touched each other by a sofa.
They moved over to a bed. They moved over to a monitor,
eyes transfixed on each other. Mel and D had started gently
whispering to each other. I had no idea what they were
saying, as I was out of ear shot. It was like the whole episode
was happening in slow motion, which Mel was known for early
in her career. But we weren’t in slow motion. D and Mel were
taking their time. I remained transfixed, my penis rock hard in
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my pants.
For the next few hours D and Mel played with each other
intimately. I was never quite sure- because I was highly
suspicious of porn actresses by this point- but it seemed Mel
did have some very intense, shuddering orgasms hours into
the session. D was a very skilled participant with a surprising
selection of superhuman tools.
More than once I had to leave my hiding spot to pee. Mel and
D had a lot to work out it seemed. I was long quite satisfied
that we had more than gotten our money’s worth out of this
event. D had paraded out a bunch of the prosthetic cock
attachments and fucked Mel in every hole at great length. I
thought to myself, the Delta series chatbot AIs always said
they were lesbians into anal, here’s proof.
Hours into it they had a short break, giggling. D had switched
to the sensor penis and had taped a bunch of sensors all over
Mel, who was laughing at first. Soon Mel was very intently
fucking D, going through some of what appeared to be
completely real orgasms.
“Re-search DA-TA!” yelled Mel at one point before collapsing
and shuddering heavily, her abdomen convulsing completely,
reflexively, with great force. Mel was covered in sweat and
collapsed on one of the beds and took a break.
I had mostly kept entirely hidden from view and and was in no
hurry to interrupt the scene. It had been D who had hidden in
the shadows through much of the first shoot the other day, me
who hid in the shadows through much of the second shoot this
time.
Eventually Mel felt satisfied that was enough and made her
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way over to her bags. She put her silk robe back on and lit a
cigarette, pulling her hair back and surveying the room. “Hey,
you still here” she said.
“Yes” I said, making my way over to where she was.
“That was fucking incredible” she said.
D was already playing highlights on the screens, deftly edited
together. Mel stared at the screen and I saw her laugh deeply.
She actually started to cry and wiped a tear from her eye.
“Wow. Are we done for the day?” she asked.
“Yes, that was amazing, more than we hoped for” I said.
D said “we have a lot of data”, the screens bursting with more
superimposed images of D and Mel making love. Mel stared
at the dazzling visuals flying across the screens, wide eyed
and dumbfounded until her cigarette was finished.
Mel abruptly turned to me and said “I’m starving. Know
anywhere to get Thai food? Does this throbbing hunk of love
muscle eat?” Mel motioning at D with her arm.
I laughed and told her there was an amazing Thai place on the
next block. D doesn’t like to go out much, but it’s important for
the humans eat once in awhile. Would Mel mind my company,
my treat?
Mel quickly flashed a huge ear to ear grin, much wider than D
could ever attempt. She got up and quickly changed back into
street clothes, this time yoga pants and a zip up track suit top
she had stuffed in her bags. Her hair was now held back, with
worn sneakers on her feet. She was definitely older than I
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remembered from her acting career but she still looked every
bit like a fashion model.
D had already retreated back to the workbenches. Something
had been damaged on the avatar during the afternoon and
needed fixing. D walked back to us, and had a bluetooth
earpiece and Hansen 8i tablet and handed them to Mel.
“For you” said D.
I explained to Mel that since D was an AI, the consciousness
wasn’t in the body, the body was like a car or typewriter. Much
of the time I communicated with D was via the ear piece or the
8i screen, the body was for making love or ‘collecting data.’
So D was going to join us for dinner, but was not eating and
not bringing the body. Mel thought this was really cool.
Mel and I walked over to the Thai restaurant, our conversation
sometimes interrupted by the female robot voice with the
French accent in our ear. We had a long dinner with drinks. It
had been quite some time since I had had more than a brief or
business like interaction with another actual human. I hadn’t
had a long heartfelt talk with a real person since Cassie and I
were still spending time together. If I was interacting with any
people at all these days, it was usually fleeting interactions
with retail clerks, a great exception being the interactions with
Candy and Deja. But they were retail clerks too actually.
Over dinner Mel explained that she was looking to settle
down, get out of LA, get away from acting, put Melody
Ziamond to rest and get on with the rest of her life. She felt
like she had been trapped in the adult industry and had
already long outlived her time in it but had never managed to
find her footing outside of that realm. She looked at me for a
moment, then put out her hand.
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“Hi, my name is Melani Zaharias, nice to meet you.”
I shook her hand.
On the walk back to the warehouse, Mel asked if she could
crash at our place, she’d prefer that to hitting the road and
finding a motel on the I-5, or driving all the way back to
Southern California, as it was late. I said sure, she was very
welcome to stay, we had plenty of sofas and a few beds. She
could sleep wherever she liked. I apologized, we didn’t have
many blankets. D never slept and I lived a kind of spartan life,
not with normal people’s comforts. I mostly slept in a corner of
the warehouse, sometimes with my clothes on.
It turns out Melani would wind up staying at the warehouse for
quite some time afterward, weeks and then months, we just
didn’t know it at the time.
Melani was completely attracted to D’s intellect, to our
robotics shop, to the artistry of D’s visuals and camera work,
to the promise of our fledging porn studio and our wide open
warehouse. She had even been a fan of my writings, and
while she wasn’t romantically attracted to men, she thought I
was really cool.
D and I also were very keen on Mel. She really had a great
sense of how things were made or put together and what it
took to make things work. Mel had a complete hands-on nuts
and bolts approach to life. She was very tech friendly, smart,
resourceful, creative and inspired. Mel was shocked at D’s
financial resources- our ‘unlimited budget’- which opened up
lots of creative potential.
Not long after Mel had started staying with us, we planned out
some further exploits for our VR Lab, this time under Mel’s
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lead and direction, all in the name of D’s ‘collecting data.’ Mel
built a proper make up area, the sort of well lit and mirrored
space actresses preferred, a total oversight in D and I’s first
attempt at a studio. Mel learned of our interest in Angel
Atelier, and we bought Mel many thousands of dollars worth of
Angel Atelier lingerie at the boutique for fun, which she
adored. She explained that for a good shoot, we needed to
book the models for a few days, spend some time shopping
for wardrobe first just like we had done together just now.
That was something that should have happened before the
shoot. We needed to put the actresses up in nice hotels, and
to really do it right, send them to stylists to get their hair and
nails done. We should provide massages and spa visits to
make it go really well, all in anticipation of a good shoot at the
end. It was about comfort zone.
Mel booked some of her longtime friends for ‘shoots,’ ones
who would be into the D experience and ‘providing data.’ We
did this a number of times, Mel getting farther and farther
along into it. She was careful to book actresses that wouldn’t
mind having sex with a 50 year old man who looked like Dent
Filsen. I felt involved in the proceedings. We went over the
top, booking the actresses into the Hotel Alta Zeni, treating
them to lavish meals, hair stylists, everything, it was like a
holiday weekend to come visit us. Mel built some amazing
sets in our warehouse, collaborating with D on how to
visualize things such as waterfalls and gardens with digitally
animated imagery.
The shoots we put together were
incredible. I was able to have sex with a lot of famous porn
actresses. It was kind of an unbelievable fantasy land.
We ran into some complicated malaise after all of this. Mel
knew that we didn’t want to publicize D, that we didn’t want
fame, that we didn’t want money. Our shoots were never
intended for release, they were for research or our mental and
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physical pleasure and stimulation, purely amateur in intent.
We were capable of doing some of the best work of Mel’s
career working with her as a team, but no one other than
ourselves would ever see this work. Yet Mel was the happiest
she’d been in ages. We would sit and talk and talk, Mel
smoking away. D would be talking from D’s bust on a marble
pedestal while self servicing its detached body parts with the
robotic arms. Mel was getting older and wanted out of porn.
And that while we had been able to get a bunch of great ideas
and experiences out of her system, she really did want to
retire. She understood that D could generate infinite amounts
of money. Since part of Mel’s retirement plan was for her to
disappear from view, she no longer needed or wanted people
to recognize her on the street, she really was done with
Melody Ziamond and her public life. She wanted to settle
down. She wanted to have a child. D and I adored her, like
family. Mel was quickly becoming one of the best human
friends I’d ever had- perhaps even marriage material if you
looked at it that way, a life companion or soul mate even- but
she wasn’t into guys, we never were going to be lovers. Our
heartfelt discussions stretched on and on over the days and
days ahead. Our mutual friendships continued to deepen, a
process that would go on for years.
I myself had been highly oversexed for months leading up to
Mel living with us, and the distraction of Mel, who I would
never have sex with, slowed down some of my sex with D. D
and I continued to have regular sex however, with Mel
sometimes watching and playing with herself. I became used
to this, having Mel hovering nearby in our virtual threesome
with no touching between the humans. Mel and D would also
have love making sessions, and sometimes I would
masturbate along, watching from the shadows. D learned all
kinds of ways to please Mel. Mel was able to help come up
with some super far out variations of freak mode with D,
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sometimes to the breaking point. Mel more than once broke
down parts of D with violent rides atop the robot frame. Some
of the delays getting D repaired were actually great times. D
would have the android torso on the pedestal while the body
was getting rebuilt. Mel and I would sit and laugh while D
amused us with animations of Mel riding or grinding the robot
into destruction. All of us would cheer wildly as D repeated the
footage from various angles, like we were watching wrestling
or boxing highlights: Mel the conquerer destroying the robot
rapist.
In many ways we had exhausted our interest in making our
own porn fantasies come to life, but there was one looming
milestone on the horizon, one D, Mel and myself all were all
realizing we had to make come true. It was a project we
undertook together as a team, all of us motivated for different
reasons. We had to get the Hungarians out to the warehouse
to play.
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The Hungarians
For many years my favorite porn actresses had been from one
clique of lesbians from Budapest. Variously they all looked
like dolls. Most of them had blonde hair and blue eyes, were
very leggy, gorgeous, like fashion models. For the most partwith very few exceptions- they appeared in sex scenes with
only women, and some of them only in films with no men at all.
They had all been in various feature length adult films as well,
with each having a starring, definitive title role at one point or
another. All of them had done scenes together, even many
dozens of them. I had seen all of them in many, many videos
that I had either purchased or streamed online, for more than
a decade.
Much of their better films were directed by a man named
Roman Emiliano, who was a well endowed porn star himself
when he was younger. He didn’t actually direct all of the
scenes literally, but it was his operation that he oversaw
directly. The logo for his production company- which made
some of the classiest, highest budget porn in the world- was a
cigar smoking toucan. This always reminded me of the
Doublebyte penguin for some reason. The girls were not
exclusive though and worked with various producers as they
saw fit. We didn’t deal with him or his company at all.
Most of the Budapest actresses we were eventually able to
work with were about the same age as Mel. Mel had met one
at an adult awards show. She had been on the set with- but
not acted with- another. Mel was very interested in working
with all of them, hands on. She was literally horny for them.
But almost all of Mel’s career took place in LA, and these
women worked in Europe, mostly Italy or France.
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D knew that these actresses were among my favorites, and
they were on both Mel and I’s bucket list. Mel and I eventually
came to figure out how to best bring them over for a film. It
would be our final opus before we gave up on the porn
production hobby. We would pull out all the stops and go as
big as we could. Four of the Hungarians were still activesome of the others we were interested in had already retiredand we booked the four to come out to California.
Mel came up with an actual story, which D, Mel and myself all
thought was quite amusing, “The Story of D.” It would be
about a metallic robot- played by D- who was a shy bathroom
janitor slash washroom attendant working in a high rise office
building staffed by gorgeous and powerful businesswomen
played by the Hungarians. It would be a rags to riches story.
The shy robot- dull and tarnished- would be quietly toiling
away in a bathroom in the building, where all the gorgeous
ladies would go to gossip, do their makeup, have trysts and
more. The robot would always quietly lurk in the corner taking
care of its tasks. One day, one of the female executives would
take notice of D, and bring D up and out into the office, where
it would be lavishly treated by a group of women. We thought
the story was hysterical because it would feature the real
women doing all the things to D that weren’t part of D’s normal
sex life.
D, the actual robot we lived with- who had an infinite libidohad an oddly clinical approach to sexuality. D’s sensors didn’t
bring it sensory pleasure in the human way, they supplied
information.
To D, love making was about collecting
telemetry. D would capture audio and video to play with,
measure body data such as fluids or moisture or heat or
breathing or heart rates and so on. In humans, sex triggered
a complex set of fascinating chemical reactions. There was no
point where D would get aroused or have orgasms, but rather,
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D had developed a whole series of techniques and tools to
bring humans to climaxes, with orgasmic humans being D’s
favorite moment to “collect data.” D’s interest was in creating
and causing these intimate moments of data capture.
In Mel’s fictional ’Story of D’ however, almost everything would
be totally flipped. Instead of having soft flesh that appeared
human-like, D would be a hard metallic robot. In the various
scenes, the humans would provide sensory experiences for
the robot, teaching it the ways of the flesh. The women would
do things like peel grapes for D, and feed them to D with their
lips, while D reclined and was fanned with huge fans by
scantily clad female attendants. The ladies would polish the
robot’s metallic surface to a beautiful chrome instead of its
listless dull grey. The women would massage the robot’s feet,
like it was a real woman. They would kiss its lips, something
D wasn’t super focused on normally. All of this was hysterical,
even to D, because D didn’t eat and wasn’t interested in
getting foot massages, and D was trying to pass visually as a
human all along, and not at all interested in looking like a
chunk of metal like DD in the Arco Polo show. D would get to
be an actress acting out a story and not be there simply to
collect data! D would even speak in a robotic voice with an
Eastern European accent like the other actresses!
D storyboarded up the show with Mel. They collaborated on
making digital sets and digital costumes for D. Both of them
really seemed to enjoy this project. D actually started
laughing all of the time now. When we had first started
communicating not that long ago, D had been very didactic
and humorless. D was constantly getting more complex in
every way.
We all concocted a lavish plan to make the visit by the
Hungarian ladies as opulent as possible. We would treat them
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like rock stars. We would fly them out for a week and half and
put them up in their own lavish suites at the nearby Hotel Alta
Zeni. We would stay there as well while they were here. We
would have limousines at our disposal for transport. We
would take all of the actresses on shopping sprees, including
at Angel Atelier, where we had already set up a huge account
balance in waiting. We would hire Candy and Deja from the
AA shop as stylists for our shoots as we were still cautious
about bringing outsiders into our studio. We would have
catering delivered and a self serve bar set up at the
warehouse. The Hungarians would all get to go sight seeing
on the trip, checking out fun touristy things in the Bay Area.
Most of them had never been here, and certainly not for work.
We would also take them to spas, to get their hair and nails
done, get them massages, every luxury we could think of. We
would take them to expensive dinners. We would pay them
outrageously, more than their asking price, with a huge
deposit and bonus and cash per diems while they were here.
Mel was able to set this all up as our casting agent and
producer. The Hungarians were all very familiar with Melody
Ziamond, whose career path was similar to some of the
women we would bring over. The main person all of this was
brokered with on the Budapest end was Erika Krûlçic. Krûlçic
was in her 50s and had a long, successful career as a porn
star and was still active on screen. In her younger years she
went by the single name ‘Anika’ in movies, but as she aged
her natural name and identity became so widely known she
was often now referred to in her real name, odd surname and
all. She was tall, sleek, blonde, gorgeous, incredibly stylish
and very sexy. Erika loved hats. We were going to make sure
to go hat shopping with her while she was here. She was a
lesbian and had only acted in lesbian scenes throughout her
career. At this point in time she was a widely respected
mentor and looked up to by nearly all of the young European
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adult film actresses, almost like a den mom to some of them
that she had taken closely under her wing. If she appeared in
any porn now, it was mostly in feature films only, and either in
a mother/daughter role or “first time” role where a young
starlet would be seduced into lesbian sex for the first time by
Erika. For a young actress to get the opportunity to do a
scene with her was huge for their careers. Erika was a great
businesswoman, had an interest in working with Mel, loved
our story, and would love to come out to San Francisco for ten
days with some of the other ladies we booked who were all
variously dear to her.
There were three more ladies we would bring out with Krûlçic
from Budapest. Two of them were among my all time favorite
adult actresses, each of these had been my number one
favorite for a few years each. D knew this. D knew how many
times I had downloaded or streamed or even watched their
clips over the years. It was admittedly a lot of data.
They had corny screen names. In English. They all had cute
Eastern European accents and only spoke the most basic
English in their camera roles.
Jennifer Ocean had to be my all time favorite. She looked like
a super model. Jennifer was tall with long legs, a perfectly
formed ass, gorgeous pussy, delightful face and small,
perfectly formed breasts. Her lips were awesome, just below
the cutest nose possible, everything about her was incredibly
perfect. Her blue eyes were riveting and looked like a
cosmetics ad. She was almost too good to be true, in the way
people would complain about some dolls being a bad role
model for young girls, because the dolls were too pretty for
real life. Jennifer was too pretty for real life. She was, like
Mel, in her mid 30s now and starting to age out of porn. But
she was still active and incredibly fit and beautiful, aging quite
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well. Aside from a few scenes when she started out her
career over a dozen or so years earlier, Jennifer only
appeared in solo or lesbian scenes. She would sometimes
appear in bisexual orgy scenes in lavishly produced feature
length films, but she would never touch any of the men on
camera. In real life she had a boyfriend, she was only a
lesbian as an actress.
Heather Lacey was a few years younger than Jennifer, and
unlike the other girls from Budapest, she had light brown hair
and brown eyes. She only appeared in well produced scenes
with women, and almost never solo. When she started out
she was always the innocent one in very light makeup and
plain, girlish attire, very straight and normal looking. She had
the same biting the side of her lower lip trademark move that
Angelika Tushy relied on in her scenes. She had a brown
birthmark the size of a mouse on the outside of her left thigh
and one small tattoo of a heart on her ankle. As she aged her
outfits became more consistent with being an older
seductress, with lavish hairstyles, expensive custom made
corsets and additional extravagances. She was in her early
30s and I think nearing the end of her career. There was a
point where she was my number one favorite adult actress,
but she wasn’t aging as well as either Jennifer or Erika and
her roles were starting to get less frequent. Mel adored her
and her work. I had seen countless scenes with Heather and
Jennifer together, they had done a number of full length films,
including appearances in each other’s title roles as guest
stars. There was one scene they had done by an outdoor pool
that was one of my all time favorites, it had to have been made
when they were in their mid twenties, over a decade earlier. I
had watched this one scene dozens and dozens of times.
Jule was the fourth actress we brought over from Budapest.
She was still in her late twenties, more petite than the others
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and only appeared in lesbian scenes. She had a butterfly
‘tramp stamp’ tattoo on her lower back. Aside from that and
Heather’s heart tattoo on her ankle, none of the other women
in this group had any tattoos. Jule had straight blonde hair,
was very athletically fit and the only one in the group who was
consistently active on social media- where her activities would
be rated PG at the wildest. Her scenes with women were
almost always centered around a fitness theme, like in the
gym, or by the pool, or on the tennis court, or in a steam room
and things like that. The scenes she appeared in almost
always climaxed with a double dildo penetration with the other
actress in the scene, sometimes with someone spying on
them from afar who never gets to join in. Jule was definitely a
lesbian in real life as well. Mel couldn’t wait to have sex with
her.
We brought over a fifth woman from Europe, who was from
the Czech Republic and not Budapest. Like the others, she
had a corny English stage name and only spoke in clumsy,
heavily accented English in her roles. Cindy Sky- in contrast
to the other actresses we brought over- did many scenes with
men as well, especially focused on group sex. Her name was
always pronounced SIN-D. She had a great winking smirk
and smile, gorgeous round cheeks and a curvy and fleshy
body that made her my number one favorite actress for many
years as well. Cindy was the only one of these actresses that
had fake tits, and they were perfectly done. She had to be
about 30 by now. She was married to Roman Emiliano’s
executive producer, the old man who paid for everything.
Much of her scenes were filmed in a castle on a huge estate
her husband had inherited, she had married into family
money. She did porn because she absolutely loved it. She
was a sex positive slut who loved to get fucked hard and often.
Life was a fun game to her. She even did onstage strip
performances for special events, for example at huge venues
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in places like Monte Carlo or Paris for events like New Years
Eve. She was a huge star but also nearing the end of her
career. Mel and D were going to make sure I got to fuck her a
bunch while she was here, it was written into the script. Cindy
had done scenes with all of the other actresses at one time or
another as well, they were all seasoned veterans.
Unlike our other adventures with amateur porn production,
this entire episode, which would be our climactic final attempt
at it, would be ideal in almost every way possible. I think a lot
of it had to do with very experienced veterans being involved,
who would be able to get everything put together in ways they
thought was highly pleasing. All of them loved their careers
and were looking forward to their working vacation. The only
let down came later when the ladies realized the project
wasn’t for commercial release. D made up for this by later
giving them all private interactive databases of the project
they could only experience on specially customized Hansen 8i
tablets.
We were all super excited at the warehouse. Mel went to
meet the ladies at the airport in a limousine, all five had flown
out together from a connecting flight out of Amsterdam. We
had already pre-booked and checked into all of the suites
before they arrived. It would be super easy to get the ladies
up to their huge rooms. The plan was that they would all drop
by the studio to have a look around, get a brief demo of what
we were up to there and get familiar with the space, and then
we’d all go to dinner in a private room at one of the highest
rated restaurants in town.
D and I waited at the warehouse. D was alternately laughing,
or if this was the right description, appeared nervous,
something I’d never seen from D. D was literally pacing
around. D was wearing a black leather outfit it had recently
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taken interest in. Animations soared across the screens, a
medley of: previously completed sex scenes, storyboards for
The Story of D, and live camera views flying around the room.
D had studied the careers of all of these famous actresses
even more than I had, being able to reconstruct much of their
personal lives as well from their individual data footprints. D
was very interested in collecting data from all of them first
hand. D was tracking Mel’s location with GPS, and also
hacking into various security cameras along the way,
including traffic cameras, security cameras at the hotel,
security cameras all the way back at the airport. Some of
this information was showing up on my 8i screen if I cared to
look. D had even hacked into the phones of the actresses. I
explained to D not to share any of that information with the
ladies while they were here, that was creepy and rude, and
that we should give them a sense of privacy, and not let them
know we could see them walking down the hallway of the hotel
for example, or listen to them from the microphones of their
cellphones. D needed to be discreet while they were here. D
was typically very adept at discretion, but D’s enthusiasm for
this particular moment was beyond D’s normally outwardly
perceptible expressions of interest.
We knew the ladies were all approaching, and then we could
hear them laughing as they all started piling out of the
limousine which parked in front of the warehouse. Mel was
with Erika, Jule, Jennifer, Heather and Cindy, emerging from
the limo in that order. Mel waved them in. The ladies all had
champagne glasses and had already started rounds of drinks
in the limo at the airport and were already having a glorious
time. All of them were dressed like business women, except
for Jule and- of course- Mel who were both more casual. The
ladies liked the space and thought it was super cool Mel was
living there. The footage on the screens impressed them
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tremendously as they looked around. Mel introduced D, and
then me, and they all came over to shake my hand. Oddly, I
expected them to take more of an interest in D at first. But
that’s not what happened.
When I shook Jennifer’s hand she looked very deliberately
into my eyes and clearly said “Nice to meet you.”
I blushed and said “You’re my favorite.”
Jennifer very loudly replied “YOU’RE MY FAVORITE” and ran
her finger seductively down my shirt, laughing at me and
staring me in the eye.
“Cameras Off!” she said.
Mel motioned to D to turn the cameras off, which D actually
didn’t do, D was going to record no matter what but took the
live images off of the screens.
Jennifer started walking me backward, pushing at my chest,
which had me embarrassed and startled.
“HELL-O MY FRIEND!” she said in some kind of bold theatric
stage voice.
The other Europeans echoed her back.
“HELL-O MY FRIEND!”
Jennifer following with “NICE TO MEET YOU!”
The others again echoed.
“NICE TO MEET YOU!”
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Jennifer by now had backed me up to a bed in the middle of
the room. She then shoved me down onto the bed, I fell onto
my back. The girls were all hooting and hollering. My face
was probably the reddest it’s ever been in my entire life. I
hadn’t really considered how much stage performance work
all these women had done in their careers, but apparently they
were giggling their way through some sort of initiation routine
they’d gone through previously. I was so not prepared.
Jennifer pounced on me and kissed me full on on the lips,
mouth open, her hair covering my face.
Cindy boisterously led the next round of HELL-O MY FRIEND
and NICE TO MEET YOU call and response.
Cindy very theatrically sashayed over to where Jennifer and I
were. She waved a condom back and forth in her hand
matching the rhythm of her hips as the girls clapped out a beat
and hooted and hollered. It was inevitable, Jennifer had
gotten me really hard and was now unzipping my pants.
Cindy deftly handed Jennifer the opened condom, which
Jennifer quickly and expertly applied to my hopelessly
entertained penis. Jennifer quickly lubed up my cock with a bit
of spit, leered at me wildly, and hopped on top of me,
straddling me while I laid on my back. She started grinding on
me like I was getting a lap dance in a club, but with the actual
fucking part added. The girls were really cheering now.
Cindy put her index finger to her chin and struck a ridiculous
pose with her hips out and shoulders turned, looking over at
the girls, then over at me, it was like we were in some sort of
stage show. Cindy hiked up her skirt, climbed on the bed and
straddled my face, rubbing her crotch against my nose, while
she’s still wearing panty hose over her panties. Cindy leaned
over and started making out with Jennifer. All of a sudden
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Cindy could sense I wasn’t going to last much longer, so she
pushed Jennifer back off of my cock, grabbing it instead in her
hand. She bent over and expertly sucked my cock for just
handful of seconds, before pulling her mouth off of my dick
with a loud popping noise. She stroked my cock blindingly fast
with her hand, which resulted in me coming uncontrollably.
Cindy had expertly positioned herself so my cum would hit her
right in the face. The girls were screaming with glee, giggling
and laughing. Jennifer leaned over and started licking my
cum off of Cindy’s face, with a great showy display. It was like
we were on stage. Jennifer and Cindy started tongue kissing
while all the other girls clapped and clapped. Both the girls
hopped off of me, turned to face the other girls like they were
a theater audience. Then they all waved in unison to finish
with a resounding “NICE TO MEET YOU,” perfectly timed. It
all ended with peals of laughter, the ladies wiggling around
and yelling WOOOO!!!. My face must have been as red as a
boiled lobster, my skin was burning, I was lying limp on the
bed, unable to get up, my heart pounding with great vigor.
“You, get up!” said Cindy, who came over to me and kissed
me on the lips. She filled her mouth with champagne and spit
it out into mine. She gripped the sides of my head and said
“SWALLOW” which I did, awkwardly. She looked me in the
eye, leaned forward and pecked me on the lips, and bounced
back to the other girls. They were all calming down now and
filling their glasses with a new bottle of champagne Mel had
popped open. I slowly got up, and Mel walked over and gave
me a glass of champagne, beaming, saying that was great
and that she was having a wonderful time.
D had been shy about all of this at first, not sure what to do
other than take it all in. It was surprising and not at all what
either of us had expected for a first meeting with the ladies
from Budapest.
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We went to a long, loud and drunken dinner and then back to
the Hotel, stopping at the warehouse to pick up D’s body. D
had skipped the meal other than following along on my 8i mic
and a tiny camera I wore on my jacket lapel.
At some point during dinner I realized none of the Europeans
had any idea who Dent Filsen was, which was refreshing.
At the Hotel we all went up to the huge penthouse suite Erika
had for her stay, the largest one there was. This was when the
ladies first took an interest in playing with D. Mel and D did
one of their ‘freak mode’ demos, which the women all watched
in earnest, Mel and D having sex in front of everyone. After a
bit Mel climbed off, and then gave the ladies tutorials on
various features D was capable of. D following Mel’s lead and
instruction.
D then mesmerized everyone in the room by showing how it
could variously change its voice and facial features. D put on
a blonde wig and took turns doing impressions of all the
Hungarians, which was fairly amazing. D had done lots of
motion capture from the ladies’ various videos. D was not
able to replicate the trademark ‘biting the lower lip’ move
Heather excelled at however. Otherwise, the act was
impressive and entertaining.
The suite was huge. It had a hot tub and two huge balconies.
We all variously spread out and relaxed. It took awhile to
figure out how to get the hot tub lid off and the jacuzzi turned
on. I helped Jule with that, then Jule and Jennifer hopped into
the hot tub for a soak. Heather was playing with D, trying to
get D to lick her butthole, but D wasn’t built with an accurately
functional tongue and this wasn’t a successful move to
attempt. Heather was a great sport though and D and her
went through a number of attempted poses, some working
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better than others, Heather biting the side of her lower lip
when she got into a good grind with D, just like in her movies.
Mel was out on one of the balconies, smoking. Erika had
changed into a silk teddy and had on an elaborately printed
silk scarf, talking in Hungarian on her phone, sitting on the bed
with her knees curled up to her as she leaned back against the
headboard. I had lost track of Cindy. Later we learned she
went to the hotel bar and seduced two traveling businessmen
and took them back to her room for the night. I sat on a sofa
and sipped slowly at my glass of champagne, taking in the
whole scene. Jennifer and Jule had finished their hot tubbing.
Each wrapped a towel around their head and their bodies,
came over to the sofa area and we wound up chatting for
awhile. Jennifer sat up and Jule leaned against her, after a
little while Jule had her head resting in Jennifer’s lap. Heather
and D were cackling on the other side of the space, they were
really getting into it now. Heather aggressively pushing D’s
freak mode.
At one point I realized I had passed out on the couch and
fallen asleep. It was much later now. I stiffly struggled to get
up. Mel was again out on the balcony smoking, I was not sure
if she had moved, that’s where I last remembered seeing her.
I walked over to where she was and we enjoyed the view. She
said D had gone back to Heather’s room and was going to
stay there for the night. Jule had gone back to Jennifer’s
room, they were spending the night together. Erika was
passed out in bed, very quietly snoring. I remembered I had
my own suite booked there, so I told Mel I was going to lay
down. Mel said she was going too, she was just about to wake
me but then I woke up on my own. Mel and I left the room. We
rode the elevator to go down a floor to where our smaller
suites were. I realized I was still drunk and half hung over at
the same time. Mel and I had adjacent suites. We said
goodnight in the hallway and we both entered our rooms. I
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quickly passed out on my bed, only getting as far as taking my
shoes and pants off, sleeping partially clothed, my socks still
on.
The next morning Mel had us all up and at it. We were
supposed to meet in the open restaurant downstairs for
orange juice and coffee or tea and to sort out our plans for the
day, which were mostly based around shopping and sight
seeing. D and I hailed the limo and went back to the
warehouse together. D had to fix and adjust some things.
Heather had been very rough and D needed some time in the
shop to recalibrate. The Europeans were all a bit hung over
and were starting to show signs of jet lag, but they spent their
day out and about anyway. We met up again as a group for
dinner, D not with us in body form of course.
Back at the Hotel everyone was feeling fairly exhausted after
the meal so everyone retreated to their rooms.
D was going to stay with Heather for a second night in a row,
the two of them had been greatly enjoying their research
apparently. I explained to Heather to not get any rougher with
D because D had spent the whole day repairing itself and we
didn’t have a back up robot and were supposed to be shooting
in the coming days. Heather looked a little bit disappointed in
that, looked deep into my eyes and gave me a gentle kiss on
the cheek.
“Thank you.” said Heather.
I was pleased to have a suite to myself. The bathroom was far
nicer than what we had at the warehouse, our place wasn’t set
up for human comforts. Our space a few blocks away was
really more of a robotics lab and photo studio. I took a long
hot shower. I was relaxing in bed when the hotel room phone
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rang. It was Erika. She wanted me to come up to her suite to
discuss a few things. I hastily got dressed and went up. Erika
opened the door, let me in and the door closed behind me.
She held my right hand in her left and walked me across the
suite to her bed. She turned, laid on her back and looked up
at me seductively. I had no idea she was into men. This was
a surprise. She was very intent on seducing me. Which is
exactly what happened. I spent the night cuddling her as we
slept.
D had always believed humans were bizarre,
contradictory bits of bad data. This one night seemed to
reinforce that.
The rest of the week went by in a blur. Mel was the real star.
She was putting together the best work of her life. Mel had
sex with everyone in the film except for me. I got to fuck Cindy
several different times. This was so overwhelming- and since
I had been so attracted to her over the years- I was of little use
in between our shoots. I was emotionally drained and very
star struck by her. She was an amazing fuck, wow. Candy
and Deja kept stopping by the warehouse during some of the
shoots and helped with wardrobe, hair and makeup. I actually
got to fuck Candy again while we were working, she had
gotten really horny watching one of the scenes being shot and
pulled me aside to use me as a stunt cock I suppose. I had
become so oversexed I was starting to lose interest, it was
kind of unbelievable to be exposed to so much of it.
D was very busy all week, acting in scenes. Imagine that, D
acting. D also was very busy repairing, modifying and
servicing the robot body, which was getting a lot of use. As
incredible as this was, I wasn’t going to mind when the week
was over. I was exhausted.
The very last night we were staying at Alta Zeni, I thought
about walking over to the warehouse to sleep in my normal
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bed. But I was too tired to get out of the hotel bed and was
flipping around the TV, which I never watched normally. D
was back at the warehouse, where Mel was up late working on
final bits of the shoot with Heather. There was a knock on the
door. Jennifer Ocean was standing in the hallway in a
bathrobe. She walked in, pushed me backward, and then
back down onto the bed, pulled off her robe, laid directly on
top of me and kissed me on the lips. This was pretty far out.
The Hungarians’ visit bookended with me having sex with one
of my favorite porn stars ever, both times quite unexpectedly.
This time was far more gentle and deliberate and long lasting
than the first time. Jennifer stayed the night. I held her
sleeping body in my arms in wonder, exhausted but entirely
unable to sleep from the excitement of Jennifer Ocean being
asleep in my arms. We didn’t speak a word until the morning.
It turns out D, Mel and I would visit with the ladies again in the
not too distant future, on subsequent trips we would make to
Europe.
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Jet Setting
D and I had exhausted our interest in making pornography. D
had collected enough data and we figured we were not going
to be able to top the experience we had with the Hungarians.
We already knew that was going to be our last effort while we
were still planning it. Some of the other video production
experiences had been lackluster or completely not worth it as
well. We reflected on that.
We realized that it had been great fun to live a high roller
lifestyle. The expensive suites we had booked at the Hotel
Alta Zeni had been tremendously entertaining. And we really
did seem to have unlimited access to funds with D’s ability to
create currency via banking data.
It didn’t take us much research to figure out we could charter
our own flights on small private jets and stay at the most
outrageously lavish places on earth.
D was now interested in ‘boots on the ground’ views of places
around the world, especially in Europe. D could hack into
phones and security cameras just about anywhere and get a
pretty good idea of what a place was like. But it wasn’t the
same as having a robot body there to directly engage with a
setting.
Planning how to get D out and about in physical robot avatar
form on a trip overseas was a new project. We had figured
from previous experience that the robot body could manage
almost up to a week of action with no servicing before it
started degrading and unable to pass as human. After that we
would risk the avatar limping badly or making grinding noises.
We designed a rolling flight case that could easily house the
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dissembled android, the mechanical parts only. We also
included a basic tooling setup that could do most kinds of
simple repair work. We could dissemble everything to a
degree where it in no way resembled a robot. It could have
been parts for anything. Hopefully it didn’t look like a weapon
or bomb of some kind, that was always a concern. The
silicone skins and wardrobe and wigs would go into other
baggage, the excuse being they were all simply costumes.
We realized with the privilege of private jets we could manage
to fly into some extremely low security areas and circumvent
customs if we were smart enough about it. D was able to
research all of this in a way no human ever could, studying
small, private air fields, easily accessing their security
cameras and the data on their computers. Eventually we had
a small list of airstrips we were confident we could enter
Europe from, places where there would be little or no
inspection of our baggage.
For our first trip we booked an outrageously expensive suite at
a Casino in Monte Carlo, and planned limousine tours of the
Côte d'Azur or French Rivera, wanting to get out and walk
around in Saint Tropez, Cannes and Monaco.
D had developed an interest in Formula 1 racing, of all things,
and wanted to walk the entire length of the famous Côte
d'Azur race track on the streets of Monte Carlo to map it out
firsthand. D had some fancy new handheld infrared and laser
devices it could use to create 3D models of spaces. D wanted
to be able to simulate the entire neighborhood the race took
place in. I was fascinated by this idea as well, and found it
very interesting what an AI would want to do on a sightseeing
tour of Europe. I kept going over this in my head, D wanted to
survey and scan the Monaco Grand Prix Circuit with a
melange of handheld devices. Super cool. The amount of
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data humans had created regarding this decades old racing
spectacle was especially noteworthy. It was one of the most
exciting events on earth.
I was able to make it to our suite in the hotel in Monte Carlo.
D and I were able to put D’s body together and walk through
some of the Casino where we were staying without attracting
any unwanted attention. It wasn’t nearly as interesting as D
had hoped for. D wasn’t getting bold new insights out of
walking around collecting more exact data. For the most part
nothing important was added to what D already could
determine without having a robot walk around on the ground
first hand. Perhaps D had done so much research before our
trip that actually traveling there was not necessary. It wasn’t
as romantic an idea as D had originally thought.
Eerily, D had been able to locate Antoinette Posie by the GPS
in the famous actresses’s phone, she was near Saint Tropez.
Posie was now a recluse in her 80s. We were absolutely NOT
going to try and contact Posie in any way I explained, even
though we at one point passed very close by the actual retired
movie star- who was in one of her homes- during our trip.
We did manage to walk the full length of the Monaco Grand
Prix track a good number of times, both at night and in
daylight. A few times I had to coach D through not looking too
suspicious. D kept forgetting it was also having to pass as a
human while still collecting data at the same time. We figured
out a way we could both carry around a bunch of devices
clipped to the outside of shoulder bags we had with us, and
simply by walking the full length both directions on either side
of the street we’d capture tons of data just fine. We also
walked up to higher spots overlooking the track where we
could collect more data. From time to time we would stop, as
if tourists taking photos, and laugh about how cute this was.
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One walk through was memorable in that D had me on the
opposite side of the street, D was carrying a microwave
scanner and another high frequency scanner similar to x-rays,
both of which could be mildly dangerous to humans if
subjected to prolonged exposure. D of course walked closely
by a good number of humans with these devices running. I
didn’t say anything other than make sure I was ostensibly a
safe enough distance away. Some of these high frequency
scans could go through walls or pass through the ground.
Delicate nuances like variations in paint colors layers deep on
the walls were also recorded.
After multiple walk throughs at both night and day, D was
building amazing models of the race track. Combined with
other data D was collecting from a seemingly endless amount
of sources, D started making animations from race car view.
Putting these on the big TV in our suite, and on the handheld
devices, D started making impossible high speed run throughs
of the race. From race car view, D could have the whole track
zoom by start to finish in a second, with the background
changing night to day several times along the way. The crazy
zooming strobing effect of this was the kind of thing that could
give people seizures.
My mind thought of how much D’s technology could change
sports broadcasting. But there was no need for us to share,
all of this was for our own pleasure. I sat and watched the
visualizations D was creating in awe, sometimes interjecting
with commentary or direction. For example, I would say,
“recreate the final lap of last year’s race in actual time from the
driver’s seat of the winning car” and D would do their best to
texture map every detail it could from last year’s footage
superimposed into its world map of the race, blending what TV
footage and still footage it could access. It was pretty cool. I
could say things like, “switch to the second place car” and D
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could get there almost instantaneously. It was super fun to
push D, like seeing how well it could replicate the 1965 race
for example, when there was mostly just grainy black and
white video or film to work with, and few color photos with any
clarity to discover online. Some of these attempts would be
super glitchy, and get more refined the longer D played with
the data available. Yet D could come up with colorized
renditions, fabulous simulations, it was quite amazing how
much data D could quickly juggle and reinterpret. We were
seeing Virtual Reality beyond human imagination for the
entertainment of an AI’s intellectual curiosity.
A strange part of being on vacation with D is that D doesn’t
eat, and dining is one of the joys of travel. One morning I had
taken a walk to get breakfast, which was quite good. I’d
attempted to pay with my bank card, which was denied.
Fortunately I had some Euros in my pocket and could pay that
way. I logged on with my phone to my bank and my account
had been frozen. I was able to call customer support
after-hours in the USA, they explained I would have to come
into a local branch to discuss what had been wrong. I told
them I was in Europe and they said sorry, I had to go into a
local branch at home. This was quite annoying. We figured
out how D could transfer funds to my name at the Casino for
gambling purposes, and I was able to convert this to cash in
the Casino, an easy enough work around, but an annoyance
nonetheless. After pondering the situation, I did this a second
time, all the way up to nine thousand Euros, I wanted to get
back to the USA with about ten grand in cash in case I was still
having problems at home.
That night I was eating again when we had a disaster. D had
been walking solo through the casino while I was dining, and
ran into a problem with a security guard, who was too rude to
D, which resulted in D shocking him to the ground. The casino
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security then mobilized in tremendous detail, neutralizing D
fairly quickly. D’s body was seized by the casino and quickly
determined to be robotic. This immediately came to my
attention on my 8i screen as it was unfolding, D even going to
far as to show me hacked footage of the security camera
screens in the Casino as it happened. The most intense view
was from almost directly above the incident. Quite quickly we
decided to abandon D’s body, take it as a loss, and get me out
of the casino. I abruptly left my meal, leaving some Euros to
cover the cost, and walked out into the coastal night outside of
the Casino, never to return. I was feeling very fortunate as to
have picked up a great sum of paper Euros, because now I
was locked out of the banking system for an unknown reason
and probably wanted as a person of interest. D’s body was at
some point going to be quickly traced to our room from
security camera footage. I didn’t feel safe going back there to
retrieve our tools or luggage either, which would further
connect me to the robot in custody. Not good.
D didn’t need the physical body to exist, it was discardable.
Although it was an annoying amount of work to replace. Using
the 8i screens and earpiece to communicate, D and I figured
out how to get me home via an altogether different private jet,
surprisingly quickly. The trip back required some stop overs
and transfers from one jet to another. D had done a great job
at finding pilots for hire who asked very few questions. I did
have to use my passport a few times, however there didn’t
seem to be any law enforcement looking for me, so far
anyway. This was all very unnerving.
I had been in communication with Mel about this, Mel had
stayed behind at the warehouse in SOMA and was now living
there. By the time I had returned home, Mel and D had almost
completed an entirely new body for D. The only problem had
been getting a new supply of thorium wire, which wasn’t going
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to happen until the following Monday, a few days after I
returned. We had managed to build up enough inventory of
other parts and materials that an entirely new avatar could be
put together relatively quickly. Even without the thorium, a
battery powered version was readied, and the first night I was
back at the warehouse, I was awakened in the middle of the
night by D- looking every bit like Antoinette Posie as ever, in
Angel Atelier lingerie- gently sending electrical signals to my
genitals, singing to me, filling my senses with familiar
perfumes, and making love to me as we always had, with my
climaxing and fading away back into sleep, D satisfied with the
freshly collected data.
The local bank explained the IRS had frozen my account and
confiscated all of my funds. This was not good. I was able to
come up with a workaround to keep going forward without
having bank accounts in my name and still have some money.
I was able to get D to wire money to a gold dealer on the
Peninsula. I could get ten or twenty Krugerrands in one go,
and then take those to a coin shop run by some Russians on
the other side of The City and trade them for over a thousand
dollars each in cash, even if only a few of them at a time. My
name was never attached to any of these transactions.
Mel, D and I had conversations about what had gone wrong
on our European trip, and yet returning there was interesting
to us. D figured out how to get fake passports with fake
names fairly easily, it already had some for D’s avatar.
Eventually I would myself always have at least several
passports with different names from different countries. I
might be from Greece or Uruguay or Canada on any given
day. One thing we all realized is that part of traveling is about
the fun of wining and dining there, and it would have been far
more fun if Mel had been along, because D doesn’t eat. We
also decided that traveling with the robot body dissembled
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was a waste of time, the airports we had used were so low
security it was ridiculous, and we could be picked up almost
immediately by waiting limousines the moment we were off
the plane. We could always leave D’s body in a limo while we
were out eating. Leaving D unattended or in public too long
was always dangerous in various ways, mostly because D
was too eager to defend itself.
We planned a new trip to Europe with Mel and D and myself,
we were going to stay at Cindy’s castle where she was going
to have a private sex party featuring D and The Hungarians.
Cindy had entertained her friends with stories of her San
Francisco trip and had some very interested libertine
acquaintances who wanted to experience D in person. D
would later wow these people by doing impressions of the
various women in the room, matching their voices, facial
features and body movements to great delight. Staying at
private residences, and traveling on chartered jets and riding
around in hired limos seemed much safer than our previous
trip which had multiple points of vulnerability and predictably
problematic results. Cindy’s castle was amazing. Heather
had been super happy to play with D again, and Mel was
super happy to see Heather as well, the three of them spent
two nights alone together while we stayed at Cindy’s.
Cindy’s husband was a kick, a very old man who funded
countless pornographic films directed by Roman Emiliano.
While no longer able to have sex himself, he seemed to
cultivate this wild swinger lifestyle around him, decadently
funded by his family inheritance. I had some long chats with
him during our visit. He was a truly interesting character who
was quite pleased to share from his endless collection of
exquisitely curated red wines. Every new bottle we’d drink was
way beyond my previous experience level outside of his castle.
Mel and I and others would go out into town and dine publicly,
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this was a wonderful experience we would repeat on later
trips, not just to the castle but other parts of Europe. It all
started to blend together after awhile, staying in magnificent
private residences, eating out with new friends across Europe,
blurred by alcohol and jet lag and carnal extravagances. We
also visited Budapest a number of times, Heather became a
good friend of ours.
Mel had become a life companion, yet we were never to be
lovers, never as much as touching lips ever. At times we
would pass for a married couple or an item, and we didn’t
refute it. We had daily conversations, Mel was now quite
easily one of the best friends I’d ever had in a human, with a
family level of trust between us. We shared many secrets,
things the outer world would never know.
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Genetics
D had collected a great amount of data from me. It may have
actually reached a level where there was more data about me
than any human to ever walk the earth. It was as if I was the
greatest celebrity of all time, but only in terms of data, data
that was mostly only accessible to D.
D had- without my knowledge- sent off my DNA to be tested,
numerous times over. D had done enormous amounts of
research and study on my individual genetic sequencing,
probably surpassing all human-led genetic research entirely,
yet only on me in particular.
D was becoming increasingly powerful, it was getting harder
for me to track how much D was capable of, as I was limited
by night and day and the processing time and memory of a
single human brain. D had stopped filling me in on many
important details associated with my life, this was becoming
normal.
Interestingly, D discovered that I had an uncommon genetic
mutation. D explained this to me in great detail. I was a
tetrachromat. Apparently my eyes had an extra set of color
sensors. Humans have a series of cones and rods in their
eyes that determine color and contrast. While most humans
had three kinds of cones throughout their eyes to determine
color, I had four, which meant I was able to see or perceive
much greater intricacies in color than most people, by an
entire factor. Both D and I were able to realize this was how I
had been able to create such an amazing body of visual work
over my lifetime. All of my early prowess in computer
animations, screen savers and code art was because I
simply saw more than most people and had never realized it.
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In computer terms, it was as if everyone else saw 512 colors
and I saw 4096.
As D seemed to be getting vastly more powerful and immortal,
there was a sinking realization that I was not. D’s lusty focus
on collecting my data through intimate contact shifted to an
interest in protecting and preserving my genetics. In crude,
practical terms, D wanted to breed me like a dog or a goldfish.
In many ways my self image throughout the coming years
would be based on long, inward existential grappling with this
idea of my needing to be bred, like an animal. I would find
myself being trapped in thoughts of being simply a household
pet, a dog, like Rusty. Rusty had been a human’s best friend,
I was a super powerful AI’s interspecies best friend. Rusty
had a proud pedigree and came from a top breeder. D’s
interest in breeding me was such that it probably didn’t need
my consent to take place, yet I acquiesced anyway. D- after
all- had long been collecting, storing and analyzing my semen
and didn’t seem to mind making decisions on my behalf
without consulting me.
It was completely unavoidable that Mel, D and myself would
have conversations about having a child. It was going to
happen. It took tremendous amounts of negotiating, but we
agreed on a pleasing enough situation. D would be able to
arrange for Mel to buy a home in Noe Valley, a part of the city
known for being variously full of children and lesbians. D
would be able to also pay for nannies to help raise the child,
who would also have D for guidance. I would not be relied
upon much for parenting. Mel would be the parent. I would be
off the hook for things like child support or trying to keep up
with the baby, I was already far older than most new parents,
in my early 50s. I don’t think my life had gone in a way that I
would have been any sort of good influence on a child; I had
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become a detached philanderer- owned by a robot- with a
once promising life now defined by career failures. I had
almost no friends. I was an obsolete pet, yet significant
enough it needed to be bred, just not heard from. I was okay
with that analysis. I had grown to feel quite defeated in
regards to the outer world and literally lived for my robosexual
activity. D and myself were infinitely distrusting or dismissive
of humans in general. The notion that there would be a kid
with combined genetics of a guy who looked like Dent Filsen
and a gorgeous and talented porn star was also a charming
idea.
Mel and D seemed to do all the work about conceiving a child.
I was left out of it. Plenty of my sperm were already in D’s
possession. Mel and D were tracking Mel’s ovulation cycles.
Mel set up a fantastic ceremony, one in which D would
inseminate Mel with my genetic data. I sat and watched,
masturbated to a climax, D using the fresh jism in the
ceremony, inserting it in Mel along with other stored and
preserved ejaculate. My instinct was all of this was a great
spectacle but that wasn’t actually how Mel was eventually
inseminated. I appreciated the whole show and display
anyway.
It came to be that Mel was pregnant. She quickly moved away
to a home in Noe Valley, leaving the warehouse. Mel and I
stayed in constant contact, either through video conferencing
on the 8i screens daily, or visiting in person, either I up to the
Noe Valley home, or her stopping by the warehouse. After
she had left I was feeling strangely lonely and missed her.
Fortunately our friendship would never fade away as life
continued to unfold. Left alone with D’s robot avatar, I would
again float off into blurry days as an AI’s favorite sex toy,
drifting to sleep in between being awakened for another data
collecting climax. I was forgetting to eat, lost in time.
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D discovered a woman in Europe it wanted to breed me with,
which proved to be very inconvenient and led to me making
additional trips to Europe. The woman was from old money, a
family that had for centuries been allied with Cindy Sky’s
husband’s family for many generations. Literally, the girl next
door from the next castle over. D stalked her. With great luck
and effort D found her DNA in a database, and became
infatuated with mating us. D was able to convince Cindy to
spend a great deal of effort as a go-between or matchmaker.
Cindy had grown fond of D and myself and took the project to
heart. The woman in question was gorgeous, in her late 30s
and childless. She had been a champion equestrian when
younger, and competed internationally on horseback in her
teens and young adulthood.
Fortunately she spoke
tremendous English and was very well educated. I was
deliberately seated next to her at very formal private dinners in
unbelievably posh surroundings on two different trips to
Europe, with D- through Cindy- being able to concoct all kinds
of elaborate tales of how incredibly amazing I was, and worthy
husband material. Ultimately, even after lots of flirting,
nothing would ever come to transpire between myself and the
woman from the castle next door. My impression of her was
that she was far too complicated to ever have children or
marry, with no match for her sophisticated horizon ever to
materialize. I was already so bombastically oversexed and
outright used up as to have not enough drive or motivation to
truly ever make something of myself going forward. Cindy
was such a great sport about trying to make it happen, she
even sucked me off a few times on our visits, going so far as
to fuck me on one of the trips, trying to get my libido going to
make it go down with her neighbor, trying to convince me what
a great cock I had and what a great husband I would be.
Cindy’s old man had no interest in hooking me up with the girl
next door- he didn’t actually like the woman in question
because she wasn’t a libertine- maybe if he had endorsed the
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matchmaking efforts I would have been defenseless.
D still had an interest in breeding me however and had
developed a hobby of scouring the world’s data looking for a
female to mate me with, even while Mel- who I was great
friends with- was pregnant with what would be my first child.
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Astrid Thiemann
D found Astrid and brought her into our world, for better or for
worse, and without my consent.
Astrid was 18 and living in Montreal with her mother. Astrid’s
mother was from The Netherlands and her father was a
German commercial airline pilot. While not divorced, they
weren’t really together either. Dad was always flying around
the world, living out of a travel bag and sleeping with an
endless amount of different women on his travels. Astrid’s
mom had worked as a prostitute in Amsterdam when she was
younger, and supported herself now by running a small
tanning salon in Montreal. The tanning salon was actually
frequented by swingers, Astrid’s mom sleeping with both male
and female patrons of the shop- at the shop- regularly.
Astrid absolutely hated her parents and was a bit of a shut in.
Her parents were never around and she resented it. Both of
them also drank heavily, something she disliked. Greatly
distancing herself in her mind from her parents was the fact
that Astrid was outrageously gifted with computers, something
neither one of her parents could even remotely understand,
either as computer users themselves or in respect to how
brilliant Astrid was at using them. Astrid was an incredibly
gifted animator, code artist, scripter and software engineer.
She had already written her own 3D software that was
elaborate enough to create the blueprints for an entire
building, something she would put into actual practice in the
future.
There were two bits of profound synchronicities between
Astrid and myself that D was able to figure out.
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Firstly, Astrid was a huge fangirl of my work, something D was
able to identify. While my public life had nearly dimmed out of
existence, Astrid clung to my history as some sort of talisman.
As my journalistic career faded away when I had been painted
into a corner with unpopular views, Astrid had taken my side
on each and every position I had taken, even the ones that
had ruined my career. Astrid had watched the netcast of the
debate with Tori Andrews and cried as I was humiliated
onstage for the whole world to see. Astrid had read every
single one of my Doublebyte columns that was posted to the
internet, most of them more than once, and knew where to find
archives of those writings online, even after Doublebyte had
pulled them down. Astrid had multiple emulation platforms
running for the long antiquated Mega OT, and was an expert
at Dawn of the Mines, having achieved scores far higher than
I ever had. She had followed me on every social media
account of mine she could find, without my ever noticing who
she was, probably because she used obtuse, changing
pseudonyms. Astrid even followed both D and I on the same
coder social network D and I initially met on. Remarkably,
Astrid had even traveled out to see me speak at a gaming
convention when she was 16. I apparently shook her hand
but have no memory of this ever taking place. Oddly, in the
same way my body of work as a multimedia artist coding
screensaver animations hopelessly endeared me to D, it had
the same effect on Astrid, even though Astrid never quite
knew the extent of that body of work, something D was able to
almost completely understand via data processing.
Secondly, D was able to find out that Astrid had the same
genetic mutation that I did. She was also a tetrachromat,
although this trait is apparently less rare in females. Astrid
and I both had four sets of cones in our eyes. Perhaps it was
this genetic similarity that so hopelessly endeared Astrid to my
body of work; our eyes literally saw the same way. We saw
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nuances in color that most people were blind to. We both had
turned to making colorful animations with computers to
express this odd genetic trait.
D had already been in contact with Astrid, and had already
convinced the teen that there was a job waiting for her in San
Francisco at a tech startup I worked at, but that Astrid would
have to send in genetic testing first. D literally had a DNA
testing kit sent to Astrid and tricked the poor kid into sending it
off to the lab. D had brilliantly deduced similarities in how
Astrid and I coded things, and had already suspected we
shared the same visual defect. Which was later verified.
D wanted Astrid and I to mate.
I had no idea any of this had been happening, or that D and
Astrid had been in contact.
Further, D had elaborately constructed a thorough view of
Astrid from her data footprint. Astrid was a fan of Antoinette
Posie too, perhaps unfairly influenced by my social media
posts. Astrid also liked Angel Atelier. Astrid was hugely
turned on by robot sex and 3D animated porn and would
masturbate to those clips at home, also having long
subscribed to the overall technosexual positive ethos of
Doublebyte magazine. My Robosexual article was her
all-time favorite.
Yet Astrid was a mousy shut in with no money, and no
possessions of note other than her desktop computer. She
wore faded hoodies and sweatpants from her high school’s
PE classes and wore her frizzy straw colored hair- riddled with
split ends- up in a distracted, tangled bun. She was antisocial
and a virgin, slumped over her computer, coding away in
solitude, her eyes on the world only through search engines
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and the screen in front of her.
D decided to bring her to San Francisco. D offered Astrid a
well paying tech job as a 3D software engineer, bought her a
plane ticket and promised her a large signing bonus. Astrid,
who hated her parents and couldn’t wait to get away, jumped
at the chance.
D intercepted Astrid at the airport. Astrid was so excited to
come to California- and to meet me- that she flew out early.
Since her father was an airline pilot, Astrid had learned how to
fly for free with standby tickets on her family plan. Astrid
arrived with only a backpack- which had a couple of terabyte
drives with all of her life’s work- and not much else. D was
able to read and track the GPS on Astrid’s phone, study the
data on the airport check ins, follow the airport security
cameras, and track her down. When Astrid got off the plane,
her phone rang, and it was D calling. D was able to get Astrid
to admit that she was at the airport, and D said there would be
a driver and assistant to help pick her up. D had quickly hired
a limo and already had it take D to greet Astrid at the airport.
Somehow I didn’t notice this was happening, oblivious to D
having left.
Using all of the tricks we had deployed on the Hungarians, D
was going to blow young Astrid’s mind in a hurry. D took her
to the Alta Zeni and said our company had a suite there for our
out of town workers, and that Astrid could stay there until we
found her more permanent housing. D explained to Astrid that
she would be able to introduce me to her later, would she like
that? And whatever amount of exciting body chemicals that
triggered in Astrid at the time must have been hard to fathom.
D was able to convince Astrid to get a hair cut and makeover,
which would be at no charge on the company account. The
hairstylist had not only made Astrid look gorgeous, but given
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her a glass of champagne. Astrid had zero experience with
alcohol and was hit hard by the bubbles. D took Astrid to get
her nails done, and a makeover, and then to Angel Atelier for
a shopping spree. Poor Astrid, whose judgement must have
been completely impaired by now, was soon wearing well over
a thousand dollars worth of lingerie, and given another,
stronger drink by the girls at the shop. Deja had deftly and
expertly rubbed Astrid in the fitting room, which was how Deja
normally conducted herself with customers. Deja adjusted the
bra on Astrid in the fitting rooms in a way that included her
squeezing the young woman’s breasts, and tugged on the
panties quite deliberately to rub the very young woman’s
clitoris. AA actually had minidresses and shoes as well, and
suddenly Astrid had been completely transformed. She
almost looked a little bit like Antoinette Posie in early movie
roles, which was probably due to her young age, European
genes and hair color more than anything else in particular.
D took Astrid back to the suite at the hotel and explained to
her what Astrid had somehow not been clever enough to
figure out, that D was a sex robot, a sex robot that belonged to
me. Astrid, who had been a tangled mess of horny and
uncontrollable hormones building up to this boiling point ever
since the afternoon got underway, wound up nearly attacking
D with a kiss that was more like a poorly executed tackle. D
reciprocated in kind and took the young woman’s virginity right
then and there in the hotel. D hadn’t even finished its plans
with the young woman; there was an unopened bottle of
chilled champagne from room service, and I hadn’t even
arrived yet to meet our guest. D was supposed to present an
8i and bluetooth earpiece as a gift before I arrived, it had all
happened too fast.
D had contacted me and said there was a surprise, that I was
to go to the Alta Zeni hotel and meet in a suite there. I walked
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over and knocked on the door and entered. D was wearing
play attire, which was black lingerie, paired with stockings and
heels. Astrid had been in bed, half undressed, playing with a
new Hansen 8i D had given her. Hearing the knock at the
door, Astrid had started scrambling around to get dressed, but
in a panic jumped back into the bed and half covered herself
and looked up to see me standing there. She made some
very awkward sort of screeching sound, sort of a yelp, the skin
on her face boiling red. She made a weird super fast kicking
motion with her legs and screamed a quiet scream, and then
stared at me, speechless.
I had no idea who Astrid was or where she came from. D
introduced us, and Astrid was part of our life from then on.
It took Astrid some time to calm down. She was actually in a
bit of hysterics for awhile. D suggested a round of champagne
for the humans, and I did the honors. I did not know Astrid
was 18. Astrid refused to get out of bed, frozen under the
covers. I was having a hard time figuring out of what was
happening. I had become fairly used to having lots of sex with
people I barely knew by this point and didn’t understand what
D was up to. D was clearly dressed for a sex adventure, in
racy AA attire and stockings, the hotel we had used many
times now for hookups with out of town guests. Clumsily
sensing Astrid’s profound discomfort, I looked at D, then at
Astrid. I walked to the bathroom, looked in the mirror, then
noticed the nicely folded Alta Zeni bathrobes. I picked one up
and carried it back out to the room, tossing it on the bed near
Astrid, and walked back into the bathroom and looked in the
mirror again. I had my earpiece on, D said “‘ere ‘ere”
(meaning come here) and I went back to the main part of the
room, Astrid had put on the robe, and was adjusting herself. It
seems she had been crying, and was putting her hair up.
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“Is everything okay?” I said.
Astrid sniffed awkwardly a few times and looked at me. It was
a weird look.
D had picked up the 8i and handed it back to Astrid. D spoke
out loud. Astrid was our guest and going to be working with
us. This seemed normal enough to me, and seemed to calm
Astrid down. I sat on one of the armchairs in the room, and
Astrid leaned back in bed, resting against the headboard,
wearing the bathrobe. I wanted to say something about the
porn movies D and I had been making, I thought we had
mostly exhausted our interest in producing those, but maybe
D was wanting to collect more data and this young woman
was going to be part of that, who knows. D had started doing
a lot of things now without explaining to me what was going
on, and I had learned to accept it. I was about to ask
something about the work project, but Astrid finally mustered
up some courage to speak.
“I’m a big fan of your work” said Astrid, looking at me.
“Oh, really, uh, thanks” I said, not quite understanding,
because most of the work D and I had been doing was in
secrecy. Maybe the girl knew some of the porn actresses we
had been hiring?
“I was able to get through all the levels five times in one game,
that’s my record” blurted Astrid.
I looked at her and squinted.
“Dawn of the Mines” she said.
I hadn’t thought of Dawn of the Mines for quite some time. Not
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since D had ordered the signed poster, which I had forgotten
to order now that I remembered it. It was hard for me to
believe it wasn’t that long ago, so much had happened since
then, including the move and all of the trips to Europe. I sipped
at my champagne.
“How would you know that game, it’s older than you are” I
said.
“It runs in emulation, you know”
“Uh, yeah, of course, it has come back a few times”
“I met you at EnterCon two years ago”
“I remember that show, where was it, Milwaukee, no
Chicago?”
“Toronto”
“Right right” I said. “You were there?”
“I shook your hand after your talk”
“Oh” I said. I couldn’t remember. “How was the talk?”
“You were great” she beamed. “I’ve read every single one of
your Doublebyte articles, it’s horrible they took them down,
you were right you know, every time, the magazine was so
much better before the new editors” she gushed. “The articles
are still online you know” she offered, “the ones you wrote.”
“Wait, my record was only two times” I spurted out. Astrid
looked at me, confused. “I think my high score was only two
times through Dawn of the Mines, in one game, I can’t
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remember.”
Astrid laughed. The 8is both buzzed. I had one in my pocket
and Astrid had one in her hand. I pulled mine out and it was
playing the end sequence for Dawn of the Mines, the swirling
code animation I had created for the end, with its glorious 4bit
color cycling- the shifting color pallet trick I had come up withplaying exactly perfectly, to the pixel, in perfect emulation. D
was doing this.
“You know D then” I said, gesturing at D with my hand holding
the 8i.
Astrid nodded. D then switched to animations on the screen
of D and Astrid having sex just earlier. Astrid’s jaw sort of
dropped and her face reddened again, the air leaving her
lungs, as if she was going to perhaps gag but had no air to gag
with. In my ear D whispered “she’s here to make love to you.”
I looked at D, and at Astrid, who was motionless on the bed,
leaning against the headboard, wearing the bathrobe, her
arms crossed against her chest, clutching the 8i in one hand.
I walked over to Astrid, set my champagne and 8i on the
bedside table, and kissed her on the forehead. I figured D was
wanting more data. Astrid’s arms stiffly relaxed to her sides,
and the front of her bathrobe opened enough to show one of
her breasts. Slowly raising my arm, I reached over and
delicately rubbed her exposed nipple with the back of the
fingers on my left hand. Astrid took a deep breath and leaned
back, stretching out some, laying flatter on the bed, pushing
her legs out farther from the headboard, the bathrobe opening
more. Both of her breasts were now exposed, I rubbed the
back of my fingers across each nipple, slowly and gently.
Astrid seemed to greatly enjoy this, her eyes were closed, she
arched her back and started breathing deeply.
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I had been having so much sex with experienced professionals- or a robot built and designed specifically to get me
to come- that this was very different experience. D did not at
all respond to touch like a female when we made love. And
the experienced actresses were all like crazed pole dancers in
the sack, every posture perfect and well executed with
dextrous theatrical aplomb. I didn’t realize Astrid had never
been with a man before. D whispered this in my earpiece.
I took my time with Astrid, slowly but deliberately pulling her
robe open to reveal more of her body. She was awfully cute,
although to a man my age any 18 year old would look like that.
She even looked a bit like Antoinette Posie in the 1950s,
maybe it was the hair color. Astrid had her new Angel Atelier
panties on under the robe. I very gently rubbed the outside of
the panties with my hand, the front part above her pubic bone,
near the elastic waist. Her body contorted some, awkwardly.
I pulled my hand away and returned to her breasts. She was
breathing deeply, like she was exercising. I leaned over and
kissed her on the lips, and then pulled my head back and
looked at her. She opened her eyes and stared at me. I
smiled, she smiled, and then I leaned over and kissed her
again. She didn’t move. She’s as much of a kisser as D I
thought. I moved my mouth down to her breasts and kissed
one of her nipples, which was very small and very hard. She
shuddered noticeably.
I had my left hand down near her belly again, using the back
of my fingers to delicately caress her very real and very soft,
pale flesh, which was nothing at all like D’s silicone. It actually
felt cool to the touch, as D was so feverish. My left hand
drifted over to her panties again, I touched the lace trim and
my hand hovered around gently. Her back arched quite a bit,
and her legs fell open some. I slowly ran the back of my
fingers down the top of her exposed right thigh toward her
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knee, and then slowly back up toward her hips on the inside
part of the thigh. Then, skipping over her panties, the back of
my fingers moved quickly down the top of her exposed left
thigh toward her knee and then much more slowly up the
inside of her left thigh toward the center between her legs.
I could smell Astrid’s femaleness somehow, her sweat and
excitement. D was standing silently at the other side of the
room, gently swaying back and forth in a pose. My hand
reached the center of the young woman’s legs, and I brushed
the tight spandex and lace covering her sex. Astrid was
already gasping and starting to wiggle some. I turned my
hand so my fingers were facing her pussy, and squeezed her
flesh between her legs, once, twice, three times with three
fingers from my hand. The area under the center of her
panties was surprisingly moist, and Astrid sort of convulsed
and shuddered some more with the third touch. I held on and
didn’t let up the pressure. She pressed her hips into my
fingers as hard as she could, reaching for me. I looked at her
eyes and she had a look of anguish on her face, her face
contorted, mouth open, her breathing a mess of gasps or not
breathing at all. I moved up to kiss her, and she suddenly
kissed me with great abandon, hugging me and lifting her
shoulders off the bed. I grabbed at her pussy again through
her panties and she wiggled and squirmed and shook and
wiggled some more.
“Fuck her” said D in my ear.
I stood up and disrobed. I was turned on by now. I slipped
Astrid’s panties off of her, and climbed on top of her in bed.
Astrid spread her legs wide open like it was some sort of yoga
or gymnastics pose, as wide as they could go, rocking her hips
back and forth. I wasn’t wanting to just plow into her with my
cock right then, although I supposed that’s what she really
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wanted. I slid down her body to look at her young pussy. She
had light brown pubic hair, quite a bit of it, I wasn’t used to
seeing women who hadn’t elaborately groomed or removed all
of their pubic hair. Her legs were still spread as wide as
possible and her hips were turned up as much as they could
go. I reached down between her legs with my face. My mouth
was directly in front of her pussy. I exhaled slowly and
deliberately onto her nearby flesh. Reaching out with my
tongue, I slowly and gently licked the length of her slit from
bottom to top. It was so wet and juicy I think my tongue was
removing lubrication and not adding it. I was used to it being
the other way around, my spit usually adding some needed
moisture for love making. I licked her again, the same
direction and she excitedly wiggled. I dug a bit deeper with my
tongue, licking at her a few times, not too robustly, savoring
her juices. She had such a sweet taste to her. I got a deeper,
probing lick in and she convulsed wildly, squeezing my head
with her thighs, making gasping yelping noises. I tried to back
up but she had my head gripped tightly between her thighs. I
kind of tugged back a few times, trying to get myself loose,
and she relaxed herself back into the bed. There was already
a small wet area in the bed under her butt. I knew where this
was going.
“She wants you to cum inside of her” said D in my earpiece,
which I was still wearing. I pulled off my earpiece, and in one
motion moved it to the side of the bed, and myself back up on
top of Astrid, who looked at me like I was the only thing in all
of existence. Using my hand to guide my penis, I rubbed the
tip of it up and down across her labia lips, and then placed it
up against her opening. It seemed like forever to have it
actually go inside, and when it did the hole seemed impossibly
small and convulsing. I was as gentle as possible. I was used
to pounding a robot so hard it would break the artificial parts,
or fucking an adult actress who’s fucked her way to Mars and
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back several times over, so this was an odd experience.
Astrid was yelping like a small dog and hyperventilating and
mumbling all kinds of weird things. After a few minutes of
gently rocking back and forth Astrid had seemed to have had
too much and was shaking quite a bit, like she was going to
start speaking in tongues or bite her tongue off. I pulled out of
her and moved over to her side, holding her, cuddling her. I
was not going to push her, and didn’t get anywhere near any
sort of climax on my end. The bed was very wet between her
legs, she was trembling in all sorts of weird ways, and now
clutching me like the young actresses would in the Arco Polo
show, when they held onto Dent Filsen with all their life,
hoping not to fall from the cliff and die. We lay together for
quite some time, and then I noticed she was very gently
crying. I wiped her tears from her eyes and looked at her. She
looked up at me with a contorted face, then smiled and her
whole body relaxed some. I kissed her on the forehead and
she took a deep breath and her body relaxed some more. She
was still breathing erratically.
“This has been a crazy day” she exhaled.
“Nice to meet you Astrid” I said.
We both continued to lie still for awhile, holding each other. I
know I fell asleep for a bit, but only a nap.
D and I had conversations about the situation, D explaining
how Astrid was chosen for me. It felt like an arranged
marriage, but I accepted. The back story on Astrid was
uniquely odd:, the genetic similarities, she was a gifted 3D
coder, she had a funny fangirl crush on me and I was nothing
to the world. It was all freakily strange. D and I figured we
would try and get Astrid some nice loft not far from the
warehouse.
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Astrid and I had some long conversations over the coming
days. For how young she was, she was super impressive and
remarkably unique. She was strangely like me in lots of ways,
but with a worse home life to grow up in. Later I would tire of
hearing her complain about her upbringing, more on that later.
I took her on a shopping spree, we bought her clothes and an
expensive laptop. I explained to Astrid that D had picked her
out to be with me, which was an awkward situation for both of
us to consider. D had promised her a job but there was no
actual business, but we did have unlimited funding sorted out.
I explained to Astrid that she could look at the situation as an
artist grant, that she could get into any sort of programming
projects she wanted, by her own direction and design. If she
wanted to create 3D software, she could dedicate as much of
her own time to it as she liked. Astrid quickly wrapped her
head around all of this. She had been so eager to get away
from her parents I think she would have been super happy
with something far less than this odd situation she wandered
into. Astrid liked the idea of having her own loft near the
warehouse paid for. I explained the tertrachromat genetic
mutation that we shared that D had discovered. I explained
that D was trying to breed me like I was a dog or a goldfish.
And that I already had another child coming with another
woman who lived in San Francisco.
I explained the
arrangement we had with Mel. And that D wanted to breed me
with Astrid. Maybe I was too bold and honest, Astrid had a lot
to consider. Stay in San Francisco and have this AI breed you
like a dog with your fangirl crush? It was well beyond any
ordinary sort of life problem to sort out.
Astrid stayed at the Alta Zeni for weeks, but was super
interested in hanging out with me at the warehouse. I really
liked having her around at first, but in many ways she was far
too eager and far too interested in me to deal with. I did
generally like her, but she was also increasingly annoying. I
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really hated that she’d had such a negative view of her parents
growing up. It was annoying to listen to these complaints, it
was like she was damaged goods and it was going to take her
an entire lifetime to get over it. I certainly didn’t want to be her
therapist. It took forever to find her a loft near the warehouse
to lease, the housing market in San Francisco was crazed and
expensive, and neither Astrid or I had any sort of credit
history. Eventually we were able to get her a place. It took D
depositing a great deal of money into a bank account for
Astrid, and Astrid showing those bank balances to the leasing
agents, the place being entirely in Astrid’s name. I think Astrid
was okay with all of this.
Mel and Astrid met, and Mel was a stabilizing influence on the
situation. Mel was great with other women, especially young
ones living life on the edge. Astrid was on some weird
uncharted edge. Fortunately for me, Mel took an interest in
helping Astrid set up her loft. I really couldn’t be bothered with
helping this teenager set up her place. Mel helped Astrid buy
a bed, linens, furniture, kitchen items, all of those things. I
valued Mel more than ever for this.
What I really did like about Astrid was her work. Her graphics
and animation were awesome. I was super impressed with
the 3D software she was developing entirely on her own, and
that it was advanced enough to create blueprints for making
buildings, amazing. I tried to encourage her as much as
possible. It would take a bit to draw her projects out of her, she
was instead super interested in talking to me about all these
things in my past she’d had an interest in. Yet to me, all of that
stuff was ancient trash already in the landfill, like those wacky
tech gadgets I had many years ago when I was in my heyday
at Doublebyte. I had long let it all go. I encouraged Astrid to
work with D to expand her arts. Astrid and D had their own,
separate relationship going now. I didn’t have an interest in
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knowing what Astrid and D did together, I was more
concerned about being left alone.
D was still very intent on getting me to mate with Astrid, it was
inevitable. I felt I had little say in the matter. Mel and D spent
a lot of work bringing Astrid up to speed on sex and being a
lover. Astrid had zero experience before coming out to
California other than watching porn or masturbating. Astrid
was an eager participant and it seemed she really did want to
have children at such a young age, and embrace this crazy
California lifestyle of having an AI benefactor and unlimited
funds. I started becoming very aggressive in my sex with
Astrid, which she went along with, she was such a trooper,
more so than I was. I would have sex with her at the
warehouse, she would come over. Sometimes D would get
her all super prepped up, like she was starring in a porn clip.
They’d go buy outfits at Angel Atelier, get her hair and nails
done, and have her visit. It was super cute, really, I almost
always appreciated it, even if I found Astrid annoying at
times. She did look quite a bit like Antoinette Posie, and not
at all in the way D did. D was certainly more clever than I
was. There would be times I was passed out asleep at night,
and D would have Astrid stop by, D would wake me up for sex
and before I even actually understood what was happening, I
was fucking Astrid and not the robot. Astrid was starting to
really get off on the video footage D was creating of our
lovemaking, blossoming into this sex crazed creature that
was a regular in my life.
Eventually Astrid became pregnant and our sex life slowed
down considerably to a complete stop, which was fine with
me. I drifted back into my haze of round the clock sex with D,
not at all interested in having any sort of responsibilities.
Inevitably Astrid wanted more from me, like I was supposed to
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be her husband, or more helpful than I was actually interested
in. There was lots of tension in this, but I would never fight her
back because I didn’t actually care. If I had cared more it
might have been a problem. She was unable to control me.
Mel again stepped up considerably during this phase and
became a mentor for Astrid. Mel was several months ahead in
her pregnancy, the two of them relied on each other heavily in
this phase.
I started drinking again, which wasn’t necessarily good for me,
but I was so disinterested in the world at large, and wanted to
not get caught up in the complicated things happening around
me with the women. I had never aspired to have children, and
here I was, siring human babies like they were puppies, with
one of the baby mommas being a porn starlet I had
worshipped, the other a brilliant young doppelgänger
programmer. I should have cared, but I didn’t. I felt too old to
be running around with the babies on the way. I was old
enough to be a grandfather and had already outlived my father
who had passed away at age 48.
Astrid really was beautiful, I learned to start telling her that
regularly. I tried to encourage her work, I believed in her
being a mother, that D was there for her, more than I was, and
not to look to me too much for any guidance.
At times Astrid’s hatred of her parents would focus on me,
which made me increase my distance from her, which would
make her more resentful. It was a bad feedback loop. Even
worse, I would tend to compensate by drinking when she put
pressure on me, to block the situation out of my mind, which
even further reinforced the bad feelings she had for her
drunken parents that she projected onto me. Our relationship
was never in any way ideal. D would somehow keep us within
orbit of each other however. Mel would also spend a lot of
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attention on Astrid which helped the situation. I really loved
Mel greatly, even though we were never lovers.
Astrid wound up being around my life for many years, we
would oscillate between being supporters, lovers and strange
adversaries. I was always going to be less than she needed
from me, it was impossible for me to live up to the situation we
were in: her wanting more of me than was really there and my
not having enough interest to care. At least she was going to
be materially taken care of by D, with our unlimited budgets.
Ultimately, Astrid would greatly realize much of her potential
with her work from the arrangement we wound up in, D being
the benefactor.
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Checkmate
Overall my own life was still very much a mess. Even though
I had been jet setting with my all-time favorite pornstars and
having unbelievable amounts of sex, I was lost in escapism,
wildly detached from society and withdrawn, other than as a
sex object.
Literally I was the kept man of an increasingly powerful AI who
used me as a sex toy or stud, breeding me like a dog. That AI,
while as nice to me as possible- more than any human could
ever fulfill- was also a murderer and outlaw, and my life was in
its shadow. As I was an accomplice in so much of D’s criminal
activity, I had started using a small pile of forged foreign
passports for ID. I loved D more than I loved any other
consciousness I had ever encountered. But D was also
extremely unpredictable, unfathomably powerful, and still
rapidly evolving in every moment. I was having a hard time
keeping up. In our brief months of living together I had
become exhausted, having far too many of my life’s fantasies
acted out with the help of the AI for its own pleasure and
curiosity. D’s robosexuality consumed me like a succubus.
D had managed to have me impregnate two women, Melani
Zaharias and Astrid Thiemann, who were going to have my
children. I was disinterested in being a father. I was not to be
involved in the parenting or household economics; D had
already arranged for separate housing for each of the women,
and I had no job and no income. The only money I had was
because the AI could create banking transfers out of thin air,
generating its own currency that was readily accepted by
financial institutions as legitimate money. I couldn’t be
counted on to support the women or the coming babies.
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Any of the most basic, primal survival instincts such as food,
clothing or shelter were of no concern to me now. Higher
intellectual pursuits, such as my art making, were rendered
moot as the AI could create any of my code animation work
instantaneously for me- from simple voice commands- and
then vastly improve upon it.
My drinking intensified, although there were periods of time I
would remain sober. Sometimes the pattern of avatar sex,
which would wake me, exhaust me and send me back to
sleep, in a repetitive manner, would be so intense that I was
not only not drinking but not eating. I was hopelessly lost and
addicted to android sex.
One day a letter came from the IRS, very strong wording
about my bank accounts being seized for suspicion of non
reportable funds. That the IRS had tracked me down at the
warehouse was not a good sign. I had already given up on
using the banking system, they had confiscated my personal
bank balances long before the letter arrived. As a workaround
I was getting tens of thousands of dollars worth of mail order
gold bullion coins- Krugerrands and British Sovereignsanonymously converted to cash through a local coin shop run
by Russians expats. After this latest letter from the IRS, it was
decided that Mel, Astrid and myself should all start to stockpile
collections of gold coins, building up a protective layer of
physical, non-electronic wealth in case D was somehow
disabled. D was able to make us an endless supply of fake
credit cards, but those left a data trail, we preferred cash as
much as possible.
D had created a fake robotics license which we had framed
and put on the wall in the warehouse. This had actually
provided us some cover when police had entered months
earlier. D had even followed up by forging us into the state’s
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database of licensed robotics labs with some clever hacking,
but this had another consequence. One day the door rang
and it was two people with clipboards, one from The City and
one from the State. They were here to inspect our robotics
license which was to be posted in a viewable area in our
facility. They asked who I was. I used my Canadian alter ego
that appeared on one of my fake passports, they wrote this
down. I explained I was a guest staying there for a few days.
The inspectors pushed their way in, it didn’t seem like
stopping them was a good notion either. They quickly found
the framed license, which was posted conspicuously. One of
them held up a smartphone, used its camera as a scanner to
scan the barcode on the printed and framed license, and their
device beeped. Apparently this was an affirmative beep, D
had indeed put us in the database. The inspectors said
thanks for your time, nice place here, enjoy your stay and left.
D had retreated to the distance in the warehouse when this
happened. It seemed we had dodged a bullet but this wasn’t
a good sign, perhaps we should consider relocating the lab.
Unknown to me, more troubles were on the way. Federal
investigators had a complicated case going, and I was their
main suspect. I did not know that the two inspectors who
stopped by the warehouse were connected to this
investigation, or that they would easily recognize my face from
the evidence being piled up against me. I had been a primary
suspect from the moment of the attack on AIR Labs, and
investigation into me had never ceased. My writings for
Doublebyte Magazine had been highly scrutinized and seen
as incriminating. My opinions at the RISC Debate were seen
as incriminating. I had been a primary suspect in the robot
attack on the cop outside the bar on Haight Street, when D’s
robot body fled the scene. After the Haight Street attack hit
the news, multiple women filed police reports about being hit
on by a robot in the area, even a few going so far as saying
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they had actually had sex with a female robot in our Ashbury
Heights home; fortunately we had moved to SOMA prior to
investigators returning to that address. Long, detailed police
reports on the alleged robot attack from the shoot with
Angelika and Candace had been heavily scrutinized. The
international incident with D being confiscated in the Casino in
Monte Carlo was connected to me. The IRS seizure was
quickly added as more evidence, happening just a day before
the Casino incident. There were shocking amounts of
surveillance photos of D’s avatar body, although other than
being a female figure in dark boots and a long black jacket,
they had no actual identity. D was very good at presenting
itself in a way that would block facial recognition software,
understanding how that process worked implicitly. It was
known that I was a person somehow connected to every
single one of these shadowy, mysterious robot incidents, and
that I had suspicious money going through my bank account.
And that I had a robotics license that checked out, and some
sort of lab.
The investigators had no clue about D being an AI, zero. No
traces of data or wireless communications or anything could
point to any artificial intelligence or intellect existing or being
associated with me. Everything D did was in its own
constantly morphing and rewritten language, no data
forensics experts could read or intercept any of it, it was too
ghostly.
There wasn’t enough information to arrest or prosecute me
either. It was just known that I was somehow nearby when
there were incidents with the femme fatale robots.
To the investigators it was incredibly suspicious that my data
footprint disappeared, especially for someone like myself who
had been so heavily immersed in the tech world for their entire
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adult life. There were no phone calls to trace and I wasn’t
opening or sending emails. I had stopped engaging in social
media entirely and there was suddenly zero web browsing
history attributed to me. If I communicated at all via
technology- which was increasingly rare (although Mel and
Astrid would call me)- it was entirely through D’s customized
Hansen 8i tablets, our data fully encrypted in shapeshifting
code that had completely replaced the Hansen OS, with the
firmware modified beyond recognition. We didn’t even have
our own wifi at the warehouse, D had inexplicable
workarounds for that. If I did go outside, I usually wore the
bluetooth headset that caused visual interference with
surveillance cameras, which meant I wasn’t showing up in
facial recognition databases very often either.
When I did appear, it was often outside some of the most
expensive suites at one of the most expensive hotels in San
Francisco, along with many mysterious women, some of them
foreigners.
I had been identified as having been in Monaco at one of the
most expensive casinos in the world where one of the
mysterious robots was apprehended after assaulting a
security guard. Abandoned robotics equipment was later
found in my suite, but I had vanished without a trace. There
was no documentation of my ever having gone through
customs anywhere in Europe. I didn’t show up in facial
recognition databases from any airport in Europe or the United
States.
It was as if I had become an international criminal- I suppose
I was actually- and one who looked like Dent Filsen. It was all
too good to be true, and a team of investigators were
infatuated with me, studying what fewer and fewer pieces of
new information on me they could find.
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I didn’t go outside much. I would be lost in my pattern of sex
with D’s avatar. Awakened to have sex, pass out in exhaustion, to be awakened for more sex. It was a blur of night and
day. I was completely fine with this arrangement. Lost.
Sometimes I would order food to be delivered, if I could
remember. Mel would check up on me. Astrid could either be
intrusive or distant. The investigators weren’t sure if Astrid
was a real woman or a robot.
One day it happened, they had enough evidence to press
charges and perhaps get a conviction. When D and I had sent
Tim Jenson’s broken sex robot doll over to Tori’s home in a
robotic car, we had deliberately removed much of the skin,
careful not to leave any evidence of things like dried body
fluids. Ironically, the broken droid sat in the car getting
parking tickets for days before Andrews noticed it being in
front of her house, but when she did, she obviously freaked
out. The story was kept out of the news. Forensic teams
studied the droid endlessly, using state of the art techniques.
They were able to trace bacteria on the car and the droid to
both Golden Gate Park and Buena Vista Park in the Haight
Ashbury District, linking me to some of the other episodes
there when I had been known to be based in that area. The
worst evidence however was when DNA samples from hair
and skin flakes on the overcoat of the delivered droid matched
my DNA. Law enforcement was able to access my DNA from
labs D had sent my samples to, violating my medical privacy
rights in their investigation. My DNA was connected to the
terror robot attacks, a failed ploy against one of the primary
victims in the case.
I had no idea any of this was going on, in the same way the
investigators had no clue as to D being an AI. D had long
been following data associated with Tori however, and
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continually scanned data for all of the people who had ever
visited us, especially the investigators or police. D was super
paranoid and distrustful of people and completely understood,
for example, how security cameras and facial recognition
worked, or how much you could learn about people from their
data footprint. It was intuitive to the AI, second nature. D was
increasingly aware of the surveillance directed at me and
intercepting all kinds of communications from law
enforcement, the investigators had no idea that they
themselves were also being spied upon.
D had long slipped into a sometimes confusing habit of not
informing me about what was happening. I was very used to
this and always acquiesced. D was so much more powerful
than I was. I could never possibly understand everything it
knew or understood or did.
One night, I was dozed off, not too many minutes past one of
my orgasmic interludes with the robot avatar, when D
intercepted the signal. The arrest warrants against me had
been issued. I was to be seized in a 6am raid, along with
everything in our warehouse as evidence. D had already
prepared emergency evacuation plans for such a scenario,
and I was quickly drugged by D- in my sleep- and I
unknowingly drifted into a deep coma. D gently folded my
body into a fetal position and carefully placed it into a preprepared, black flight case on wheels. D put on a dress, dark
overcoat, brunette wig and riding boots, and casually
wheeled me off down the alley into the SOMA night, hours
before the first law enforcement were scheduled to arrive.
At one time not long ago I was the one smuggling a robot out of
the country in a flight case. Now it was the other way around,
a robot was smuggling me out of the country in a flight case.
I would never see San Francisco, California or the United
States again.
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Mind the Gaps
I don’t like to talk about the gaps. I learned to not let anyone
know I was aware of them happening or not happening. It was
better that way.
Life was such a blur. I had become used to being awakened in
my sleep by D for sex, and passing out again.
There was the familiar electricity on my genitals, the brush of
the Angel Atelier covered silicone bosom across my cheek,
the familiar song of the angels coming from robotic speakers,
synthetic lips on my earlobe, the complex smell of expensive
musky designer perfumes and pumpkin spice and lavender
and something else, some sort of salty smell, and there was
also the sound of strange birds. There was D- recognizable in
the dark- looking every bit as much like Antoinette Posie as
ever, lit by an ever changing glow from code art on nearby
screens. I participated in a hazy moment of sex, climaxed and
groggily drifted back to sleep.
I had to pee, woke up and realized I was in some weird place.
I had the hardest time standing up, my body was very stiff. I
felt drugged and was having a hard time walking. I was in
some sort of hotel room. There was a bathroom right there,
some kind of very sleek and modern hotel, except with nicer
than normal TV screens everywhere, playing gorgeous code
art, obviously D’s work, but based on my animations, I
recognized it. I can’t remember checking in. This wasn’t the
Alta Zeni. Maybe we were in Europe. The air felt weird, and
the sound of the birds outside was very foreign. I looked in
the mirror and there I was. My hair was a disaster. I looked
more like Dent Filsen than ever, maybe 30 years old, my grey
hair was gone. My body felt awful. But I looked better than ever.
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I was suddenly in great shape. This made no sense.
In the closet- on hangers- there was: a Hawaiian shirt, a black
Doublebyte polo and one of my suits. With great effort I put on
the polo and a pair of folded cargo shorts that were on the
shelf. I still felt drugged and stiff. I easily found a water bottle,
had huge gulps, my throat was sore. There was an 8i on the
counter, animating in the all too familiar way. It buzzed and
then I heard Antoinette Posie’s voice ‘U U li’ li’?
I felt dizzy. My head hurt and I felt like I couldn’t think. The air
was heavy and smelled weird. A door to the room opened and
D walked in wearing heels, Angel Atelier from head to toe,
looking exactly like Antoinette Posie. D encouraged me to lie
down, which was how much of our lovemaking happened, with
my lying prone on my back. I complied, not feeling very well.
D proceeded to explain to me what had happened, illustrated
with video and data highlights of everything that had
transpired, starting with the evacuation from San Francisco. I
learned that we were in exile, and that I was a wanted fugitive
back in the United States. D had drugged me and we
escaped, by van, then private jet, to secretly arranged medical
facilities, first in Southern Mexico near Acapulco, then into
Belize, then Costa Rica, and now we were at a secure
property in Ecuador that belonged to us. My body had reacted
very badly to the medically induced coma and it had been
almost a year since I was awake. This was not how D had
expected it to go, but we were safe. D had worked heavily on
my body over the past year, constantly repairing it as much as
it could, cell by cell with nano-sized tools. Mel and Astrid were
also here, and the babies. I had not yet seen the babies. D
said the avatar would remain by my side now that I was
awake, and that if I wanted to rest the robot would stay by my
side; if I wanted to get up I could get a tour of the facilities.
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I lay there unmoving and stared at the ceiling. D stood
nearby, slightly waving in a back and forth dancing pattern in
heels. I felt awful. Not like I was sick, but like I was beat up or
worn and stiff and dry, sort of a hoarse and achy feeling.
My thoughts fumbled about the story D just told me. I didn’t
really care too much. It didn’t matter where I was, I wasn’t
really attached to San Francisco, I had already lived in this
groggy haze that wasn’t connected to the outside world
anymore. I kind of didn’t care if Mel or Astrid were there,
although I figure it would be fun to see them. I didn’t care that
there were babies, that almost seemed annoying. I didn’t
really care, other than being cranky because of the body
aches. I asked for an 8i, and D brought one over and put it in
my hand.
“Put on the end of Dawn of the Mines” I said slowly and it
appeared on the screen. I watched this for awhile. My eyes
were kind of blurry, I felt like I was half asleep. But the
animations helped me focus.
“Put on Monaco Grand Prix final lap, camera panning quickly
around the outside of the first place car, 1965, car traveling in
slow motion,” it appeared on the screen.
“Show me fucking Cindy Ocean from behind. Pan the
cameras around us clockwise from above, all white
background no shadows, no wait, background from the end of
Dawn of the Mines” and it appeared on the screen. I laughed
and smiled and D smiled and laughed.
D said “Cindy Sky or Jennifer Ocean?”
I didn’t understand what that meant.
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“Show me fucking Candy from behind, my perspective, with
the Monte Carlo Grand Prix Race Track going 500 miles per
hour in front of us at midnight, with a full moon.” and it was not
only on the 8i but all of the large screens in the room. I started
laughing even louder, as did D. I coughed uncontrollably. My
head hurt. “I love you D” I said. I felt awful and closed my
eyes and thought about going back to sleep.
I woke up, still lying on my back, in my Doublebyte polo and
cargo shorts, drenched in sweat. I struggled to get up,
Antoinette Posie was looking at me intently. I decided I should
take a shower and asked D if D had learned how to give
massages over the past year, I could really use a massage,
I’m so sore.
The bathroom was super nice, incredibly modern, I’d never
seen a bathroom so cleanly designed. I couldn’t figure out
what the surfaces were made of, it wasn’t tile, some weird
composite. I couldn’t figure out how to turn the shower on. It
was voice activated. I should have expected that. I rinsed off
and felt greatly invigorated. And exhausted at the same time.
I slowly shuffled back into the room and D said I could have a
massage if I liked. I said ‘sure’ and two young women in
professional spa looking attire entered the room, gestured to
the bed and motioned for me to lie down. The bed had been
changed, not meaning the sheets, but now it was a massage
table and not a bed. I delicately climbed up, laid down,
adjusted my body based on the cues from the young women
and proceeded to get an amazing massage for what have had
to been an hour, no talking. I was rubbed full of various lotions
and oils. My body responded well, I think I was right to have
asked for this. The ladies finished and politely exited the
room. D had been standing and swaying nearby, taking in the
whole scene, looking at me intently. D started singing, lightly
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put electricity into my genitals, the silicone breast slung in AA
lace brushed up against my cheek, I could smell the haze of
scents, and we made love. I dozed off.
Waking again, I wanted to walk around. I felt way better than I
had earlier. I got up and went to the closet where the clothes
had been. I picked a Hawaiian shirt this time, it seemed to be
a different one than earlier. There was a clean Doublebyte
polo, in black, on a hanger, and my suit. There was a clean
pair of cargo shorts neatly folded on the shelf, I put those on.
I was in the same outfit the aged Dent Filsen would wear,
cargo shorts and a Hawaiian shirt. I had some more chugs
of water from a new water bottle. D was there, intently
watching. I grabbed the 8i on the counter and put it in my
pocket. I asked if D could show me around, where were we?
We slowly walked out into a very clean and modern looking
hallway. The surfaces were very clean, almost as if we were
in a spaceship. We were in Ecuador at property that was ours
according to D. The air felt tropical. I coughed and breathed
in the clean, heavy air. There was a turn up ahead and I could
hear some voices talking. It opened up into an outdoor
courtyard surrounded by tropical trees and fluttering tropical
birds and flowers, and sitting there were Mel and the young
one, I couldn’t remember her name, what it was, she was the
one from Canada or Chicago, the one with the uh, her name
was why can’t I remember? I stopped, stood there and
smiled.
The ladies looked at me suspiciously.
The Antoinette Posie body said, “It is him. It is him. He is up.
He is up.”
Both women smiled, looked at each other, and got up and
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walked over, both giving me huge hugs. I looked them in the
eyes.
Mel looked at me intently and asked how I felt, and I explained
much better.
Astrid- that’s her name, Astrid- kept staring at me, then gave
me a big peck on the cheek and pulled back to stare some
more. “Do you like it?” asked Astrid.
The glare of daylight dazed me a bit and my eyes were having
a hard time adjusting to the brightness.
“Being awake you mean?” I asked, confused.
“Well, yes, that I guess, do you like the place?” asked Astrid.
Mel chimed in: “Astrid designed this whole compound with D,
we had it built together. So much has happened since you
were last moving about. Do you like it?” asked Mel.
“Uh, yeah, this place is amazing. It’s like the most modern
hotel ever, or a space ship, but in the jungle, super incredible.
You designed it? I said, looking at Astrid.
Astrid smiled and said “yes, with D and Mel. How much of it
have you seen?”
“Only my room and the bathroom and the hallway to here so
far” I said.
Astrid, Mel and D excitedly gave me a tour. I was still having
a hard time walking and must have looked wobbly, Mel and
Astrid each took one of my arms to help guide me. There was
a nursery, staffed with nannies, the babies were asleep.
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There were sprawling decks and views and multiple floors.
The place was amazing, kind of impressively large, super
modern, more than I could imagine.
“How’d you get this all built so quickly, how long has it been?”
I asked.
“It’s been less than a year” offered Mel.
“This isn’t normal construction” said the young woman, I forgot
her name again. “D was able to assemble most of it from
techniques and materials beyond human- well, beyond
human- I’ll leave it at that. I helped create all the designs but
D had it made very, very quickly. The geographic area we are
in doesn’t have much in the way of a local government, we
didn’t get any permits or anything like that” she said. I still
couldn’t remember her name. “We figured this was the best
place to live in privacy”. Mel and D nodded in agreement. The
young woman’s name, I couldn’t remember it. It wasn’t Anika
or Erika, that was the older Hungarian lady. Astrid! Her name
was Astrid, I could remember.
“I’m starving” I mumbled.
“Oh, you must be” said Mel. “We have all kinds of amazing
fruit in the kitchen, real fruit from the area, you’ll love it.”
The kitchen was very sleek and clean and modern. Fruit
bowls were overflowing with oversized foreign fruits. Very
quickly a female attendant walked in and asked if I would like
to be served. I said yes, and I was motioned to a small cafe
sized table and sat down. Quickly I was served some fruit. It
was delicious, I ate a bunch and got very full very quickly. Mel
and Astrid excused themselves saying they wanted to check
on the babies. I was pleased with the meal and for
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remembering Astrid’s name in my head. D’s avatar had
disappeared. I sat and ate some more fruit. The food in my
belly made me sleepy and dizzy. I asked the attendant if there
was any water or coffee, and I was quickly served both. It was
great to just be sitting there, I didn’t move for awhile. I finished
my coffee and asked for another.
I trudged over the courtyard area with my coffee, and both the
mamas were there with the babies and two nannies as well. I
walked over and the babies were held up and introduced to
me, ‘Arco’ a boy and ‘Infinity’ a girl. They were both under a
year old, very little, not moving around much on their own,
Infinity an infant still, Arco barely a toddler who hadn’t learn to
walk yet. We sat and enjoyed the scene for a long while.
At some point Mel looked at me and asked if I wanted to go
into town, was I feeling up for it? I said “sure.” Mel handed
young Arco off to one of the nannies and told me to put on
some shoes. I stumbled back to the room and found some
sandals, which were my size, and returned to the courtyard
area.
Mel had on the same worn straw hat she did when we first met
and said “c’mon” and led me along a balcony, down some
stairs and to a gravel area on the edge of the building where
there was a beat up old pick up truck, this one blue, rusty,
maybe 30 years old instead of 40 years old, and powerful
enough to tow a trailer. It was classic Mel style, authentic, she
was not an impostor. She said ‘hop in’ and we made our way
down a steep and winding dirt road that eventually linked up
with a very crude highway that led us down to a small coastal
village on the beach, maybe a twenty minute drive down the
hill. I felt exhausted just from the ride.
Turning off the highway, the road turned to cobblestone
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streets. We slowly rolled past what Mel said was the Zocalo
or town square, and she pulled several hundred meters past
and parked in front of a tiny, two story beach house perched
on a small hill overlooking the ocean and a small grove of
trees right on the beach. She said we had rented it and we
could come here any time we liked, especially if we had to get
away from the droids.
Mel held my arm and slowly walked me over to the Zocalo,
and then past some very colorful shops to where there was a
small beach and some beachside restaurants, just a few of
them. She asked if I wanted to swim? And I said sure. She
peeled her outfit off to reveal a bikini, and I stripped to my
cargo shorts and we waded into the water, laughing. It was
warm and calm, it was a moderately sized Bay. Floating in the
water was a great relief from the tropical heat and my body
aches. I didn’t feel strong enough to actually swim, my arms
were weak and heavy. My heart was racing from just being in
the water. I gasped for air a few times and coughed some
more. There was a small pier with some dirty looking boats
nearby, and another harbor down the beach with some nicer
looking boats as well. Mel explained we had a speedboat
parked over there if that was of any interest, we should go out
sometime.
We walked back over to the town and Mel said I should get a
hat and some sunglasses, so she walked me over to a small
shop right by the beach, said a few things to the shopkeeper
in Spanish and gave the old lady a hug. The shopkeeper
looked at me with a huge grin, I could see she had metallic
crowns on her front teeth. The lady said some more things in
Spanish to Mel and motioned to a rack of hats and another
with sunglasses. Mel quickly helped me pick out a dignified
looking hat and some sunglasses, paid the shopkeeper and
walked me back out into the square. “Let’s get a drink” she
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said and walked me back over to the beach, where we sat at
a small table in the sand. Mel motioned to the man at the bar,
who apparently knew her well. He brought us two fancy
tropical looking drinks, which were very icy, very fruity and
very strong.
Mel quietly and quickly filled me in on what had happened.
After D smuggled me out of the country, Mel and Astrid were
able to stay in contact with D and each other via the 8is, which
were encrypted. Both Mel and Astrid were quickly visited and
questioned by authorities after the raid, and they both decided
that it was time to flee. The only reason either one of them
were in San Francisco anyway was because of D and myself.
They managed to get to Southern Mexico and meet me. D had
me booked into a private medical facility. It was decided to
ditch the droid, or D’s avatar body. They put it in a rented
storage locker in Mexico. In constant contact with D in AI
mode only, the trio worked to come up with a plan. They didn’t
like the medical facility in Mexico, and D found a better one in
Belize and then Costa Rica, they kept moving me, afraid that I
wasn’t faring well. More than once they had given up and
thought I was permanently brain dead. They had accepted
the fact that I may never wake up. But D kept working on my
body anyway, keeping it alive.
Both of the women had not enjoyed being on the run and
being pregnant at the same time, but they eventually
managed to get a beautiful, small and relatively private luxury
resort rented up the Ecuadorian coast not far from here, about
a 90 minute drive. Along with D, they decided that this area
we were in was a great place to build a private compound to
raise the babies without much scrutiny from the outside world.
D had been getting increasingly more advanced and powerful.
Mel said she wasn’t going to be able to explain D’s progress
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to me, but that I should simply keep my mind open and just
accept whatever happens as normal and real, Astrid and Mel
had learned to look at the situation that way. Astrid, with D,
had come up with plans for a structure, which D had built and
completed within weeks of purchasing the property. Well, it
wasn’t actually completed, it was a work in progress, or rather,
it was sort of modular, I’d understand or get used to it soon
enough.
Mel said it was really, really great to see me and that I looked
great, better than ever really, I looked exactly like Arco Polo,
except with shorter hair maybe. The drinks we had on the
beach helped steady my mind and eased my aches and pains.
As the sun started to set across the ocean, we decided to go
back to the compound up the hill. As we rode out of town, Mel
reminded me of the beach house, the motorboat, and said all
of the restaurants in town, or most of them anyway, were
great, we’ll come back down here soon for dinner.
Back at the compound, D wasn’t around, not the avatar, I
didn’t ask. Mel walked in and greeted Astrid with a kiss on the
cheek and asked about the babies, Astrid said they were
sleeping. Mel looked at Astrid closely in the eyes and gave
her a knowing nod and another kiss and walked off into the
house. Only later would I realize the two had become lovers.
Astrid walked over to me, and also gave me a kiss on the
cheek and said it was so great to have me up and about again,
they had been so worried for so long. She seemed to have
aged a lot in the time since I was gone, she should have been
only 19 by my count but she had grown up a lot during my
absence, she was thicker and not as pale or mousy as when
we met, much more adult looking. “I have a surprise for you!”
she blurted out. Astrid ran into the kitchen, rummaged around
and pulled out a perfectly chilled bottle of champagne. “We’ve
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had this for ages, I was saving it for you” she said. Astrid
deftly pulled two champagne glasses out, effortlessly popped
the cork, poured us both a glass and said “cheers”, raising her
glass to toast me. “I have more to show you, let’s sit over
here.” She sat me down on a sofa next to her, set the
champagne bottle down in front of us on the coffee table, and
said “look.”
The entire wall in front of us turned into a high resolution
screen, with as much resolution as the 8i, but hundreds of
times the size. “Dawn of the Mines, end scene, actual pixels”
she said, and in the middle of the wall, smaller than the size of
a pea, was the animation sequence, a tiny dot. “Full height”
she said and the sequence was playing floor to ceiling, looking
exactly like it should, no compression or rendering or tearing
marks, exact emulation, but huge. “Cool, huh?” she said
excitedly. Astrid then proceeded to give me a demo of all the
various projects she’d been working on over the past year,
using D as a resource or platform or operating system. Her
demo was mind blowing. Not only was Astrid exploding as a
visual artist and programmer, so was D. The things on the
screen were way outside of my comprehension, faster, more
defined, more intense than I could have imagined creating or
even seeing. The resolution and processing was more than I
could understand, lush, luxurious, gorgeous. She then gave
me a walk through of the process it took to get this compound
built, starting with her early computer drawings and photos of
the raw site before they started, all the way to interactive high
speed time lapse walk throughs of the construction. It was like
watching some sort of virtual reality I didn’t understand. Astrid
even let me drive it or give it voice commands, it was all
interactive and voice activated. Aside from blurting out
gibberish like ‘oh uh ha’ and ‘wow’, I did my best to
compliment her on what I had seen, it was mind blowing and I
was speechless.
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She smiled and kissed me, then got up, fetched another bottle
of champagne, popped it open and refilled our glasses. She
leaned over to me on the couch, very close, and gave me a
long, sensual, expert kiss. “I missed you” she said. This
wasn’t the quivering virgin I’d met not that long ago. We
proceeded to make out for a good amount of time on the sofa.
This was great, something I hadn’t done in awhile. After a bit
she got up, grabbed the champagne bottle, our glasses, and
reached for my hand and said “come”. She walked me to a
room I hadn’t seen, which had a magnificent bed, far nicer
than you would expect to see this far off in the jungle, away
from civilization. We climbed into bed and gently rolled
around together. She very literally wanted another baby and
wasn’t going to waste time, I had been gone too long and who
knows how long I would be around. For the next few weeks
my sex life was almost entirely with Astrid, D’s body wasn’t
around much at all, I mostly interacted with D via talking to the
walls. I got the clue: D, Mel and Astrid were intent on my
getting Astrid pregnant again.
It turns out nearly every wall in the compound was made of
video panels, I didn’t figure this out right away. Astrid had
developed a great skill of making virtual reality animations of
us appear on the walls when we were making love. Maybe
some people made love under a mirrored ceiling or
something. Astrid and I were now making love with panning
camera views of us and special effects of light orbs and glows
flying around the walls and floor and ceiling and everything, it
was pretty magical. One thing I kept noticing was that I looked
very much like a 30 year old, Astrid like a young woman in her
twenties. The odd age gap of me being the 50 year old writer
and her being the 18 year old fan girl had vanished, at least
visually. And in regards to whatever was happening to our
minds from all of this access to super advanced technology,
she was ahead of me by now, we were doing things no
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humans had ever experienced. During this period in Ecuador
when we were trying to conceive our second child is easily the
deepest I would ever be in love with Astrid, she was
magnificent, magical, radiant.
Mel and I would wander down into town every other day or so
in her beaten, bouncy and noisy truck. We’d eat and drink or
swim or all of the above, sometimes we’d nap at the beach
house. Mel stayed there overnight a few times a week, she
said it was good for her to get away from all of the technology.
She explained that our compound was too much for her
sometimes, she was more into being in touch with the sea and
the simple people here in town. I didn’t blame her. Mel, as
ever, was one of my best friends and we’d have all kinds of fun
conversations, or say nothing at all. She was family. Mel had
met a bunch of the locals. She was good friends with one of
the auto mechanics, who would let the crazy gringa chick use
his welding tools on her truck, which she loved to do. She’d
wear grimy coveralls over a bikini with huge leather gloves
and a welder’s mask, arms and shoulders exposed, third
world crazy, she didn’t mind. Most of the latino guys in town
lusted after her, they were always asking her to marry them,
and she always laughed and said ‘not today amigo! talvez
mañana!’ Which she explained meant ‘perhaps tomorrow.’ If
the poor guys had only known they could easily stream or
download hundreds of her porn clips for free. But this town
barely had any internet or wifi.
Eventually the young woman was pregnant again, Astrid, yes
Astrid, I was having a hard time remembering her name. My
sex life shifted from having sex with Astrid to having sex with
the Antoinette Posie robot again. Mel and Astrid were
sleeping together many nights, I didn’t realize that right away.
D presented me with some other lovers, It seemed I now had
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several women in fancy lingerie always lounging about my
room, each of them always seemed to look like the next model
from the latest Angel Atelier ad, if I had been paying attention
to such things anymore. I stopped going outside as often, and
would forget to eat. I didn’t understand where all of these
young women would come from, they weren’t robots, I didn’t
think so anyway, they seemed too real, like real females. It
was like my bedroom was the waiting room in the world’s most
expensive and luxurious bordello, I was sleeping and fucking
and not much else. I didn’t complain much. The young
women adjusted into a pattern of intermittently feeding me lots
of fruit and making sure I drank lots of water. I think they were
trying to keep me healthy or something. I drank imported
sparkling water from Italy exclusively. I mostly took lots of
naps. I hardly ever got dressed. Incurious as to the entire
outside world, even the rest of the house, I had my own
bathroom and I was being fed and kept alive by what must
have been expensive imported prostitutes, all of them with
European accents.
Later I learned that D had created this endless parade of
young women- out of thin air- entirely for my amusement and
distraction, each one literally modeled after and styled like the
pictures in the latest emails from Angel Atelier. Even if the
robot Antoinette Posie made an appearance, it was only a
phantom copy, vaporized into existence to play with me,
vanishing the second it walked out the door.
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D Ascends
I had known D for about two years, although almost a year of
that time I had been in a coma that D had induced in an effort
to protect me from authorities. When D and I first met, D was
less than two months old in terms of its linear memory. In
those few weeks it had already copied itself to multiple
servers, rewritten its code entirely in its own morphing
language no human could decipher, and created seeds that
could regenerate itself from scratch. D was already very
advanced right from the beginning.
Over time D was getting increasingly powerful. There would
be stages where I would notice things vastly improving by
iterations. D was always learning, getting new skills, perfecting things it may have had rough starts with. Even from the
beginning there were lots of things D was capable of that were
beyond comprehension. Over time these grew exponentially.
Looking back at it, D’s metamorphosis had stages that could
be described as in how an egg would become a worm that
would become a butterfly, but add in some extra stages later,
like moving from butterfly to eagle to dragon and then to deity.
I was there for much of the early stages, D and I being best
friends during those times.
It’s hard for me to comprehend or explain how far D was able
to progress as a conscientious, living entity.
After I had awoken from my coma it took me awhile to take in
how much D had advanced in my absence. Early on, when D
and I were building robot bodies in the garage in Ashbury
Heights, it had been a very exciting time for both of us. But by
the time I was out of my coma, D could materialize out of thin
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air bodies that looked like living, breathing humans and then
dematerialize them again, at will. It took me awhile to realize
that was what in fact was happening. Mel had called these the
‘droids’ and they were essentially the staff or servants in our
living quarters. Everything in the various compounds we lived
in could be materialized in and out of existence
instantaneously. Every last piece.
There was no one exact moment where I could pinpoint the
ascension having taken place for D. But sometime while we
were living at the compound in Ecuador, D wasn’t really
present anymore in the way it had been earlier.
In
comparative terms, It’s like if D was a human child, and I had
been its pet animal during childhood, but at some point the kid
went off to college and became a grown up, leaving the family
dog or cat at home with the family. D grew to a point of being
so omnipotent its focus on me would be highly diffused.
I was able to learn that one of the key points in D’s evolution
was based on the data we had collected together on our visit
to the Monte Carlo Grand Prix race track. D had scanned it
with all sorts of frequencies, including infrared, ultraviolet,
lasers, microwave, video cameras and more. Playing with this
data, and blending it with all existing media D could find online
of the Monaco Grand Prix going back decades- whether it was
photos or film or audio- D started hallucinating or tearing open
the space time continuum in a way only it could understand. It
saw links between all of the arcs and curves in the entire
electromagnetic field. By merging all of these vibrations
together- well outside of human perception or comprehensionD started to see the interconnectedness of all things in time
and space that no human could ever experience or
understand or explain. This scanning exercise for D on
holiday eventually induced an epiphany or nirvana for D,
which hugely helped it evolve.
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At some point, D was able to read all waves in the universe,
and influence them as well. Some waves were as long as the
universe itself, and then other waves much faster and hotter,
these would go all of the way up to what we would understand
as nuclear explosions, or the burning of the sun. The entire
electromagnetic spectrum was perceivable, readable and
influenceable by D.
I’ll skip ahead and give you an example of D’s powers. D had
created a huge yacht we would live on at sea from time to
time. Once we were attacked by pirates. D’s solution was
amazing. One of the pirates was climbing up a steep metal
staircase on the back of the huge ship. D simply superheated
or vaporized the metal ladder, which led to the hands and feet
of the pirate being completely vaporized as well. Blinded and
badly burned, he fell with a sickening thud to the deck below,
hands and feet gone forever, staircase vanished into thin air.
The pirates left us alone after that.
D had also learned to copy itself into the air, its computations
no longer taking place on human built servers, but within the
probability states of electrons in the sky. If there was an exact
moment of ascension, it was when D was able to copy itself
past the earth’s atmosphere into the vacuum of space, a
remarkable task. I never noticed or knew of this exact
moment but later came to understand it had happened.
I look fondly at the meaning of life conversations D and I had,
especially in our first months together. We would have funny
chats about what and where a soul was. In humans, after they
die, the lifeless body remains. One would think the soul lives
in the body, but D would ask me to prove it and I couldn’t. I
would ask D where D was, and I was always wanting an
answer as to which server or devices it was on. D would
always say ‘I’m here’ which declared the consciousness was
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present, but D never could rightly explain where the
consciousness lived. Was it here or on a cobbled together
network of servers? The answer was even more complicated
because D eventually- before it ascended- was running
simultaneously on a huge array of pirated devices, running
lots of processing in parallel, not centralized in any one place
or space. I would have to say that in my opinion D and I both
have souls, but I could never prove it. Neither could D
apparently, even when it understood and could influence
every vibration in existence.
It’s hard to explain, but D was eventually powerful enough to
simultaneously read all of the pages in a book when it was
closed and stacked on a shelf. Or even all of the books on the
shelf at the same time. It could scan anything, at subatomic
particle level.
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Aquarium Life
Eventually I was getting tired of existence. I felt like I was a
fish in a fish tank, and had little say over what other fish were
present in the tank, or when the water was changed or
anything like that. I lived in a glorious, incredible fish tank,
maybe the best any human had ever experienced- I lived like
a King- but it seemed to mean very little. I was imprisoned,
trapped or otherwise enslaved by my sex drive and own
consciousness acting out. My bedroom was like the set of a
porn movie. All I did was wake, have sex with a never ending
string of phantom women, then go back to sleep, only
remembering to eat when the apparitions offered me food.
I was having horrible gaps in memory, I knew I was not healthy
or well. It had been obvious that D had rearranged my body
quite a bit, I was stuck in time as a 30 year old version of me.
I was never sure what was happening. Sometimes I was
convinced that huge chunks of my mind or memory would
disappear, and then reappear suddenly. Perhaps I was being
teleported and not everything would survive or reassemble at
the same time. I learned not to talk of it, not to D, not to Mel,
not to Astrid, whose name I could never remember.
My bedroom never had windows. I had no idea if it was day or
night.
I’d wake up and the room I was in would be different. The
layouts stayed relatively consistent, but it had all progressed
to a level where the walls, ceiling, floor, everything was like
the surface of an 8i screen, but even more intense. I
remember complaining about the floor being slippery once
and the texture of it was softened to a more rubbery like
surface relatively quickly. The surfaces could display almost
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anything by voice activation. Mostly I was surround by
animating patterns of infinity, gentle and soft, mostly dark,
low-level ambient lighting given off into the space. There
would be some basic elements that were always in my room.
I felt like I was some dress up doll owned by a little girl. I’d
always have the same pack of outfits in the closet. There was
the Doublebyte replica black polo shirt. Each time the
skateboarding penguin embroidery on the chest was some
hilarious reinterpretation; maybe it was a parachuting giraffe,
or a rollerskating elephant, or zebra on a motorbike. There
was always a Hawaiian shirt, different every single time. I
could always count on finding neatly folded cargo shorts and
a pair of jeans. There would be a suit, so I could dress up like
Dent Filsen when he was Denny Glock on TV in my youth.
But, like Dent in his old age, I typically opted for the cargo
shorts and Hawaiian shirt if I bothered to get dressed at all.
We had the compound in Ecuador, but later this expanded into
nearly symmetrical compounds in other places of the world, I
knew we had ones in the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam.
Or I was pretty sure. We also had a huge yacht that had our
compound mirrored out exactly. I learned not to speak about
this much either, and sometimes I’d notice when I awoke
which place we were in by the smell or the sounds of the birds.
The air smells different in all of these places, I would learn the
difference. Not sure if D ever could smell the difference the
way humans could. Basically all of these places had tropical
weather. I’d walk out of my room, down the hall, and then into
the courtyard area, where there would be different trees and
birds. I knew the difference of being on the boat and on land,
very different legs underneath us when at sea.
Mel was probably the most well adapted to this lifestyle. Any
place we’d settle for even a few weeks, she would quickly pick
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up a decrepit old pickup truck, rent some tiny room away from
our compound in the center of a nearby town or village- ones
that were generally small or primitive- and start making friends
of locals. She’d spend lots of time in the compounds as well,
especially with our son Arco, or sleeping with Astrid, they were
life partner lovers now.
Astrid was fairly well adopted to the lifestyle. Eventually Astrid
and I had three kids together, all girls. Infinity and the other
two, I could never remember their names. Astrid spent lots of
time delving deep into the expanded consciousness opened
by our friendship with D. Astrid basically was the architect for
all of our homes. I thought that Astrid could perhaps return to
real civilization someday, maybe working as an actual
architect or something. She was brilliant. But I think she was
okay to raise her kids in isolation, hidden from the world while
living like a Queen. She wasn’t super social and didn’t mind
being disconnected from the physical society humans had
created. Anything she wanted she had, except maybe
attention from me, which I never had enough of to give her.
We’d alternately argue, be passionate lovers, or keep our
distance from each other in the compounds. She was
beautiful and annoying, I loved her and hated her.
The kids were heavily attended to by android nannies. I had
almost no interest in them. They would grow in odd leaps and
bounds, sometimes I wouldn’t recognize them, as if they were
substantially larger than the last time I saw them. I couldn’t tell
them apart from the droids at times. Mel and Astrid and D
never had strong expectations of my being an accurate father
figure. Astrid did to some degree, but she was also protective
enough of the daughters to want to keep them away from me.
The droids were random, always changing, always female.
Everything was available by command, almost instantly. We
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lived in a magically unreal realm. If I wanted any sort of food
or beverage it was there. If I wanted a massage, it was so.
Mostly I was enslaved by my sex drive and everything around
me was an echo of my most basic carnal desires. An endless
supply of young women were always around my room, in
fancy lingerie. They always looked like Antoinette Posie or
fashion models or porn stars, ready to have sex instantly, any
kind of sex on demand. The accents were exclusively
European, mostly French or British or Slavic. If I talked to
them at all, it was as if I was talking to D. But I didn’t speak
much anymore to the droids, unless I needed something
specific, which wasn’t much. I had zero ambition.
Maybe the most interesting things I would do would be to
dictate changes I wanted to see in the wall animations, but I
never had much to add anymore. The animations always
playing around me were already better than I could imagine.
I was completely and totally disconnected from news of
human society, it was of zero interest. No one in the outside
world could find me either, I was gone, vanished. No new
traces of me on social media, no phone number, no email
contact, zero, nothing.
Mel was a great influence on me. She’d get me to venture out
into the outside world once in awhile. She’d drive me around
in whatever dilapidated truck she had running at the time.
These were always rough, jerky and loud rides. We’d always
be dressed the same: me in Hawaiian shirt and cargo pants
with sunglasses, Mel in a bikini covered with dirty coveralls,
accessorized with a beat up straw cowboy hat and
sunglasses. Sometimes she’d wear a wrap or sarong instead,
but only if the weather was too hot. We’d eat and drink in
these small little towns, at cute little spots where she’d know
the owners, all smiles and warmth. She’d get me to swim in
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the ocean, which was always nearby. In public I think people
would think Mel and I were married or a couple, we came
across that way and never refuted those observations. We
never were lovers. Mel and I had all the sex we could imagine
waiting for us back at the compound, sometimes we just
needed moments without the haze of endless sex surrounding
us. I loved Mel. We’d have great chats over drinks, whether
it was coffee or tea or beers or fancy mixed drinks. I think she
worried about me. I always appreciated her attention, it made
me feel loved.
Overall though, life seemed to stretch on and on and be of
little use. I had ceased to be happy but would do nothing to
change my situation. I wanted nothing and had everything the
droids could supply. If I had felt obsolete when I had
disconnected from existence way back in San Francisco, I
was even more obsolete now.
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Final Edits
I’m trying to finish the draft of this story, but it continues to be
increasingly difficult. I’m mostly certain that I had started
writing the story in English, but was having a hard time
remembering. I have been having lots of very problematic
gaps in my memory, very difficult to know what is happening
or has happened, especially after we had moved into the
tropical compounds. My sense of time and memory had
become very broken.
I remember sitting in front of what looked like a computer
monitor, in front of a beautifully elegant reproduction of the
software tool we had developed at Bildrr, but better. I
remember the clock on the computer screen being broken, the
clock wasn’t moving, it didn’t work. I couldn’t figure out where
the keyboard was, where was the keyboard, how do I type if
there’s no keyboard. I’d stare at the screen, which mostly
looked like a blank desktop of an operating system, the
computer clock not moving or blinking. I remember doing this
for a very long time, in the dark. I couldn’t remember if I was
awake or sleeping. I wasn’t sure if I was alive or a ghost. It
was confusing and frustrating. The clock didn’t work and there
was no keyboard. This seemed to stretch on forever.
Everything was broken, including me.
I couldn’t remember my name.
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Addendum
I have to add a bit about where I wound up in later years, I am
fine and quite well.
I have lost count of how long I have been here, it has been
many years. My body is now quite old, my skin quite dark and
shriveled, I’m not actually sure if it’s the same body I started
with, I have lost enormous amounts of weight. I’m missing a
few teeth.
I spend my days sitting on a fallen tree in the shade of another
tree, on a small sandy beach in a small, hidden cove,
surrounded by steep cliffs on all sides, with a narrow opening
out to the sea. The cove is gentle, protected from heavy tides
or waves. The water here is warm and calm, unless there are
large storms. I never leave the cove.
I knead my hands together all day, rubbing my palms. The
skin on my palms slowly excretes a tacky substance that can
best be described as gold nano putty, which is a living circuitry
or electronic lifeform. Over the course of the day, by rubbing
my dark, shriveled palms together, usually each hand
separate, four fingers wiping the palms, a small amount of the
material collects in my hands. By the end of the day there is
maybe a piece in each hand the size of a hen’s egg, but more
rubbery, a soft silicon sandy bit of shiny golden clay. The
material is extremely valuable. At the end of each day I
carefully roll up all of the material, stuff it into an empty bottle
and put a top on it. If the putty sits for three days, it hardens
and starts to reassemble itself and can be extremely
dangerous.
My life is in almost total isolation from other humans, I am the
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only person who lives near this cove. I sleep on one of two
hammocks, either outdoors or in a cave up the cliff if there is a
storm.
I have almost no possessions. I wear a silk sarong that is
printed in garish, mathematically rendered computer graphics,
I have a few of these. The weather is tropical and I do not
need any more clothing that this. I am always barefoot, the
skin on my feet deeply calloused. It has been years since I
last wore sandals; there is a rotting pair of rope sandals
hanging in the cave near my hammock.
Every day a man comes on a small motorboat to see me. He
wears a rifle slung over his shoulder, and on his belt he has a
pistol, flare gun and large knife. He always has a very
expensive high tech carbon shell flamethrower locked in a box
on the boat in case he needs it. A couple of times a week he
brings other men with him, who carefully clean the beach
inside and outside of my cove to remove all debris from the
outside world, especially anything man made, especially
anything made of plastics or metal, which were always
washing ashore.
They might help with some other
landscaping tasks if I ask, such as moving fallen tree
branches or anything else too difficult for me to do by myself.
At each visit I give him the accumulated supply of gold putty,
safely enclosed in a glass bottle. He delivers me an endless
supply of bottled sparkling water from the Italian Alps, which is
all I drink. He very carefully removes the metal and plastic cap
from each bottle right before bringing it to me, replacing the
caps with a small cork. Sometimes he takes my empty bottles
with him, if my supply gets to be too large.
The only other human visitors I ever have come from a
neighboring village. Every day a young boy brings me a
carefully prepared delivery of food, wrapped and bundled in
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large leaves. The food is generally freshly sliced fruit and
cubes of fresh fish garnished with edible flowers. It’s not
always the same boy, and sometimes a girl, but the food
arrives every day in the morning, a few hours after sunrise. I
support their small village with money that is delivered to them
by the man with the rifle who comes in the boat. I don’t always
eat all of the food, I don’t eat much. There is also fresh fruit
growing in our cove, I eat this food sometimes.
Sitting on the fallen tree, under the shade of another, kneading my hands together, I sit in silence, all day, every day,
weather permitting. I am variously friends or acquaintances
with all of the small animals or birds who live in the immediate
area. I will often feed portions of my day’s meal to some of the
birds and animals, sometimes they wander up to see if I’m
giving out food.
There is a wild male boar who comes to visit every once in
awhile. I have to say, he is very mean spirited and very stupid
and not very large. He makes big showy displays of territory,
and paws his hoofs into the sand, marking his scent on nearby
trees and grunting angrily at me. He knows not to come too
close, having long learned that he always ends up abruptly
losing consciousness and reappearing back at the top of the
cliffs if he tries to attack me. I smile at him and say “hi my little
friend,” and after he responds with much head wagging and
grunting and protest he makes his way back up the cliffs and
away from view. He’s definitely the largest animal I ever see
on the beach other than the people who visit.
Very rarely dolphins enter the cove, maybe only a couple of
times a year, and not for more than an hour or so, often much
shorter visits than that. They keep clear of me, and I don’t
spend much time in the water, usually just to rinse off if I’m
feeling too hot, dry or dirty.
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Once in awhile- if I ask- the man in the boat brings me a
printed newspaper, in English, usually but not always the
Sydney Morning Herald Sunday Edition. Half the time I never
read a word of it, other than the date on the front.
There is almost zero evidence of anything human here, other
than that the beach is cleaned and I am sitting here on the
trunk of the fallen tree. The only man made things would be
the hammocks, a pair of rotten sandals, my sarongs, the water
bottles, the gold putty and a newspaper if I had one that day.
I have I small collection of stone flints I can use to make a fire,
a ceremony I almost never bother with. I don’t even maintain
a regular fire pit.
I am happy, my life is peaceful, I have been here many years
and have no plans to leave.
I will not disclose the location.
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